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ABSTRACT
The thesis is that the best historical novels in Britain

today make a lively and varied body of literature united. by
a conc€rn for perspective. This is defined as a present point
of view which respects the integrity of the past.
The first chapter discusses the nature of their achieveient.
Historical fiction has seen many ambitious failures in perspective, where the past has been distorted for the sake of modern
causes. In recent decades, the vlue of realistic narrative
and the possibility of historical objectivity have been widely
questioned. The success of even a fe y writers in this genre
shows a discrepancy: betteen the most challenging critical
itheories and the most original creative practice.
The arunent is continued in a series of critical studies.
Two chapters exanine Mary Renault's use of contemporary realism
to follow the 'sightlines' of ancient cultures. The next two
chapters discuss a different, Joycean or 'ludic' stand in
fiction, in the vork of Anthony Burgess (Nothing Like the Sun
and Napoleon Symphony) and Robert Nye (falstaff); it is argued
that they share Mary Renault's sense of a real past vhich is
not to be distorted. Chapter 6 shovs that J.G. Farrell's trilogy
about the British Empire is equally original and intelligent in
perspective, while folloving different methods again. Chapter
7 contrasts John Fowles's The French Lieutenant's Yoman and
William Golding's Rites of Passage -- one novel which exhibits
fashionable doubts about the hiscorical imagination, and one
which effectively dispels then.
These are impressive, if minor, works in a species of
fiction which has always been difficult. Their quality shows
that much recent talk about the death of the past and the
death of the novel has been unduly pessimistic.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Perspective in historical fiction is taken here to mean a view
of the past adjusted to present interests. It is always difficult
to be fair to both. Present interests are never quite those of
the past and are liable to distort the view. An historical
novelist is constantly Involved In compromise. One way of looking
at the hybrid nature of the genre is to see it as a mixture, of
verifiable history, and fiction,whlch need be true only to the
reader's experience of life; but all other realistic fiction
claims to be true at least to the social history of the present or
the recent past. My thesis is that the best contemporary authors
of historical fiction In Britain have been honest and creative In
their compromise5between the conflicting claims of past and
present, achieving a usetul perspective on various periods of
history. The results are especially heartening because tbe last
thirty years have seen widespread, radical questioning of both
narrative history and realistic fiction. Given that this species
of literature has always been unsure of itself, even at the time
when novelists and historians wrote with greatest confidence, this
cu r rent vitality is not only pleasing In itself: It is evidence of
a division which now exista,at least in Britaln,between avant-garde
critical theory and the most original creative practice.
My starting point is the conclusion to Avrom Fleishinan's
1
The English Historical Novel: Walter Scott to Virginia Woolf (1971),
a survey which Includes some novels of the 1950s but which sees
Virginia Woolf as the end of a tradition.
Despite the considerable learning of many
recent historical novelists, their lack of
methodological self-consciousness leaves them
1

2

among the conventions of the realist novel,
and the critical reader wi].]. persist In
seeing their best efforts as costume f].ummery.
The historical novel of our time wi].]. probably
join the experimental movement of the modern
novel or retire from the province of serious
2
literature.
Twelve years later, the situation today seems more complex and
intere&tlng than that. Anthony Burgess and. Robert Nye display
'methodological self-consciousness'. Burgess's Nothing Like the
Sun (1964), reissued In 1982, and Natoleon ymphony (].974),anä.
Nyo's lstaff (1976),are works conspicuously Influenced by
modern experiment, and so is John Fowles's The French Lieutenant's
Worian (19e9). William Golding, whose Rites of Passage (1980) is
set In the early nineteenth century, has always merged the
traditional and the experimental, in technique and effect. Mary
Renault, who completed her trilogy of novels about Alexander the
Great (and her eighth historical novel) with neral Games in 1981,
might be thought to have' left' her work 'among the conventions of
the realist novel'; but many readers (Including, in 1971, Avrom
Fleishman) find her,none the less,far above 'flummery'. Gore Vidal,
for example, has claimed (in the publisher's advertisement to the
Penquin edition of Funeral Games) 'it is plain that her' A].exandriad
Is one of this century's most unexpectedly original works of art'.
His tribute is healthy In attitude, at least, because it Is free
from the now rather o].dfashioned assumption that originality means
Joycean experiment with technique. Joyce represents one line of
twentieth-century develonent; Mary Renault belongs to another.

3
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When J. G. Farrell died in 1979 he was midway through ihe Hill
Station, an addition to Troubles (1970), The Siege of Krishnapur
(1973) and The Singapore Grip (1978). These are not books which
fall on one or other side of a line separating experimental from
realist fiction. Renault, Burgess, ye,Farre1l, Fowles and
Golding are traditional in one essential respect which links
them with the best novelists from Scott onwards who are considered.
in Fleishman' a book. They are conimitted to the permanent problem
of perspective, of how to be true to the time in which the story
is set and to the time in which they write, of how to see the
past fairly from a contemporary vantage-point.
The present period is more sceptical about the possibility
of doing so than any earlier generation. There are advantages In
scepticlan about how well we can know the past, and there are
limits to the advantages. J.R.See].ey wrote In The Ex p ansion of
England (1883) that 'if (Thets] lead to no great truths having at
the same time scientific generality and momentous practical bearinge
then history is but an amusement and will scarcely hold Its own in
the conflict of studies'. 3 The title of his book Is one clue to his
meaning. Few British historians or novelists would put the
alternatives in such extreme terms. Some would say that no
historiography Is more than an amusement since no truths can be
found. But without even wanting the scientific assurance or the
momentous bearings of Seeley' a condition, we can still hope for more
than simple anusement in historical novels. This chapter first
considers the background and implications of contemporary sceptician
and then outlines the positions of the novelists, Mary Renault,
Anthony Burgess and Robert Nye, and 3.G.Farrel]., who are studied In
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chapters which fol],ow. I propose that there are three kinds
of approach among these writers which illustrate the diversity
and, the basic common purpose of historical novelists today - to
be found in others, including Fowles and Golding who are discussed
in the last chapter before the 'Conclusion'.
The most obvious advantage for a contemporary writer is
freedom from Victorian self-censorship. Here is Thackeray,
opening his essay on Steele In The ng11sh Humourists of the
Eighteth Century (1853):
We can't tell -- you would not bear to be
told the whole truth regarding those men
and manners. You could no more suffer In
a British drawing-room under the reign of
Queen Victoria, a fine gentleman or fine
lady of Queen Arme's time, or hear what
they heard and said, than you would receive
an ancient Briton.4
Fashions change; the rake and the ancient Briton would be gladly
received today; some of our historical fiction might shock them
both. In so far as Thackeray was thinking of sexual mores, modern
licence has reached a far extreme from his prudishness. The present
fascination with sexual behaviour In rakes and, savages will
probably come to seem as far-fetthed, as the Victorians' reticence.
Other forms of censorship arid prejudice hampered historical
Imagination in the nineteenth century. British self-confidence
made modern attitudes seem natural, and therefore present although
submerged in 'ordinary people' of all ages as they struggled against
unnatural conditions -- slavery, feudalism, medieval Catholicism --
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in their slow but sure progress towards Victorian England. This
is the Whig' view of history which makes the past a prologue to
the present and distorts It by hindsight. J.W.Burrow 'a A J4beral
Descent: Victorian Historians and, the En glish Past (1961) is a
recent study of how political opinions shaped the work if
hiBtorians. Recent studies of historical fiction have been very
conscious of the influence of the 'Whig' view (also present in
Tories) that the past is no more than Its contribution to the
present. Andrew Sanders's The Victorian Historical Novel:1840-1880
(1978) argues that a simply conceived idea of progress dominates
the fiction of his period: 'history offered proof that men were
moving inexorably onwards... •5 The first chapter of Peacock s
Headlong Hall of 1837 is a reminder that not everyone was convinced;
of the three'philosophers and men of taste' who argue their way to
Tales one Is a 'perfectlbillan' but another a 'deteriorationiet'
('the whole species must at length be exterminated by its own
imbecility and vileness') and the third believes, as a l statu-quo-ite
that all progress entails an equal measure of retrogression.
Nostalgia for pre-industrial England oild interfere as badly as
naive belief in progress with attempts to imagine the past.
Thackeray's enry Eemond (1852) mingles self-satisfaction with
regret over the centui'y of changes which separated Eanond' a lifetime
from his own. But Sanders is of course right. There was an
overwhe3mirig tendency to see earlier times as unevolved versions of
the nineteenth century.
The past Is still put entirely at the disposal of present
interests in 'Coninitted' literature, but the relatively weak
influence of Marxin in the British literary world can be seen in the
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general rejection of George

vision of the Waverley

novels in The Historica]. Novel, as the first appearance of the
'modern historical
synonymous with

ir.sofar as

is

David Brown, for example, fo]Jows

many nineteenth-century critics in seeing Scott as a Tory. 6 James
Anderson wrongly says that history was nothing to Scott but 'a
storehouse of material for fiction'. 7 J.H.Ralelgh's Time. Pla
and Idea (1968) shows again the originality of Scott's insights
into history and his involvement in his era: 'for the first time
in literature, Scott had dramatised the basic processes of modern
history... he also saw the inevitability and necessity of
progressing away from it'. 8 Prom this double-vision, Scott created
in the novels of recent Scottish history, work of a Shakespearean
richness. Later nineteenth-century writers were always under his
influence but scarcely ever rivalled him.
G.P.R.James and W.Harrison Ainsworth are dull, after Scott,
when they try to recreate the past, and even more dull, as
contemporaries of Dickens, in what they have to say to their own
time. In this they are distinct from many mid-Victorian novelists
whose history is stong1y affected by current affairs. Because
there was a sense that the past was the childhood of the present
(a favourite metaphor of Marx), novelists sought analogies. James
C.Simmons has studied these in The Novelist as Historian; Robert
Lee Wolff, reviewing him in the Times Literary Sunlement, attacked
many of Simmons's judgements, deriding him for having said that
Newman's Callista (1856) 'used' historical fiction to purvey
Catholic doctrine; it is hard not to see Callista and Kingsley's
torrid H ypatia of 1853 (which is now unintentionally very funny, In
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many parts) as works of religious polemic more than imaginative
explorations of life In antiquity.

rightly points out
that Bulwer Lytton used medieval stories for modern propaganda;
Wolff

The Last of the Barons (1843) and Harold: the Last of the Saxon
Kings (1848) are stories of how medieval affairs foreshadowed

political tensions among mercantile, aristocratic, an3. radical
Interests of the 1840s; 'to read any of these novels in any other
way is to miss their chief interest', Wolff concludes.
The best Victorian historical novels were
not It is cleat', written byMr 5jjfl55
as historian'. The novels that
were so written no longer teach history,
and se1d retain much interest as fiction.

9

'Their chief, If not their sole, claim to be read to-day' is that
they treat Victorian issues in the disguise of the past.

Wolff's

'seldom' and 'much' allow sc*ne roctn for disagreement. But Scott
apart,

nond, and. Dickens's two novels set In the recent past, are
probably the only works of historical fiction before Kipling which
are now willingly read except by specialists in some Victorian field;
Rornola (1863) is read dutifully only by those who enjoy George
liot's other novels. Even if one takes the more generous view of
Avrom Fleishman who finds historical Imagination In Kingsley are.
Charles Reade,it must be admitted that this was a most difficult
genre In the great age of the novel, and that the claims of the
present most often overcame those of the past.
It would be wrong to claim that any later writers have
achieved an objectivity transcending the preoccupations of their
culture, and equally wrong to require that novelists try to achieve
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it. Perspective means that the past is viewed through present
consciousness. But when P].aubert said that 'history is only the
re2ection of the present on the past and that is why it is
forever to be rewritten', he implied such an appropriation as can
be found in Sa].animb6 where conditions in Prance in 1862 are
10
'reflected on' ancient Carthage.
That is to deny integrity to
the past. It can be claimed that a better compromise has been
reached to-day. Just how difficult it is to avoid seeing history
as a 'prelude to the present' was recognised by Lord Raglan on the
first page of The Hero (1936).
Only the nallest fraction of the human
race has ever acquired the habit of taking
an objective view of the past. For most
people, even educated people, the past is
merely a prologue to the present, not
merely without Interest insofar as it is
independent of the pre sent, but simply
inconceivable except in terms of the
pre sent.
We a].]. suffer, he rightly says next, from 'this lack of mental
perspective': 'the events of our own past life are remnbered, not
as they seemed to us at the time, but merely as incidents leading
up to our present situation'; this leads to 'a false perspective'
in which we impose the present on our readings of the past, by a
natural inclination. Raglan's Impatience Is a sign of willingness,
In the post-Victorian period, to try. His generation was disposed
to patronise the nineteenth century, to distort its view of
eminent Victorians by judging them through the consciousness of
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modern emancipation, and this tendency shows another weakness
in our objectivity - we define our own period in relation to
the past.
The most that can be claimed for contemporary novelists is
a relative degree of balance, a willingness to acknowledge the
human interest of attitudes which are unlike ours, and to grant
the difference In similarities. The expansion of literature In
the English language has been a healthy influence. To compare
Joyce Cary's picture of the British in Africa In Mister Johnson
(1939) with Chinua Achebe's version in Arrow of God (1964) can
be enlightening. The for!ne of 'emancipation' from Victorian
disciplines of mind which were achieved In the modernist period
can now be seen as a loss as well as a gain. It Is easy to
ridicule George Grote the historian of Greece who (perhaps wisely)
never visited Greece for fear of bandits; a contributor to the
Times Literary Supplement remarked some years ago that Grote
'went to his grave unaware that Demosthenes was the kind of man
11
who would have been an embarrasnent at the Liberal Club'. The
Demosthenes portrayed In Mary Renault's lre from Heaven would
never have been admitted. Miss Renault is justified In complaining
that Grote
had the fatal caimItment which vitiates
conscientious fact with anachronistic morality.
His whole capital of belief being Invested In
the Athenian democracy, be was resolute In
attributing Its fall to external villainy
rather than Internal collapse. Demosthenes
12
could do no wrong
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Mary Renault's belief' in democracy is plain fran her novels. It
does not interfere with her detennination to occupy a Macedonian
viewpoint in Fire from Heaven. It may be that her power to live
her Macedonia was helped by twenty years In Africa. The strength
of Grote' a catnitment' Is lacking to-day, although not entirely
absent. A sceptical but firm sense of valuea,such as that of
Mary Renault or J.G.Farre].l, Is a good basis for looking

at the

ast.
Praising Kipling In a lecture, 'The Sense of the
given in 1972, Sir Richard Southern talked about 'the
sharing the

Past',
pleasure of'

thoughts of people of the past' which he found highly

developed at the end of the nineteenth century.
It was the returned exile Kipling -- in
my view the most gifted historical genius
this country has ever produced -- who created
the most vivid imaginative pictures of the
successive phases of' life in England going
back to remote antiquity. But It was
Henry James -- who first used the phrase
t the sense of the past' to denote the impact
of an Immensely complicated and varied scene
13
on an historically sensitive mind....
The Jameslan sense of the past pervades Victorian fiction set in
Victorian England, and much of the best fiction written to-day.
Kipling' a gift for

Imaginative pictures was original and exceptIona1

It promised well as an example for twentieth-century prospects
in historical fiction.
The sane could be said of the advancement of novels for chlldre]
--

apart fran Kipling' a -- in the seine period. A. 3. P. Taylor has
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recently described the scorn which he felt as a child fbr
Stanley Weyman, but there are scenes in Weyman which give a
sense of the past -- the Cardinal and, his cats in Under the Red
14
Robe (1894). Before caning to Stevenson and Conan Doyle, one
could read Edith Nesbit, at the turn of the century, who treated
history as an imaginative back-garden game. In the 19202 there
was John Buchan's The Path of the King (1921) and The Blanket of
the Dark (1931), and later Rosemary Sutcliffe, Cynthia Harnett,
Walter Hodges end Leon Garfield. The last half-century has
produced a large body of exciting, imaginative and well-researched.
historical fiction for the young, gradually helping to create a
more demanding adult readership.
Nacni Mitchison catered for such critical tastes, preparing
a way for Mary Renault. Peter Green argued in a 1958 lecture,
'Aspects of the Historical Novel', that the genre was 'undergoing
a renaissance' and he saw its origin In Naomi Mitchison's
The Conquered (1923), where the Gallic wars are seen fran the
Gaula' point of view. Concern to recreate an alien civilisation
on Its own terms, he says, is the dominant feature of subsequent
work, and he praises Rex Warner, Zoe 0ldenbour (In France),
Robert Graves, H.P.M.Prescott, and Alfred Duggan, among others.
Accuracy and imagination are present In these novelists [as In
John Cowper Powys] but their essential difference from earlier work
15
is the power of 'empathy', Green concludes. Avran Flelabman Is,
none the less, justified In saying that writers between the 1920s
and the l950a were outside what was then felt to be the main stresm
of English fiction, and, right to point to Conrad and Virginia Woolf
to explain why this was felt. F1eIs1nan quotes The Inheritors (1901
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which Conrad wrote in collaboration with Ford Madox Ford.
Our Cromwel] There was no Cromwell;
he had. lived, he had worked for the
future - and now he had ceased to
exist. His future - our past, had.
come to an end.
He comments that Conrad thought 'recent deve].opnenta ha&
made so sharp a break with the political values of the past
that history may be said to have ended and an era of anarchy to
16
have been ushered in'.
So thought Lawrence's Birkin, and
LB.Yeats, in the decades to come. Pleishman proceeds to discuss
Virginia Woolf's Between the Acts (1941).
The idea of history presented on and off
the stage in Between the Acts is more subtle
than any of the theoretical theories of
history taken up In previous historical
novels. It might be called a posttheoretical idea, for it is In tune with
the attitudes towards the past that
dominate the modern historian's craft...
...no longer broad causal relationships of
events derived from prophetic visions of
the shape of history. Neither the liberal
view of progress, which was part of Woolf's
intellectual heritage, nor the cyclical
views of eternal return, which so many of
her contemporaries embraced, Is identifiable
17
In the novel's world.
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Instead,Between the Acts is 'not a novel about history but a novel
about consciousness of history which Includes historiography and
18
historical fiction Itself.' 'Therefore the most learned hi5torlca].
novelists -- Prescott, Warner, Mitchison -- are left by their lack
of methodological self-consciousness' outside the species of
fiction a modern critical reader expects: 'like history Itself,
the historical novel must be more than Its past, passing freely
into new possibilities, or remain a sterile repetition of the forms
19
doled out to it from tradition'.
One purpose of this thesis Is to show that conspicuous formal
novelty and stale repetition are not mutually exclusive alternativeE
Critician of modern British fiction In general has moved on from
Rubin Rabinovjtz's The Reaction Against Experiment In the English
Novel, 1950-1960 (1967), a work sadly trapped inside that
assumption. Iris Murdoch, Kingsley Amis, Anthony Powell,
William Golding, and Angus Wilson, have exploited a wide range of
the resources available from tradition, including those explored
by Virginia Woolf but not limited to them. In the first year of the
new reign which provides this thesis with Its dates L.P.Hartley
published The Go-Between, a subtly-told story of 1900 filled with
a 1950s consciousness. Powell had published A Question of
UpbringIflg, the first volume of his T MusIc of Time sequence in
195].; Wilson's Hemlock and. After came out in 1952. First novels
by Murdoch (Under the Net), Amis (Lucky Jim) and Golding (Lord of
the Flies) followed In 1954. Mary Renault's first historical
novel The Last of the Wine appeared In 1956 and The KInK Must Die,
which made her name, In 1958. Golding published The Inheritors In
1955 and The Spire In 1964. HIstorical novelists, when Flelebman
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was writing, need no longer feel excluded frcim new possibilities
if they wrote about history rather than consciousness of history.
They might be as methodologically self conscious as Anthony Burgess,
but even then they need not regard rea1in or tradition as' doles'
to turn to when invention flagged. Realian was clearly one mode
available to the most ambitious of contemporary novelists.
A revival of confidence, then, distinguishes the practice of
historical novelists frcvi the 1950s onwards. Sensing it,Peter Green
said in 1958 that writers were beginning to treat the 'bastard genre1
20
as 'a serious and legitimate medium'.
So they were. The following
two chapters are written in the belief that Mary Renault is a
better novelist than her immediate predecessors and contemporaries
who treated life in antiquity: Naciii Mitchison,'Bryher',Robert Gravei
21
Arthur Koestler, Rex Warner, Alfred Duggan; and that her novels
bring a stronger talent to the same effort of showing an alien
culture on its own terms. Avrc*n Fleisbrnan thinks so too.
One has only to ccmpare her use of her
scholarship with that of Mitchison, Graves,
or lesser writers on classical themes (e.g.,
Alfred Duggan or Bryher) to sense the
difference between a genuine artist and a
learned entertainer. For Renault, modern
knowledge is not an instrument for exposing
the anthropological imperatives or political
motivations of the men of the past. For the
very reason that she treats Theseus as myth
as well as man, she is able to rewrite his
legendary exploits as history -- speculative
history, to be sure, but more readily

15
approachable than the politically reduced
or anthropologically expanded visions of
man we are given by Graves and Mitchi son,
22
respectively.
Having q.uoted Professor Fleishman on a general tendency In order to
disagree, it Is pleasing to quote his book on a particular author's
talent (always more interesting than genera]. tendencies) to agree,
before parting company.
There is another feature of Mary Renault which she shares with
all the novelists considered below, and that is a determination
to engage the attention of readers who are not normally drawn to
the history of her period, or to history at all. Graves does so In
the 'Claudlus' books and, perhaps, in Wife to Mr Milton (1942), but
not in Count Belisarius (1938). The other novelists Pleishman
names, and H.P.M.Prescott, are primarily novelists to attract
23
historians. Rex Warner and Miss Prescott could be called historyteachers' novelists -- certainly they (unlike Graves) are
novelists history-teachers recommend. They are both prim. Mary
Renault has been a best-seller; Burgess, Nye, Farrell, Fowles arid
Go].dlng have enjoyed large sales. There is In all of them an
element of vulgarity,in the best sense,which takes varlou8 forms.
Mary Renault is a rctnantic and a hero-worshipper as we].]. as a scholar
and an artist. Burgess and Nye are scurrilous as we].]. as learned
and Ingenious. Farrell Is both very earnest and very flippant
about history.

work Is marked by his experience of

fI3m-making, and journallan; his style of theorislng in The French
Lleutenant'S Woman is closer to journalian than to a university
seminar. In Go].d.ing there are rc*antic and sensationalist tendencies
which escape his normal austerity. It is refreshing and unusual
to be able to say of a group of contemporary novelists as we
can here, that not one of them is a professional university

:1.6

24
teacher; they have made livings as writers. Their 'vulgarity'
is not proposed, in later chapters, as a literary merit in itself.
Th& erotic passages in Burgess and rye, being a-historical, have
been mostly disregarded in the discussions of their work. But it
is a sign of their confidence that the most ambitious kitd. of
historical fiction can be, not only 'serious and legitimate', as
Peter Green says, but lightly entertainihg too. Their work is more
entertaining, in the popular meaning, in excitement, wit, 'colour',
than the thousands of historical adventures and romances which are \
aimed only at the most common tastes of the common reader. That
promises well for the future of a genre which Pleishman thought
should join the modern experimental movement in the direction shown
by Virginia Woolf (who would probably have disapprovelof most of
these novelists).
The contemporary author of historical fiction works with
these advantages. e is less likely than nineteenth-century writers
to distort the past from an undue belief in progress or to use it,
reflecting present concerns on the pest. There is a public, although
not large enough, which has been accustomed, even from childhood, to
accurate and. imaginative work. There is no reason to believe that
novels about history are old-fashioned, or a sub-genre only for
specialists. There is scope to treat a past-period with regard for
the integrity of surviving evidence and to address the -- in all
senses --' critical reader'. There are enough talented failures anong
previous works to make it clear that perfection is not to be
achieved in this kind of writing, that compromises have to be
accepted. Given that some modern novelists complain of the
paralysing effect of the great Victorian and Modernist works, the
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existence of Romola might act as a spur. Another advantage might
be seen in our more relaxed attitude to levels and varieties of
language, so closely tied. to social class even in 1940s. English
dialects need not automatically be the mark of an inferior social
class, as they came to be in the nineteenth century. Spoken English
can appear fluent and literate without sounding genteel-British,
not at least to a British ear. The court-eunuch who narrates
Mary Renault's The Persian Bo y sounds the hellenised Persian
courtier he is meant to be, not at all an English gentleman. We
do not suppose there is any equivalence between the English prose
he is given and whatever Greek style such a person might have used
in Ptolemy's Alexandria. He would have been polished and, assured,
as he Is In the novel. Language and style in this genre involve
obvious compromises. In thirty years time the Alexander novels
will be strikingly '1970s', and properly so; but they wi].]. also
have a note which can be heard. in ancient writing.

The argument so far has depended on the traditional assumption
that perspective Is possible because the past is independent of our
reconstructions of It. Most of the past is lost, but more survives
than we know, and we can never predict exactly how newly discovered
evidence may compel us to change our Ideas of it. Al]. historical
Interest, Including that of the historical Imagination, lies In
recognition of the varying degrees of what can be known and imagined1
To believe all Is as naive as to believe nothing. Certain facts,
such as those of geography, are constant In historical times, and.
cannot 'be Ignored. Between these and the most improbable whispa of
legend there are countless layers of reliability in what survives,
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and our consciousness of a period is tiered accordingly. Historians
deal with the realities of the past and with speculation. Historical
novelists are privileged by our consent in their freedom to
speculate but they are constrained by the real, and. they will not
bold attention UflleS8 they respect the past which is ccxinon to all
readers.
The threat to historical fiction to-day comes from those who
argue that all history Is fiction because nothing can be known.
They destroy perspective, for If the past is thought of as the
creation of the present, there Is nowhere to look and nothing to
see. The Orwellian implications of this position are political,
perhaps extra-literary. But in denying that there Is anj hard
reality behind our sense of the past, when we put on an academic
gown or cross the Straits of Gibraltar, but only individual fancy,
'culture-bound', the opponents of historical objectivity depreciate
the first motive for reading historical fiction, which is to find
that sense given more powerful Imaginative truth than we give it
ourselves. They deny too,of couree,that we can learn from the past;
they say that the past can only be used, to teach our standards.
The implications for literature seen purely negative. The novelists
considered in the following chapters are in effect combating a
tendency which -- whether or not It would iinpoverlsh the whole
culture -- would destroy the genre they practise.
A passage from Frank Kermode's The Genesis of Secrec y (1979)
Illustrates the way that interest Is killed by a fashionable kind.
of doctrinaire scepticiaii. The book, based on lectures given at
ifarvard, is a study of Mark's Gospel which Kennode says isa
pleromatlo and henneneutic system, not a history In the modern sense.
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His ultimate purpose is to claim that all texts, historical
25
and. fictional, are 'totally lacking transparency on event'.
His exnple of a modern novelist with a proper sense of history is
Thomas Pynchon arid he quotes from The Cryiri, of Lot 49 (1966).
Let me now quote a historical, or pseudohistorical, narrative of a very different kind.
It purports to describe an engagrient between
an American and a Russian warship off the
coast of California: "What happened on the
9th March, 1864 ... is not too clear. Popov
the Russian admiral did. send. out a ship,either
the corvette 'Bogatir' or the clipper
to see what it could see. Off the coast of
either what is now Cannel -by -the - Sea, or
what is now Pi&no Beach, around noon or
possibly toward. dusk, the two ships sighted
each other. One of them may have fired; if It
did then the other responded but both were out
of range 80 neither showed a scar afterward to
prove anything." This passage describes an
historical event which is held to have occurred,
to have left no trace, and. to be susceptible of
honest report only in the most uncertain and.
indetenninate manner. It admirably represents
a modern scepticIn concerning the reference of
texts to events.

vents exist only as texts,

already to that extent interpreted, and If we
were able to discard the interpretative material
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and be as honest as historians, guite
honestly, pretend to be, a].]. we should
have left would be some such nonsignificant
dubiety as this account of the first
engagement ever to take place between
25
kneri can and. Russian forces.
There are conflicting ideological interpretations of the sea-battle
in the novel. Kexnode wonders 'whether we do not live in a complex
of semiotic systems which are either empty or are operated on the
gratuitous assumption that a direct relation exists between a sign
and. a corresponding object "in realityW I.
The story of the sea battle occurs not in
the work of a professed historian, not even
as a nighnare exnple in a book by some
distracted

philosopher of history, but in a

novel called The

Crying of Lot 49. It

is, r

all that, a serious historiographical exercise.
It illustrates the point that we are capable of a
scepticin very remote fran the pleromatic
certitudes of the evangelists, remote even from
the sober historician of only yesterday. We can,
indeed, no longer assume that we have the capacity
to make value-free statements about history, or
suppose that there is some special dispensation
whereby the signs that constitute an historical
text have reference to events in the world. That
it would not be possible to discover a passage
like the one I have just quoted in a genuine

2].

historical work is an indication that we
mostly go about our business as it the
contrary of what we profess to believe
were the truth, somehow, from somewhere,
a privilege, an authority, descends upon
our researches; and, as long as we do things
as they have generally been done - as long,
that Is, as the Institution which guarantees
our studies upholds the fictions that give
them value -- we shall continue to write
historical narrative as if it were an
altogether different matter from making fictions or, a fortiori, from telling lies.
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Whatever the relation between the signs that constitute an
historical text

and events In the world, one would have to be very

Incurious to accept that It is the sane In all cases. Interest,
when one reads about Salamis or Trafalgar,is In the degrees of
transparency' and opaqueness on events, which can vary from the
extreme mistiness of Pynchon's dubious encounter to occasional
clear

sightings when several Independent witnesses confirm one

another on points of detail while reporting from different

vantage

points. A modern account which is researc^ed successfully enough to
provide that

may be untrue to past experience of the events because

it gives a more complete view than any of the participants possessed.
To allow for a character's limited view is

part of a novelist's

approach, and, there is an Interest In measuring the limits.

Frank Kermode'

B

terminology canes from France and especially

from the late Roland Barthes. Barthes's belief that realiam In
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f]ction is nowadays 'invalid' is well known, and. entertainingly
countered in Philip Thody's study of his work. Barthee's essay
on hietoriography, 'The Discourse of History' In Its English
27
translation, was published in France in 1967. Its exact position
In French structrua1in of the 1960s Is explained by specialist
canmentators in the annual Com parative CnItIcI where It was
reprinted in 1981. Stephen Bann who wrote the Introductory Note
concludes that:
in the last resort, It must be conceded,
Barthes's view of historiography, and.
indeed of History, was a sceptical one...
[because) the linguistic and rhetorical
analysis of historical narrative, as In
this article, cannot grant to history,
a priori, the mythic status which
28
differentiates It from fiction.
The last paragraph of 'The Discourse of History' makes Barthes's
position clear.
History's refusal to assume the real as
signified (or again, to detach the referent
from Its mere assertion) led It, as we understand,
at the privileged point when it attempted to form
Itself into a genre in the nineteenth century, to
see In the 'pure and simple' relation of the fecte
the best proof of those facts, and to institute
narration as the privileged signifier of the real.
Auguetin Thierry became the theoretician of this
narrative style of history, which draws Its 'truth'
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from the careful attention to narration, the
architecture of articulations and the abundance
of expanded elements (known, in this Case, as
'concrete details'). So the circle of paradox
Is complete. Narrative structure, which was
originally developed within the cauldron of
fiction (in myths and the first epics) becomes
at once the sign and the proof of reality. In
this connection, we can also understand how the
relative lack of prominence (ie not complete
disappearance) of narration in the historical
science of the present day, which seeks to talk
of structures and not of chronologies, implies
much more than a mere change In schools of
thought. Historical narration is dying because
the sign of History from now on Is no longer the
29
real, but the intelligible.
A sign, according to Ferdinand de Saussure, Is composed of a
signifier and a signified. The signifier is a sound or a group of
written characters; the signified is equally formal and relative,
for the relationship is arbitrary. Nothing in a rose requires the
name rose; the concept (the signified), which would not exist In
a culture Indifferent to flowers, Is meaningful only In relation
30
to the set of botanical species which our culture provides.
The
for Barthes was a system of sIgnIfies, separate fran
whatever reality may be; hence Kermode's 'language is not
transparent on reality'. The 'historical science of the present
day' talks of 'structures' not of chronology because It Is, like

Saussure' a linguistics, 'SYnChrOnIC' rather than 'diachronic':
interested, in the structure of politics at the accession of
George III rather than in the evolution of parliamentary goveriznent
in the eighteenth century; and, partly because it seeks to imitate
the theory of relativity in physics, where attention is given not
to objects but to structures of activity. The historian's
structures are cultural, so that the chief Italian serniotician
tJznberto Ec can say that 'the Battle of Waterloo was in 1815'
tells us nothing except that such statements have meaning within
31
a particular culture.
The consequence, for Barthes, was to
celebrate the 'd'eath' of historical narrative; and he argued
throughout his career,on the same grounds, that realistic fiction
was inappropriate and dishonest in our time. For him realistic
historical fiction would be doubly dishonest to-day. Solzhenitsyn
'Is not a good writer for us' he said in a magazine Interview,
because through no fault of his own his realistic technique is
32
seventy years out of date. Realistic fiction and. historical
narrative are both dying. The following chapters of this tiesIs
try to show that they are not, and that their union in historical
fiction enriches our culture by protecting the past which In
Barthes's theory falls away, like reality itself, leaving the
dullness of solipsism to which all such reductionism tends.
Good. novelists disrupt the categories which criticism tries
to make for them, and. It Is better to say that Mary Renault,
Anthony Burgess and Robert Nye, and J.G.Farrell show three varieties
of historical fiction rather than three types. The variety can be
seen In relation to these structu.ralIst objectIons to realism and
any kind of narrative history. Mary Renault's novels might be
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compared, in terms of methodology, to A.J.P.Tay].or's history
books. Taylor chose, at a time when Herbert Butterfield and
others had made synchronic analysiB more fashionable than
narrative,to write in the old way, and do It better than the
older writers or anyone else. Mary Renault brought the full
resources of modern reallan to the portrayal of ancient life,
leaving the result to be judged on Its merits. In the last resort
any creative writer has to conclude, 'by God.,'tis good, and if
you like It, you may '; she also asserts that It is true.
Burgess and Nye have written a more fashionable variety of
historical fictior; both ehov' the Influence of Joyce; their work
33
Is more acceptable to Frank Kennode, but they remain more
traditional than Roland Barthes would ieh; irreverent in manner,
they respect the past in principle. The art of J.G.Farrel]. was
growing in reach and subtlety when he died In his forties In 1979.
It was already accomplished and Idiosyncratic, and stimulating in
being very difficult to place In ?tradltlona]..t arid 'experimental'
categories which so muddle contemporary criticism. Farrell blended
realism and sceptIciit In new ways.
Oscar Handlin's Truth in_HIstory (1979) shows signs of
Impatience with historical fiction, but its theme expresses exactly
Mary Renault's conception of her art. Professor Hand].in's purpose
Is to protect the role of the historian from the Incursions of
modish sceptIcin. He has no serious doubts about his role.
The use of history lies in its capacity for
advencing the approach to truth.
The historian's vocation depends on this
minima], operational article of faith:
Truth Is absolute; it is as absolute as the
world Is real. It does not exist because
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individuals wish it to any more than the
world exists for their convenience. Although
observers have more or less partial views of
the truth, its actuality is unrelated to the
desires or the particular angles of vision
of the viewers. Truth is knowable and. will
out if earnestly pursued, and science Is the
procedure or set of procedures for approximating
it... History is the distillation of evidence
surviving from the past. Where there is no
34
evidence there is no history.
This reassertion of what the nineteenth-century took for granted
is the core of Handlin' a argument. He does not probe the
contentious tenna ('distillation' for example), but offers instead
an account of the decline in standards which has caused a Harvard
professor to write the obvious so stridently. The modern discipline
De history became possible because the English Civil War persuaded

the English to accept a distinction between facts and, their
Interpretation -- a refinement which had meant little to the Tudez'
historians whose work was dramatlsed by Shakespeare. The distinction
has been abandoned In the Soviet Union where the regime depends on
a questionable ideology's immunity to questions. In the West it
has been blurred by 'lazy-mindedness'. The realisation that nobody
is purely objective has led to unwillingness to try to pursue
objectivity. Anthropological relativiam is also to blame:historlans
have been affected by the reluctance of anthropologists to judge
one culture fran within another. The study of history wI].]. continue
35
only If the primacy of evidence is recognised and respected. -
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Frank Kermode was at Harvard in 1977 • It would have been
instructive to have heard them debate 'yesterday's sober historicin
Mary Renault defends the same traditional end academically
embattled position, expressing herself more deftly: 'the past is
a part of the human enviroument, and should not be polluted by
falsehood'; her manifesto is a nice balance between the claims of
past and present. The emphasis in all she has said about her work
has been on approaching (unobtainable) truth.
Often of course I must have done through
ignorance what would horrify me if I could
revisit the past ... but one can at least
desire the truth; and It Is inconceivable
to me how anyone can decide deliberately
37
to betray it.
Academic honesty is a duty to the present since It Is a defence of
our Integrity. In a letter to Encounter in 1969 Mary Renault
objected to the misrepresentation of recent history in Rolph
Hochhuth's play about Churchill, Soldiers: 'there does not exist,
in any context, a higher truth than truth: truth is Indivisible
36
and interdependent'. Truth In her own work has meant capturing a
world of the past as It appeared to those who knew It -- a policy
of non-interference.
people of the past should not be modernised
to make an easier read, nor judged by standards
irrelevant to their own day In order to make
dishonest propaganda for scie modern cause;
the 'coriirnitted' historical novelist Is of
necessity a committed liar. Even the dead are
entitled to justice; and the first requirement
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of justice is to apply to them their
current moral standards, however these
may differ frcn our own. Modernised
historical characters are a bore; real
ones are profoundly interesting, at least
to me. I have never knowingly exploited
them, but have tried to see them, as far
as I am able, along the sight lines from
39
which they might have seen themselves.
Both the 'profound interest' and the 'anthropological t wish to
respect the standards of an alien culture are modern in origin and
ramifications. The Greek narrators of her novels seem relatively
free frctn the author's modernising, although the literary resources
of the novel are silently modernising them. The characters' 'sightlines' are those of their own time and. it is intended that they
should jolt and perhaps affront the reader's sensibility. But
even there, as will be seen in the next chapter, there Is allowance
for the modern point of view. The author's selection and direction,
although unobtrusive, reveals modern preoccupations, and the
modern eye of a novelist. On reflection we can see her calculation
of the effect her narrators will have upon us, and even of the fact
that while the story is told by an Athenian soldier or a Persian
eunuch, the author Is a woman -- a frequent source of ironic humour.
When Miss Renault's Theseus speaks of fine prizes for the games,
of which the second was a woman, or her Persian boy reflects on
the nuisance which results when women are let loose from the
well-ordered harems where they belong, there is a well udged
gap between the narrator's Greek 'auditors' who share this view
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and. the author's reader who does not. If Miss Renault's c1am
to show the past from a point of view purely of the past is
inevitably inexact, it is none the less justified for she achieves
a remarkable degree of truth to her ancient world. She Is an
advanced practitioner of an art of Imagining past mentalities, and
as such she Is a product of our time. She is determined, not to
'pollute' the past, but is equally responsible about the whole of
the human environment.
Her belief that 'truth Is indivisible' extends to a morality
which transcends the changes of custom from one period to another.
'Perhaps the only real value of history', she wrote In the final
Note to The Mask of Apol

(1966), 'lies In considering this

endlessly varied play between the essence and the accidents

fof

human naturej '. In the most recent of her fictional autoblographle
The Praise SIng' (1979), Simonides begins (on the first page) by
reminding us -- soft city-dwellers in Sicily or mainland Greece -of the harshness of his native Kos; it is less barbaric Indeed
than people say because even in the old days men were only
compelled to take the hemlock at sixty In a bad season: 'nowadays
It is just good manners'. It Is a wry jest; characters in all the
books live with a preChri6tian absence of fuss about suicide. That
is an'accident'of human nature. Soon afterwards the boy Simonides
is put to a test when a young apprentice-poet Is dying while Sim
Is keen to take his place. The bard says he has beard that a
certain local plant is helpful In fevers; uncalculating, Sim says,
no, it's a poison -- passing the bard's test and ours. That Is an
essential good nature, and, Miss Renault gives 1S to understand,
an Integrity essential to an artist In any age.
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Anthony Burgess and Robert Nye are at a far remove from
Mary Renault; they resemble the most 'experimental' postmoder lets, full of echoes of Joyce, and. '].udic' in treating
historical fiction as a literary game. A Renault novel relies on
willing suspension of disbelief - the conventions are given and
the art which manages them Is concealed. Burgess and Nye
constantly jolt the reader out of passive acquiescence In
conventions; the workings of the novels are on show; we are
a novel, or not for long. This
never to forget that the novel
can be called, in a Barthesian phrase, 'foregrounding the textuality
40
of the text', and. the post-modernist purpose is to deny the
nineteenth-century 'myth', as Roland Barthes haa it, that 'narration
is the privileged signifier of the real'. But their purpose, on
inspection, sens to be more purely 'iudlc', and less theoretically
conscientious. They mimic Joyce for fun, liking Joyce, and not
to wreck the illusions they create by 'exhibiting' the literary
convention of 'the Joycean'. For literature to be ludlo Is
nothing new; all literature is so, and a tradition can be traced
back, through Sterne, Swift, and Rabelais to Luclan, Petronfts and
Milesian tales in Greek, In which writers turn their conventions

4].
Into a game, without ceasing to be serious about the real world.
Burgess and Nyc are comic artists who enjoy the comic possibilities
to be seen in Joyce, Flann O'Brien, Vladimir Nabokov, and. John Barth.
Parody, puns and. word-games come naturally to them. But their
ludic disruptions of the narrative and. their word-games do not

exclude a real relationship with the world.
Anthony Burgess is the more versatile. Nothing Like the Sun
and Napoleon Symphony are different In conception, while Nye's
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Merlin (1978), Faust (1981) and yage of the Destiny (1982)
are different performances with the same stock of ideas. Falstaff
is much the best; the others are marred by Nye's tendency to
introduce copious amounts of erotic fantasy, of little historical
interest and not convincingly integrated In the larger themes of
the books. Nothinp Like the Sun, Napoleon Symphony and. Falstaff
are ambitious works of historical imagination Inspired by the
language, literature and legends of the past. Mary Renault begins
with historical evidence, with books, places and things. She Is
the kind of novelist Mary Lascelles has In mind in her study of
historical fiction from Scott to Kipling: The Story-tefler Retrieves
the Past (1980). Burgess began Nothjjg4jçete Sun with the
ioj with the writings
and music Inspired or provoked by Napoleon. y59 starting-point
language of Shakespeare and Napo1eon

is the Falstaff of the plays, and the fifteenth-century
John Pastolf(e) from whom he took his name. Both. are conscious of
how legend and history interact (and. support one another). They
succeed, In three very curious enterprises, because of a gift for
language and a relish for the literary English of the past.
Language Is an habitual prob1n for a novelist whose characters
are ancient Greeks. When the character is Shakespeare, It Is a
great advantage to a writer who Is equal to the challenge. Burgess
was also equal to a series of versions of Napoleonic Eng1isi.
Falstaff deserves to be placed with Burgess's novels because It too
Is more than merely a literary and verbal game; It Is that, but
played with a knowledge of the history behind the language and
literature which furnish the comedy.
Shakespeare appeals to both writers as a dominant figure of the
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living past. The eighteenth-century -historian J.H.Plumb has
argued in The Death of the Past (1969) that modern society has
rejected 'control by the Past'. Science and technology find no
answers there. In the fanily, in the Church, in institutions of
government and even in what Plumb calls 'the bed', the Past is
growing ever lees relevant. He welcomes this trend and hopes
that history (understanding of the past) will achieve full
objectivity when it Is freed In Its turn from the dead hand.
The old past Is dying, Its force weakening,
and so it should..., for it was compounded by
bigotry, of national vanity, of class domination,
May history....help to sustain man's confidence
in his destiny, arid create for us a new past as
true, as exact, as we can make it, that will
help us achieve our Identity, not as Mierlcans
or Russians, Chinese or Britons, black or white,
42
rich or poor, but as Man.
Plumb's book Is based on lectures he gave at the City College,
New York, in 1968. If it Is optimistic pat the point of nalvety,
it was In keeping with the student mood of that year, and it Is
Ingenious in trying to exploit students' distaste for 'the past' in
the cause of promoting

historical understanding. But the past Is

neither dead nor dying; the present Is made of the past and to
pretend otherwise is mischievous. We cannot create a new

Shakespeare, understanding his work as truly and exactly as possible
except on the basis of four centuries in which Shakespeare has
dominated literature and the study of literature; nor can Falstaff
be perfoined. independently of his past fortunes In the theatre and
in critician. Nor can the political, religious and moral Issues
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which arise in English 1enaiasance contexts in Shakespeare be
treated purely as the property of that time. In Nothln p Like the
Sun Burgess draws on all that connects the indistinct historical
figure of Shakespeare with ourselves, on centuries of interpretation
and. biographical speculation -- there is not, indeed, one new idea
in his book. In Falstaff ye sets Falstaff talking in a blend
of Shakespearean and modern English; this character derives from
the plays but has obviously had access to volumes of Falstaff
critici, arid, to notes on his fifteenth-century origin. As he
impersonates Sir John Fastoif, ye elaborates a beautiful joke, and
celebrates one strand -- as his Falstaff keeps telling us -- of
the English past which is certainly still alive. Burgess insists
in the 1982 preface to his novel that his 'WS' is true to the existing evidence, and although Falstaff is the least reliable of all
narrators the fifteenth century which Infiltrates his narrative is
true to what we know of the real one. Burgess end ye are
concerned with real origins because they relish the ways In which
the past lives on.
A false perspective appears when 'past' and. 'present' are too
drastically opposed, which is what happens in Plumb's Death of the
Past. It occurs too In a line of thinking which derives from
Benedetto Croce, Is best known In the English-speaking world from
R.G.Collingwood's The Idea of Histor y (1946), and. Is often crudely
summarised in a catch-phrase, 'all history Is contemporary history'.
Here is Colllngwood on Croce:
Let us look In some detail at the conception
of history which emerges from this point of
view (Croce's later position).
All history Is contemporary history: not In
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the ordinary sense of the word,. where
contemporary history means the history
of the comparatively recent past, but in the
strict sense: the consciousness of one's own
activity as one performs it. History is
thus the self-knowledge of' the living mind.
For even when the events which the historian
studies are events which happened in the
distant past, the condition of their being
historically known is that they should
vibrate In the historian's mind, that Is to
say that the evidence should be here and now
before him and intelligible to him. For history
is not contained in books or documents; it lives
only, as a present interest and pursuit, in the
mind of the historian when he criticises and
interprets these documents, and by doing so
relives for himself the states of mind, into
which he Inquires. 43
The extent to which Collingwood. agreed with Croce Is difficult to
discover. (Oscar Handlin b.erates them together.) But although
Colllngwood as a responsible historian and archaeologist respected
evidence from the past, assigning It only in his role as a
philosopher to the vibrations In his mind, the formula 'all
history is contemporary history' Is dangerous when released from
its context In Colllngwood's careful thinking. History may need
to be rewritten In every generation -- although that Is not
entirely true -- but It does not come fresh to every generation.
The process Is rather that history accumulates; we read
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Livy, Gibbon arid. Macauly. When we read Gibbon two minds are
reliving Roman experience, and. since Gibbon' a is usually the
more powerfu.l, it may be hard to say exactly where the events
are vibrating mo re vigorously. That leads into questions which
need not arise here. The danger to perspective is In the
emphasis placed on 'contemporary' and. 'the historian's mind In
Roland Barthes, and perhaps in Prank 1ermode, the emphasis allows
the past to be regarded as the property of the present; what
happened Is subordinated completely to what Is thought to have
happened.
It might be objected. to Collingwood. that much history Is
contained In language arid that the vibrations In the historian' a
mind may be in the language of his documents. Is the present
consciousness of an historian who is reading a Latin author
'purely' present 9 It might be objected to Plumb that 'a new past'
would involve the destruction of existing language for the past
lives most strongly and. intimately there. George Orwell repeatedly
made this point. Anthony Burgess Is among many things a linguist
and historian of language. Geoffrey Aggeler's book about Burgess
records the anxiety the novelist has expressed about present
4
disregard for the past and especially for the past life of language.
Nothing Like the Sun Is not a novel which puts the past at the
disposal of present interest, if only because It respects the
history of English and literature In English. Burgess has a
disciple in the Nye of Falstaff.
David Lodge's survey of the state of the novel In 197].,
The Novelist attj_

borrows Robert

Scholea's tern

'fabulation' for the type of fiction Barthes called '].udlque',45
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and said. that this was one of the roads which might be taken
in preference to realiam. In the opposite direction was 'the

nor-fiction novel' of which Norman Mailer' a The Aiies of the N1gh
(1968) is an example. The 'fabulation' abandons the realistic
novel' a corim1tnent to hi story, and the 'non-fiction novelt,
sometimes called 'faction', abandons or reduces its coirnitment
to the private experience of history.
Literary reali gn, we may say, depicts
the individual experience of a common
phenomenal world, and ... both parts of
this undertaking are under pressure in
46
modern culture.
Lodge did not raise the question of historical fiction, which
needs both the prxvate experience and the common world if It Is to
find a real perspective. Mary Renault is in no doubt about either.
Her invented and recreated characters (such as Alexander) experience
directly In her imagination the history which an ancient-historian
can piece together. Burgess and Nye use the conventions of ].udlc
fiction to explore the past, especially through its language; but
their characters -- however oddly conceived -- are living through
history which we can verify. They belong to their own times.
J.G.Farrell was not tempted by ludic possibilities, but his
'Empire' novels are increasingly weighted with non-fictional
material. His art can be seen as a version of Lodge's third option;
he worked with an urge to document which might have overwhemed
the fiction in a writer less fascinated by the private experience
of his characters. It

did not, although in reading the last

completed novel, The Singapore Grip, one may feel that Farrell would
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have had. to write novels and, history-books in future. The
unrevised franent he left at his death, published as The Hill
Station, seems a more conventional, although not less idiosyncratic,
sort of novel.
'Faction' is an unsatisfactory as wel]. as an ugly term
because a]most all novels turn fact into fiction. The traditional
criterion requires that sources be absorbed and, digested. In
Mary Renault there Is a failure in artistry when -- In the last
chapters, In The Mask of Apollo and The Praise Singer -- the
writer's duty to history has got the better of her duty to
fiction. A novel in which this criterion was not felt to apply
might be called a 'faction'. In Troubles the story Is frequently
Interrupted by quotations frcan newspapers. Had Farrell deleted
them all before sending off his manuscript we should not have felt
their absence. But we ccane to see that these lumps of fact are
deliberately disconcerting, and, that the problem of their
interpretation is a part of the novel' a meaning. The news In the
Irish Times for 1920 was and, Is difficult to t ake in. Historical
facts and private experience coexist uneasily for the characters
here and in the later novels.
The Sinpapore Gr

draws heavily on secondary sources,

incorporating a history of the rubber industry in the Far East,
and an account of the Japanese canpaign through the Malay peninsula,
parts of these sections entirely unrelated to the Immediate
experience of the characters. One reviewer noted that the passages
dealing with the destruction of old ammunities by forces let loose
by Western capital could 'be 'the work of a professional left-wing
47
academic'.
Farrell constantly crosses and recrosses the line
between history and fiction. He also constantly subverts the'lcft -
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wing' drift of his documentation by his fascinated and affectionate
treatment of his characters,however villainous in economic terms,
or incompetent in military practice. NormanDixon' s On the Ps ycholo y oMilitary Incompetence (1976) argues that underatanding the
fall of Singapore is 'essentially a human problem'.
No explanation in terms of geography, climate,
broad political or military considerations
48
can possibly do justice to the facts.
Farrell's presentation of the facts in such copious detail,
weighing heavily on the narrative but usually under control, adds
to the effectiveness of his portrayal of'the human problen!, the
plight of his characters. The worst aspect of their plight is
that they cannot understand, and Farrell does not substitute
Dixon' s psychological solutions (the military ccxnmanders are
background figures) for any others. He contemplates them with a
sympathetic scepticism, not explaining the past to the present,
but showing the greatest defeat in British history, forty years
back in time, as a dreadful, infinitely debatable, ultimately
perplexing event. 'No explanat.on can do justice to the
surnmarises Farrell's vision of history, but it Increased rather
than otherwise his fascination not only with facts but with the
nature of facts In human affairs. His own work as a novelist is
a sadly incomplete story, but it Is a large demonstration of the
potential life historical fiction has In it.
The last chapter looks at John Fowles's e French Lieutenant's
Nornan and William Golding's Rites of Passage. The first is a mixture
of a novel. It is a pleasing social comedy set In the 1860s;
it is an exercise -- sometimes entertaining - In the sabotage of
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rea].ian; and it is a thoroughly documented history lesson.
Such a work could only have been written in the present period, arid.
proably only in England. It is saturated with contemporary kinds
of anxiety and earnestness although less satirical about them than
about their Victorian equivalents. It is a success, but not one
that could be repeated, and it seems to have been a success which
its author could not repeat. The second novel is mature Goldirig.
It is obliged to no fashion of our time for its form or for the
quality of Its Imagination. Its sight-lines are those of the
early nineteenth century and its pessimistic, sour humanism is
modern and. British. Perhaps Golding's Nobel Prize will help draw
attention to the steady, methodologically unfussed. control of
perspective which is possible in an up-to-date historical novel.

Like other genres of the novel, historical fiction includes
subgenres and subdivisions within these. The novels chosen for
study here Illustrate various possibilities. The challenge of
rendering ancient life is obviously different from that of dealing
with modern history; the period imrnediate].y preceding the author's
lifetime Is 'historical' In that a world has had to be created
at second-hand, but since this can Include oral evidence such a
novel as The Singap ore Grip Is a borderline case. Novels ich as
Fire from Heaven and. The Persian Boy are different in kind from thos
In which the central character is an invented, typical figure of
the time portrayed. These novelists are all, except Farrell, still
writing; all have published fiction, and, all except Fowles,
49
This criterion has
historical fiction in the last five years.
excluded Alfred Duggan who died In 1964. The term 'British' has
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excluded the Irishman John Banvijie and, of course, Gore Vidal.
All those selected have established critical reputations, although
Mary Renault is still regarded as merely an historical novelist.
Al]. have written novels about the modern world, although Renault
and Farrell became known only when they turned to historical
fiction. Mary Renault keeps only one of her earliest books,
The Charioteer (1953), in print. Bernard Bergonzl's assesanent
'that Farrell did not become an important novelist until the
publicatioXi of Troubles' is correct in every sense. 5° These are
both, for reasons which are probably beyond explanation, writers
who found their talent when they came to write about the past.
That could be said of Fowles. No explanation is offered here,
and only occasional mention is made of the writerB!.. work outside
the genre being considered. All have had considerable popular
success. Burgess calls Na poleon Svm phonx 'a lump of minor art',
not to be fairly judged in relation to Tolstoy on the same
subject. 51 In that comparison these are all minor novels, but
they are meant to be judged as art. Time will tell.

4].

CHAPTER 2

MARY RENAULT: THE EARLIER NOVELS

Mary Renault [Eileen Mary ChallansJ has written eight historical
novels since 1956. Three of the last four make a sequence about
Alexander the Great: Fire fran Heaven (].970),The Persian Boy (1972)
and Funeral Games (1981). The Last of the Wine (1956) is set in
Athens in the perthd of the Peloponnesian War; The Mask of Apollo
(1966) is set partly in Athens in the next generation, partly in
Sicily under Dioriysios the Younger and afterwards Dion. The King
Must Die (i95a) and The Bull from the_Sea (1962) retell the story
of Theseus. The Praise Singer (l979)is a fictional life of the
poet Simonides. These books are traditional in their use of the
formal and linguistic resources at the disposal of a modern
novelist, which is not to say that they are unadventurous in
technique. Six are autobiographies which proceed from childhood
onwards without dislocation of the time-scheme or variation in the
perspective of a lifetime remembered in orderly detail. The
novels follow ancient sources closely and where gaps occur In
what is known,the author's reconstruction is based on rational
discussion of probability. Historical materials very rarely Intrude,
Herodotus, Thucydides, Plato and Arrian have been absorbed Into
the Renault world, and although she sometimes Incorporates her
translation of a portion of an ancient text the unlearned reader
Is unlikely to notice. She infiltrates history Into her story
so that a newcomer to ancient affairs quickly feels at home.
Historical Interest Is usually subordinate to the personal
interest of people involved In the history. The recreation of
their daily experience Is realistic: the artificiality of the
undertaking Is not offered to the reader's attention, except In
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occasional jests. These novels are serious attempts to
retrieve the past through study and imagination and to relate
her past to the reader's present. Christopher Ricks summarised
her achievement in hIB review of Funeral Games. 'Miss Renault's
accomplishment is simple, though not easy: she knows, she cares.
She knows not only the ancient world, but the modern world to
which these "Old, unhappy far off things / And battles long ago"
must be responsibly accxnmodated. She cares not only for the
spirit of the past but for its letter'.2 To be true to the
past, for Miss Renault, is to be true to our own time. Her
work is written from a full and intelligent sense of both.
The novels are at their best where they are closest to
good historical evidence. In the two novels about fifth end
fourth century Athens ancient sources are relatively reliable,
for the chronology and for the characters known from Gre'ek
+
history. Alexias, the fictional narrator-hero of The Last of
the Wine, is born at the start of the Peloponneslan War In the
year of the plague at Athens in 430 B.C. He is a schoolboy on
the day of the mutilation of the Henna
Athenian expedition sail for Sicily

In

in 415

and he sees the

the same year. When news

comes of the Athenian disaster after the battle of Syracuse in
413 he believes his father to be among the dead. In 412, at
eighteen, he competes In the Isthrnian Games. His father returns
and becomes a moderate In the ollgarch cause when the Council of
Four Hundred Is established in 4].1. Alexias goes to Sainos where
he takes part in the democratic naval coup against the ollgarch
party which results in the deposition of the Four Hundred later

+ Greek names are In the spellings they are given In the novels.
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in 411. He sees Alkibiades proclaimed leader of the
Athenians in 407 arid serves under him in the war against
Lysander. He is at Athena when the news arrives of the
slaughter of the Athenian forces at Aegospotami (Goat Creek)
in 405 and he is in the City throughout the siege, the
capitulation, the Spartan occupation and the destruction
of the Long Walls in 404. His father who has supported the
Council of Thirty is a moderate and is murdered by its
extremist leader Kritias. Alexias escapes to Thebes and
fights at Piraeus with the liberation army which ends the
tyranny in 403. At the close of the novel, under a newly
restored democracy, he can foresee the trial of Sokrates.
Alexias's friends Include Sokrates, Xenophon, Phaedo and.
Plato. He knoWs Euripides; and he Is an a]most life-long
enemy of Kritias, whom he kills to avenge his father. Miss
Renault follows Thucydides for events down to 411, and
Xenophon's Hellenics. Her description of the war in Sicily
closely follows Thucydidea. Her portraits of the famous are
drawn from Plato and from Plutarch. Avrom Fleishman remarks
3
that these never lose their 'statuary pallor', and the same
could be said of Plato and Dion of Syracuse as they appear In
The Mask of Apollo. Alexias' a father, an old-fashioned
gentleman, proud and irascible, a very decent conservative
baffled and outraged when he goes Into politics, Is a more
vivid character than the ex-stonemason with wisely twinkling
eyes, socratically Questioning young men, whom we know too
well from schoolbooks.
The Mask of Apollo covers events In Athens and Sicily
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between about 390 and. 340, especially the reign of Dionysos
the Younger and Dion at Syracuse between 367 and 354. Nikeratos,
a (fictional) tragic actor begins his adult career touring in
the Peloponnese in the 370s and meets the Sicilian phflosopherprince Dion at the Delphi Congress in the eininier of 368. He
Is protagonist in the elder Dionysius' a prize-winning
Ransoming of Hector at the Lenaean festival in 367, end he
arrives in Syracuse just as the tyrant Is dying from his
excessive celebrations of that last victory. (Like so many
good turning-points in Mary Renault' s stories this is based on
evidence.) He speaks the funeral oration, winning the approval
of Dionysius II, and returns to Sicily during Plato's second
and third visits as an unsuccessful philosophical adviser to
the feeblest of tyrants. He is there to see the disastrous
consequences of Dion's well-meant Invasion of Sicily in 357
and be revisits Syracuse at the time of Dion's murder in 354.
In Athens during these years he has moved on the fringe of
Plato's circles at the Academy. In 342 he visits Pe].].a and
meets Alexander. The principal events and personalities are
based on Plutarch's Lives of Dion and Tirnoleon, Plato's Letters
and Diodorus Siculus's History. Plato's views In the novel paraphrase
those of the Repiblic and. $ymposIum. The celebrated. actor Theodorue
appears as a minor character; Mary Renault's Note to the novel
tells us that she has 'inferred the character' of Tbetta].os,
Nikeratos's apprentice, fellow-actor and lover, from his role as
a political agent for Alexander in 337 (as recounted in Plutarch's
Life of Alexander). These novels cover a relatively well
documented hundred years of Greek history. The surviving
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evidence has been analysed and debated in great detail
but the novelist's purposes do not require her to depart
from established chronology and established character
outlines.
For the story of The seus in The King Must Die and
its sequel The Bull from the Sea she goes a]most a thousand
years back into the Mycenean and late Cretan civilisations
which were unknown, except from Homer, until late in the
nIneteenth century. Her story of Theseus follows Plutarch' a
account a:lniost exactly and attempts to reclaim for history
the legend which, as she says in the Author's Note to
The King Must Die, had 'by classical times acquired so
fabulous a garnish that It has scmetimes been d1nIBBed as
pure fairy tale, or, after Frazer, as religious myth'. By the
1950s It was possible to reexamine the myth with more
confidence In the later Greek tradition, although there
was still considerable scope for the imagination; there Is
no hard evidence that Theseus ever existed. Mycenean
archaeology, since Schliemann's excavation in 1876, has
uncovered a period of history only less dazzling than the
Crete unearthed by Sir Arthur Evans at Knossos In the first
three decades of this century, and at other palaces by his
colleagues and successors. Miss Renault notes that
the ratIonalistsof the Theseus stoxj had their
first setback when Sir Arthur Evans uncovered
the Palace of Knossos, with Its labyrInthine
complexity, eponymous sacred axes, numerous
representations of youths and girls performing
the Bull Dance, and sea-carvings of' the bullheaded Minotaur. The most fantastic part of
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the story having thus been linked to fact,
it becomes tempting to guess where else a
fairy-tale gloss may have disguised human
5
actualities.
In The Archaeolo gy of Crete (1939) John Pendlebury, a
ctol].eague of Evans' s, allowed himself the kind of guessing
which all but the driest of scholars presumably enjoy at
times.
Now there is a nane which is always associated
with the sack of Knossos, at least with the
liberation of its subjects -- Thebeus. Names
have a habit of being remembered when the deeds
with which they are associated are forgotten or
garbled... It has already been suggested that
the seven youths and seven maidens may have
been the mainland quota for the bull-ring at
Knossos. This is just the type of detail that
would be remembered, the more so in that it
may well have been the sentimental reason
without which no purely commercial war can
ever take place... And In the last decade of
thefifteenth century on a spring day, when a
strong south wind was blowing which carried the
flames of the burning beams horizontally
northward as the remains suggest , Knossos
fell...... The final scene takes place in the
Throne-Room. It was found in a state of complete
confusion. A great oil-jar lay overturned In
one corner, ritual vessels were In the act of
being used when disaster caine. It looks as

it
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the King had been hurried there to undergo,
too late, some last ceremony in the hope of
saving the people. Theseus and, the )dIInotaur
Dare we believe that he wore the mask of the
bull?
He wears it in The King Must Die. Mary Renault accepts
Evans's view that an earthquake destroyed Knossos and.
provided the opportunity for an anned rising of bull-dancers
and, native Cretans against the Greek-speaking aristocracy.
Michael Ventris's demonstration that Greek was the language
of the 'Linear B' tablets at Crete had been published In 1953.
Her 'Minotaur' is an ambitious Cretan prince and her Minos an
aging king and scholar who wears a bull-mask to conceal the
effects of leprosy. These are reasonable guesses on which to
hang a realistic novel in place of the tale of a bull-man
monster who fed on the girls and youthsupp].Ied. as tribute
from Athens. Another guess gives Theseus a foresense of
earthquakes, to explain his supposed relationship to Poseidon.
The best part of The King Must Die is Theseus's account of his
life In the bull-ring where he and his team of Athenian
teenagers vault and ride the bulls. This spectacle, a sport
and, a religious ceremony In honour of Poseidon, may be seen In
the paintings in Crete, as may the lively, gossiping, uncannily
7
'modern'-seemlng faces of the Cretan ladles who watched. This
section of the novel, which made Mary Renault's reputation, Is
probably the best Imaginative recreation in English literature
of p8st life from purely archaeological evidence.
Judged by that high standard, The Bull from the Sea
Is disappointing, and the brilliant failure of Its attempt to
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make Amazons, Centaurs, the sea-bull of Poseidon, and the
story of Hippolyta, Hippoljtos and Phaedra into a plausible
world suggests that historical fiction is bound to fail
when it has so very little history to work with. Mary Renault
is good at guessing whenever history leaves her with gaps to
fill but the later Theseus legend is all enity space. Theseus' s
love-affair with Hippolyta comes closer than anything else she
has written to the kind of historical novel which gives its
author' a mind a holiday. The reviewer in the Times Literary
Supplement rightly complained, furthermore, that the book is
8
t a string of interesting anecdotes rather than a shapely flovel'.
The introduction of Oedipus arid (at the end, briefly) the boy
Achilles at Bkyros is true to the legend, but seems inartistic
as well as unlikely. Theseus's dream, in the last pages, of
his ghostly part in the Battle of Marathon is again true to
later Greek tradition -- the Athenian soldiers saw him leading
them to battle, as anangel was seen in 1914 at the battle of
Mona. But chronology, fictional method and language go wrong
in this last section. Theseus resolves to die, throwing himself
from the cliff in the Erichthid. kingly custom, sooner than
disappoint the hero-worshipping Achilles who is to meet him
next day. This brings the destruction of Knossos and the fall
of Troy closer than most archaeological opinion allows. Up to
this point we can accept a TheseuB narrating his life's
exploits, perhaps (since he offers much advice on ruling) to
young princes; the last chapter, in the present tense, comes
direct from the mind of the dying man and the change of
narrative convention makes it look even more contrived. Perhaps
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the author felt a strain in what she was writing because
the style for once falls Into the slackly rhythmic prose
which Is the curse of historical fiction: 'while the bard
sings and the child remembers, I shall not perish from off
the Rock'. Mary Renault is at her best artistically when
she Is closest to hard evidence about what actually
happened.
'Don't ever pretend you live in 1867' John Fowles

9
told himself when working on The French Lieutenant's Woman.

Reading Miss Renault we are addressed as though we were
ancient Greeks. There are several aspects to this pretence
besides suppression of hindsight: the use of English; the
use of the novel, a genre which scarcely existed in the
ancient world, with its concentration of Interest In
character and incident which Is not to be found In ancient
literature; and the fact that we see the illusion as we
submit to it. Hearing a narrator who takes his past for
granted, we are conscious too of a novelist for whom it is
the past. Management of 'voice' is the secret of Mary Renault's
success. Several recent critical studies of the art of fiction
have &iscussed the sense In which the text 'creates' its
reader, In so far as It can persuade him to yield to its
10
assumptions and point of view. Mary Renault has Invented a role:
that of a fourth century Athenian novel-reader; for the sake of
plausibility we can suppose him to be speaking; talk must always
have employed some of the technIques which first appeared In
literature In the novel.
The first chapter of the first of the Greek novels
Illustrates the role we are asked to borrow. The Last of the
Wine begins:
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When I was a young boy, if I was sick or in
trouble, or had. been beaten at school, I used
to remember that on the day I was born my
father had wanted to Id.].]. me.
You will say there is nothing out of the way
in this. Yet I daresay it is less common than
you might suppose; for as a rule, when a father
decides to expose an infant, it is done and there
the matter ends. And. It is seldom, that a man can
say, either of the Spartans or of the plague,
that he owes them life instead of death.
We are adjusted in this opening passage to the Imaginative part
we are to play in reading. The w:riting is deceptively simple.
Juxtaposition of the corimonpiace and the exceptional keeps
us unsure of how to make the called-for response. 'You will
say' makes us ask who is meant by

The surprise of the

first sentence is annulled by the second, and the next reminds
us of what we are supposed to know, without seeming to do so.
Few unwanted infants live to tell the tale, but the upsets of
war and calamity can blow somebody good. The speaker knows we
accept the custom unsqueamishly -- that's life; but a surviving
son may feel aggrieved that be wasn't loved fran the first.
The childhood troubles, commonplace at any time, jolt against
'to kill me'; but then It is Implied that we object to his
mentioning something so commonplace. 'Out of the way' Is
nonchalant, light demurring. 'Less common than you might
uppose' hints that one rarely gives much thought in a busy
life to infanticide, and implies that this untather].iness is
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perhaps noteworthy; but then that implication is reversed
by the remainder of the sentence: 'it is done' has finality
and unconcern (a slave bearing a bundle away). 'It is seldcn'
shifts into a wider range of normal events. Spartans and
plague are normal too and death is their normal consequence;
they help to explain why babies have to be exposed; no one
has the right to expect to live long. What is out of the way
is the tale to follow, one of unusual good fortune. Adjusting
to the norms behind the words, the reader is jostled out of
his habitual reactions.
The style helps. Any trace of Indignation in the
first sentence, meant to catch our 1956 attentIon, Is brushed
away In the relaxed familiar voicing of the next reflections.
Without archaiaii, in a neutral (classless, reglonless) English
without Idictn that can be easily placed!ritIng makes US at
hc*ne with Itself. There Is a deftness which prompts confidence
In the speaker -- It Is a speaker's voice. 'You will say' seems
to gesture with a finger or a wine-cup. At the same time we are
located in a new setting -- we are men ('se1dcn that a man
can say') and (a note of bitterness sets the Spartans beside the
plague) Athenians.
The next paragraph places us In time. That day saw the
start of the Great War. The SpartanB were burning the farms
and Pericles advised retreating to 'the City, and Plraeus, and
the Long Walls between'. Pericles was still alive 'which Is no
reason for foolish youths to ask me, as one did lately, whether
I remember him.' We are, therefore, a fair part of a lifetime
on frczn the beginning of the Peloponneslan War; the familiar
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phrase 'the Great War', besides bearing a tacit reminder
from the novelist of how many generations have looked back
to one, helps to place the distance in time frcxn this mature
speaker who is irritated by foolish youths with no proper
sense of modern history. It is approximately equal to the
distance between 1956 and. 1914. Some readers will know that
Sparta decided on war in 432B.C., that there was plague In
Athens in the second year of the war, in 430, and that
Pericles died in 429, so that the narrative comes from early
In the fourth century. If the speaker sounds testy about foolish
youths, having lived through the war, that is understandable.
If we have forgotten the history when we start reading for the
first time, we are made to feel that we ought to know about this
Great War and what came of it by the familiar mode of address
which implies 'you know', and we are prepared for the
recounting of it by the note of melancholy, sounded in the
first chapter, which will pervade the novel.
The plague came after the peasants crowded into the
city for protection arid lined the walls with their stinking
huts. The opening passage continues:
Some of the women, I believe, blamed the
country people for bringing In a curse; as
If anyone could reasonably suppose that the gods
would punish a state for treating Its own
citizens justly. But women, being ignorant of
philosophy and logic, and fearing dream-diviners
more than iimnortal Zeus, will always suppose that
whatever causes them trouble must be wicked.
The plague thinned my family as it did every
other.
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There are several assumptions here which are likely to
distance the reader: that a plague has nothing to do
with bad hygiene and overcrowding; that the gods exist and
are just; that women are innately foolish; that their
ignorance is somehow blameworthy or contemptible; and that
immortal Zeus, being a god, Is beyond their religious
capacity. The Irony fran hindsight -- women's Intuition
was right on that occasion -- helps to deflate indignation,
and so does the fact that the novelist Is a woman. The
sudden outburst of annoyance sounds so real that it
humanises the incorrect opinions, drawing us c].oser not to
agreement or even perhaps to sympathy but to understanding.
The justice of the gods and the Injustice of the plague are
irreconcilables, not faced by the narrator, which we cannot
patronise by hindsight. We are manoeuvred Into accepting our
role as audience, while seeing our distance fran the Intended

audience at the same time.
An uncle died of the plague after nursing a dying youth,
with whom he was In love.
Prom the way they were lying, it seems that in
the hour of Philon's death, A].exlas had, felt
himself sicken; and knowing the end, had

taken hemlock, so that they should make the
journey together. The cup was standing on th.
floor beside him; he had tipped out the dregs
and written PHILON with his fin
ger, as one
does after supper in the last of the wine.....
Every year at the feast of Families we
sacrificed for Alexias at the honeehold altar,
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and. the story is one of the first that I
remember. My father used to say that al]. over
the City, those who died in the plague were
the beautiful and. the good.
The story is potentially awkward, not because it belongs to
an alien society as it does, but because we are familiar with
the feelings involved fran much poor iate-Romantic literature
which has made them seem artificial and cheap. The cadences
help to rescue it fran triteness. The even tone of the
sentences mellows the very rcznantic anecdote, hoping to win
an unsentimental reader, who might scoff at Yellow B2 lovein-death Hellenistic morbidity, by its matter-of-fact freedom
from modern sentimentality. 'Make the journey' sounds unfussed,
as does 'we sacrificed for Alexias'; his was a good death, rightly
honoured in the family. Approval of timely suicide, and. of the
'2ocratic' kind of romantic love, is assumed with no flicker of
suspicion that we might disapprove of both. The fluency, which
is not quite glib, catches exactly a speaker who recalls a story
often heard and often told, used. to it but still touched by it
and by its place in his earliest memories. He is quite sure of
his audience's correct appreciation of Uncle Alexias's virtue
and the fate of the beautiful and. the good. The voice is heard
to soften at 'as one does after supper in the last of the wine';
be knows that his audience have tender wine-mellowed moments,
and probably beloved youths to remember: who has not traced a
name,

one does'? That the effect sounds practised makes It

seem all the more sure of our response. A modern reader who
knows what happened to Athens In the Pe].oponnesian War Is more
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susceptible to the concealed force intended in the last
words: on a second reading the plague is plainly a metaphor
for the contamination of 'the best in Athenian life; by the
end. of the book the title phrase makes a smbol, fully exploited.
The novel' s opening passage attunes us to a mood of acQuiescenee
in disaster, and to the
11
of us.

role the narrator expects

Born anall,wizened. and ugly, the new baby arrived. too soon
'through a weakness of the mother'

B

body or the foreknowledge

of a god.'. '1y father decided. at once that it would be unworthy
of A].exias to name me after him; that I was the child of an unlucky
time, marked with the gods' anger, and that it would be better not
to rear me'. At the crucial moment of decision, however, the
father was called to arms; finding, on his return, his wife and
eldest son dead of the plague, he relented.. Putting on weight
and. seeming worthier, the remaining child took the name Alexias
after all: 'I daresay too lie called to mind the uncertainty of
life, and thought it less disgraceful to leave even me behind
him, than to perish without off spring as if he had never been'.
This first chapter of only twelve hundred. words introduces
a narrator whose conception of life is blatantly unlike our own
and. who is undisturbed by our kind. of misgivings. The reader of
1956 would probably be reminded of Naomi Mitchison' s Black Sparta
(1928) and Barbarian Stories (1929) which are very frank about
the least glamorous aspects of ancient Greek life. But even in
the most appalling incidents of those books, allowanceis made
for a modern sensibility; In the story 'Kryptela' in Black Sparta
a helot-boy is killed for his part In a plot against the Spartan
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citizenry and a young Spartan who has befriended him is
inconsolable. 'Oh, I wish we'd let him go I don't want to
be a good. citizens ' The proper Spartan view( why we did it
made it right'Jis expressed, but the story ends with tears 12
shed for unrighteousness 'soaking down. to the earth of Sparta'.
There is the eternal human heart working In the way we know.
In a later story In the seine book 'Who Will You Have for Nuts
InMay' an Athenian in Persia puts himself to trouble, cost
and. danger to free a young Spartan slave whose owners keep
him insultingly chained, discovering charity in himself, despite
his fonner hatred of sparta during the occupation of Athens.
Where ancient customs -- helotry end slavery -- offend now,
they are registered as offensive by one of the characters.
A reviewer In the Times Literary Su pp lement commented on
Naomi Mitchison's early historical fiction that 'one is often
on the point of taking these charming creatures for our own
contemporaries but one is always recalled. to the barbaric 13
shadow that lies on them -- unknown rites and superstition'.
One cannot take Miss Renault' a Alexias for our own contemporary.
He never considers that infanticide might be wrong; he Is grimly
amused by the chance that saved him. Later In the novel, during
the siege of Athens, he exposes a new-born brother, regretting
that the gods and The Kindly Ones will not allow him to make a
quick end. The gods of Olympus, and the Euinenides -- with whom
Alexias brushes when bad relations with his father reach a
crisis —inscrutable, hard. to placate and quick to anger, are
never far from his thoughts. Suicide can be seemly; animal
sacrifice Is a fact of life. Women are Inferior because the
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gods made them so; homosexual love is the noblest and most
dependable bond for men.
The method which presents Alexias and his world in
these three pages is followed throughout The Last of the Wine
and the next three Renault novels. A Hellenic view of
Hel].as is sustained without any protective shield of
authorial cczment, explanation or apology interposed to
reassure, and with little or no undercutting irony to allow
a comforting sense of superiority. Sokrates in this novel
challenges all his contemporaries' beliefs

in the

same spirit

(and often in the speeches) in which he challenged then in
Plato' s dialogues, and Kritias arrives at a total cynicin
which might sound modern to us, except that here it is a new
attitude. The best and the worst of men can remove themselves
from their culture but we see them through the eyes of A].exlaa
who is a very noxnal gentleman of his time, admiring Sokrates's
virtue and Kritias' a vice but troubled by the ideas of both.
Her power to make these Athenians rea to us has been amply
acknowledged. 'The most vivid and convincing reconstruction
of ancient Greek life that I have ever read' said Raymond Mortimer
of The Last of the Wine

(In the

Sunday Times); 'an unforgettable

picture of the peak of this civilisation and the beginning of
Its decline... [it showsj what It must have felt to be an

-J
15
ancient Athenian' wrote the Times Literary Supplement reviewer.
Mary Renault makes ancient Athenians of us while we read; we
acknowledge the supreme elation of going to war for the first
time, the ecstasy of winning a foot-race, the serenity which
comes from the love of an older man, the awe Inspired by the
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carved face of a god, the occasional poignant pity one
feels for women and slaves, the pride in 1e1ng a free Hellene,
the beauty of ideals proved by logic. We are asked not so much
to suspend disbelief as to suspend all that distinguishes our
culture from theirs. Some of these emotions have their English
counterparts, from what persists in human nature and from the
Greek Influence on education in the ia8t hundred years; and some
readers will have less reluctance to yield than others in
accepting the role of the reader Alexias expects. A patriotic,
upper-class, religiously inclined, homosexual soldier and cricketer
might find Alexias more congenial than the next man or woman will.
But he may be even more sharply conscious of difference. We
cannot approach the Greeks' religious and civic satisfaction in
athletics, performing best 'In honour of the god': 'So I heard
my name proclaimed by the herald and in the Temple of the Maiden
I was crowned with the olive crown; and seemed, as one does at
such moments, to belong no more to mysif, but to the City and
her gods, and to be clothed with gold' -- Chapter 9; and a modern
homosexual who believes himself to be 'natural' knows that most
people do not agree. C.S. Lewis's claim (discussed In Chapter 8,
below) that his Christian faith takes him closer In sympathy to
pagani&n is fanciful; his theology puts the Devil in his place,
Alexias's leaves the Furies loose. The Olympic wreath, the boy's
name written in the lees, and the cock due to Askleplos belong to
the past. Mary Renault's technique denies the consolations
of Hellenophile fantasy and engages her reader in the truth of
the otherneas of the Greeks, which we are Invited to share.
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Presenting ancient Greeks in modern English narrative
and. dialogue can be easier than dealing with Medieval or
Renaissance characters, because English is further from
the language we know they would have spoken. The alternative
options are to use distinctly contemporary and, colloquial
English, as in Naomi Mitchison, in John Arden' s Silence knong
the Weapons (1982) and. in Arrowanith' s translations from
Petronius and Aristophenes -- or to attempt a plain English
style which minimises modern connotations, as in Mary Renault.
According to some reviewers she writes 'unadorned' English; in
fact she writes a deceptively simple, flexible prose which is
discreetly adorned in a variety of ways. One modification is
a carefully regulated. use of old-fashioned, slightly stilted
phrasing. It gives sri impression, at times, of foreign idioms
showing through a translation, and, it excludes any unsuitable
impression of anartness in the English. The writing is usually
crisp but diverts attention from its good English style with
nall, quaint additions, as In the following lines which could.
be a translation from Herodotus In the 'Loe'b' maimer which has
caused 'Made ... to be', 'and other swine' and. 'all sorts of men'
to sound vaguely 'classical' in this passage from Chapter 3 of
The Last of the Wine:
Once long before, I had, asked my father why
Zeus made some men to be He].].enes living in
cities with laws, some barbarians under tyrants,
and. others slaves. He said. "You

might as wel].

ask, my dear boy, why he made some beasts lion,
some horses, and other swine. Zeus the AllKnowing has placed. a].], sorts of men in a state
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conformable with their natures; we cannot
suppose anything else. Don't forget, however,
that a bad. horse is worse than a good ass.
And wait till you are older before you
question the purposes of the gods."
Renault Greeks use English without fear of triteness, as though
it were fresh to them; they forn images a contemporary English
writer would think banal without any sense that they may seem
stale. We quickly grow accustomed. to this adaptation, which
does not disturb the illusion of sharing a Greek point of'
view. We are supposed to have heard. fathers speaking as Alexias's
father speaks. Sometimes there is a discreet borrowing: Alexias
says of Socrates: 'but to him everything that is In the world
was full of gods, and It would have seemed to him the greatest
Impiety not to look upon it for himself' (Chapter 7); Plato asks
'Can we then deny that everything is full of gods?' (Laws 896b).
Sometimes a proverb or tag suggests Mary Renault's knowledge of
Africa: 'after the rain has fallen, you cannot put It back In
the sky' (The Last of the Wine, Chapter 7); 'a ghost has spoken'
in The King Must Die is a Cretan saying when there is no
witness ('Crete': Chapter 9). CharacteristIcally the writing
alternates terse, pithy remarks, easy to imagine spoken, with
vivid images, and a subdued lyrical note. Recalling the story
of the Spartan boy and the fox,Alexias says that 'not the least
remarkable part of[thi s] Is that the boy was hungry enough to
have Intended eating a fox' (Chapter 12). Alexias reflects on
Arlstophanes's The Birds:
Yet in this comedy was a song about birds
so beautiful that it made the hair prickle on

6].

one's neck. Indeed, while he is singing,
he makes his own heaven and earth: the good.
is what he chooses, and where he sets their
altars, there the gods alight. Plato says
that no poet ought to be allowed to do this:
and he is too distinguished now to be argued
with any longer. I notice, however, that he
goes himself.
(Chapter 6)
The wry brevity of the last sentence is typical of the narrators
a].]. the books. Alexias is occasionally, and justifiably,
'classics].': 'as, when great Hellos shines upon a frost-bound
pool, the birds begin alighting, and, at evening the beasts come
down to drink, so I, being happy, instead of suitors began to have
friends' (Chapter U), simile is usually more matter-of-fact in
phrasing as well as in content. 'Samos is an old. and noble city.
Even its ancient tyrants hung gifts upon it, like jewels on a
favourite slave' (Chapter 20) -- an appropriate thought for a
democrat at a time when democracy Is threatened. A simple Image
can be elevated. at a moment of very strong feeling as when it
turns out that the mode]. for a startlingly beautiful sculpture
of young Apollo was Alexias's father, now physically ruined by
slavery in Syracuse 'My mind was silent, like fallen snows In a
still air. I stood and gazed. Then, as winter's white comes
crashing down the mountain-side and runs away in water, grief fell
upon me for all mortal men...' (Chapter 18). The simile does not
seem decorative. It avoids the maimered pastiche of aomë modern
writers and the effect of Edwardian

as in

Lawrence Durrell at his worst. In Alexias it sounds innocent of
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modern-English prose-poetry and right for his sudden inner
collapse of feeling. His usual tone Is that of a quiet speaking
voice, articulate and unconscious of anything stale in its
literary departures frcn normal educated modern English speech
'So we laughed, and shared the last of our wine, and fell to
telling bawdy tales and then to sleep. I daresay I reriember the
night so well because soon afterwards there came an end to laughter
in the City' (Chapter 14).
The novels open well, fixing their narrators in the mind at
once. 'It was dolphin weather when I sailed into Piraeus with
my crades of the Cretan bull-ring', Theseus remembers in the
first line of The Bull from the Sea, catching the exuberance of
youthful hc*ne-coming and picturing the Bay of Salamis and the
murals of Knossos in which dolphins can still be seen. he

KIg

Must Die begins with proud formality, proclaiming Its speaker
a king.
The citadel of Troizen where the Palace
stands was built by giants before anyone remambers.
But the Palace was built by my grandfather. At
sunrise, If you look at it from Kalaurla across
the strait, the columns glow fire-red and the
walls are golden. It shines bright against the
dark woods on the mountain-side.
Our house 18 Hellene, sprung from the seed of
ever-living Zeus. We worship the Sky gods
before the Mother Dia and the gods of earth.
And we have never mixed our blood with the blood
of the Shore people who held the land before us.
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These lines are performative, the romantically stirring
English reproducing the authoritative role of public
utterance in a predominantly oral culture. We are to attend,
to acknowledge, not to interrupt. Setting and themes are being
established: the splendour of a palace in the wilderness, the
Dark Age mentality whose history goes back two generations and
whose god is the founder of the tribe; the patriarchal culture
which the He].lenic conqueror Theseus will represent in his
conflict with the indigenous cult, in hiB passage through
Eleusis on his way to Athens. The second sentence's relaxation
of style prepares for Theseus's practical, frank story-telling;
but the strident heroic note sounds clear. We are not to think
ourselves the narrator's social equals.
Theseus can sound prissy, occasionally, when a phrase Is
ill-chosen: 'my mother hung her girdle up for the Mother Die,
and so I was conceived' ('Athens', Chapter 2). But be more
often makes modern English serve his own purposes, referring
neatly to 'god-got men' or praying to Poseidon:
Earth-Shaker, Father of Bulls, you know us all.
We are your children, your little calves-who
danced for you. You have heard our feet, you
have tasted our blood in the dusty sand. We
have taken the bull by the horns....' ('Crete' :Cbapter 10)
He speaks with pungency: 'Poseidon is coming in black anger,
stamping on the cltles',before the earthquake; 'the stronglaid floor of Daidalos broke like water and surges In waves',
as the earthquake strikes ('Crete' : Chapter 10). Titles convey
the special power which names have always possessed in oral cultures.
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'I was once more Kouros of Poseidon, Kerkyon of Eleusis;
Theseus, son of Aigeus, son of Pandion, Shepherd of Athens';
'I opened my heart in this nall, close room to Star-Born
Minos, Lord of the Isles' ('Crete': Chapter 10). 'Lord of the
Isles' is a good borrowing, and 'the House of the Axe' (vaseim)
Englishes 'labyrinth', since 'labros' is the two-headed axe of
Crete. Poseidon's titles resound, as in Greek; he is 'Lover
of Bulls', 'Earthshaker', 'Hippios', 'Blue-Bair'; Apollo is
'Paian Apollo', 'Slayer of Darkness', 'Apollo Longsight'. There
is no doubt that Miss Renault relishes such titles, but so no doubt
did Theseus.
Nikeratos is an actor thinking aloud in the opening lines
of The Mask_of Apollo:
Not many people remember Lamprias now In Athens
but his company is still remembered in the
Peloponnese. Ask in Corinth or Epidauros, no one
will have heard of him; but down in the Argolid.
they will go on about his mad Heracles, or his
Agmemnon, as if it were yesterday. I don't know
who Is working his circuit now.
At all events, be was In Athens when my
father died, and owed him more money than
anyone else did; but as usual was nearly broke,
and trying to fi t out a tour on a handful of
beans. So he offered to take me on as an extra;
it was the best he could do.
As usual, we are Involved. 'Ask In Corinth...' But here
there Is no special distance from the narrator, whose style
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is more briskly modern English than Alexias' s or The seus' s.
Change the names and this might be the start of a modern
English first-person novel (perhaps Iris Murdoch) unaffected].y
colloquial with easy cadences pleasantly controlled. Lainprias,
and Nikerato&s early struggles are ecanfortably away in the
past; this Athenian is now professionally well enough
established to speak lightly of tight budgets and anile
at provincial reputations. Herakles and Agamei:inon, as
dramatic subjects, are brought into the same world as a
touring actor-manager making the best of being 'nearly broke'-a rare instance of slang in Renault, calculated here to
help free the subject of Greek tragedy from pompous
schoolbook connotations. Nikeratos raises the pitch of his
writing whenever he is strongly moved by drama and religion,
since an actor moves in all social circles but the novel contains
actors, scene-p qinters, mask-makers, mercenary soldiers, sailors,
Innkeepers, couriers, and people in bars, besides Dion, Plato
and DloriysIos II, and the dialogue is appropriately comprehensive
with a variety of English registers. Nikeratos is the least
restricted of Mary Renault's narrators In his linguistic range;
one reviewer objected, perhaps rightly, to the anachronism of
'camp' tenne In the actors' talk among themselves -- but that
register Is not overindulged, and It is likely that ancient
actors used some equivalent; any privileged guild has its
private language. Dion is shocked by backstage talk. Nikeratos
says of Theodorus that his dignity could be freezing with rich
sponsors or with kings; 'he kept this sort of thing 'camp' for
equals' (Chapter 13). Nikeratoe has a fund of attractive and
timeless similes. Aristotle regards Alexander 'with dissatisfaction,
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like a hen that has hatched an eagle-chick' (Chapter 24).
A studious girl pauses 'for a feed-line, as philosophers do;
just like comic actors, though one must not say so' (Chapter 4).
Plato recalling the humiliation which followed his first trip
to Sicily is 'an old hand who had played, so to speak, Sophok].es
in Boeotia, and been hit with half an onion' (Chapter 8).
Dionysios II, beginning to respond so far as he is able to
Plato's teaching, looks 'better-favoured, like a plain girl
pleased with her marriage' (Chapter 9). Such images, better
than description, put familiar unstatuary expressions on ancient,
sometimes distinguished faces, and help bring them to life.
In so far as we yield to the point of view and to the style,
we succumb to Miss Renault's illusion. There is great pleasure to
be had from succumbing -- this has made her a best-seller,
Auberon Waugh declares that she offers the best that literature
can offer -- to be taken out of ourselves and our own world and
16
enabled to live in one of a writer's imagining; that might be
called escapian because Waugh is a critic who finds the present
era particularly distasteful. This aspect of what the Renault
novels offer is at least a very superior form of solace. It may
be that some readers can enjoy being freed from responsibility
by absorption in a picture of life which is unrelated to their
own. It is unlikely that Auberon Waugh is able to do so, for
the appropriate and undistracting simplicity of the writing and
the story-telling Is deceptive, and the text directs the critical
attention It Is to receive whenever the Illusion is set aside.
Because the point of view we adopt In reading Is unlike our
own we are the more likely to dissociate ourselves from It on
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setting the book down, and, to think about its implications.
When we do so it is plain that Mary Renault' s vision includes
the life of our time.
She has said that she believes the introduction of moral
judgements from a modern perspective to be wrong -- a form of
interference with the past. Instead she brings Greek morality
to bear on us. All her narrators in the first-person novels
are to 'be seen as morally discriminating individuals whose
interpretations of the codes of conduct at their disposal are
meant to impress us. All eight books explore an approach to
life which is religious, social and aesthetic, and which arises
from a spirit in Greek culture which Miss Renault admires and
celebrates, very memorably in a spectacular scene in the second
chapter of The Mask of Apollo.
Nikeratos is protagonist in The Myrmidons at the festival
at Delphi during the Congress there in the sumner of 368.
'Flown on' as Apollo, for the prologue, and hanging thirty feet
above the stone, he hears a strand of the rope part; a former
actor now reduced to odd-jobbing has borne him a grudge. Through
the mask he speaks the words of Apollo ('For I sin Phoe'bus,
zenith-cleaving, sun-shafted archer,/Unforsworn tongue of truth')
and reckons that a call for help might still save him. Then he•
thinks of the bathos of 'a human bleat' coming from the mask of
the god. An eagle up in the Phaidriades cliffs shrl].ls as If in
scorn. He tells himself that his father would have gone on.
Resolved,, he feels exhilaration:
My voice still spoke the lines; now I put
my will to them. The words, the light, the
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rock-peeks seen through the mask-holes, the
nell of the mask, old and woody, mixed with
new paint; the scoop of the hillside filled
with eyes, struck on my senses clear and
brilliant, as each moment passed which might
be the last of my life. A kind of ecstasy,
such as I have heard men can feel in battle,
flowed all through me (Chapter 2).
When the audience see his danger and call out he stills
them, and the crane-man lowers him to safety on the one
remaining strand. Such mctnents testthe quality of other
characters in other books. Plato in The Lasi of the Wi
goes to Kritias to plead for Sokrates's life in the same spirit,
and in The Mask o Apoll the girl Axiothea who studies with Plato
resolves to visit Dion's Sicily disguised as a youth. In The King
Must Die Theseus goes through a similar crisis when he chooses
to go to Crete with the tribute-party; some of his own
subjects from Eleusis have been included In the lottery and he
takes his place with them while his father calls the names.
'When he guesses from Aigeus's ca]m that his lot has been left
blank, so that he has lost his chance of bonourable escape, he
is tempted to bribe Poseidon with a gift of horses, but knows that
the god wants him, the king-to-be, as a volunteer. The bullleaping in the labyrinth is a submission of personal will to
the gods; death comes soonest to those who fear to risk their
lives. 'When you love your life too much In the ring, that's
when you lose it'.
Honour, courage, dedication to.one's calling, and. a pride
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in excellence are combined to form this quality which is
possessed by all Miss Renault's best people. They also
accept human limitations. This is the part of their religion
which can be explained. The rest is awe (fear and delight)
inspired by 'the presence of the god', in a temple, before a
sculpture, in an earthquake or a storm, during a play, for
Sokrates everywhere.

servants of the god. have our honour

too' says Nikeratos (Chapter 3) who as an actor is a servant of
Dionysos. Honour for Theseus is an aristocratic code to which
he adds the kingly duty to 'stand before the gods' for the
people, and to die for them if the god calls; the Erecbthida
go willingly to their deaths, like men not oxen, leaping frczn
high rocks. They are aware that kings were sacrificed in former
times, to ensure the next

y55 harvest, as kings still are

among the matriarchal shore-people, but Theseus is shocked
at Eleusis to see that Kerkyon, the 'year-king', is not tilling
when his time comes to die. Willingness is a form of honour
which the gods acknowledge. Something of that survives in
Nikeratos's instinct at Delphi. Responsible to the god,
Renault's Theseus is a king 'dedicated' in the ancient and
modern senses, bravely disposing of boars, bulls and. brigands.
Plutarch says that The seus' s tomb is a sanctuary for runaway
slaves, because Theseus defended the oppressed. This belongs
to the tradition which made Theseus the model of the good king,
of individual virtue and piety. A Bronze Age ruler,we might
object to-day, would probably have been more completely bound by
religious ritual and social custom, observing the established
rights of the gods and the tribe, thail Plutarch's or Miss Renault's
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character. If he joined the tribute-slaves the explanation
would be found. in some aspect of ancient Athenian lore rather
than individual choice or a private religious experience. But
Theseus, Mary Renault presumes, became a legend because he was
uniquely gifted in some way.
Something of the light of Apollo reflects on Theseus,
Nikeratos thinks when he looks at a bas-relief of god and hero.
It might be argued that for Theseus the godB are transcendent,
Poseidon is a coaiiic bull tossing the islands on his horns and
shaking the sea, while for Nikeratos Apollo is imminent, integrity
prompting him whenever he is tempted to betray his art or his
loyalties to a lower self-interest. There is no general agreement
among the Greeks of Nikeratos's time about the nature of the
gods. Intellectuals find Homer's gods unholy. Nikerato8 i.e shocked
by the younger Thettalos's outspokenness: 'half the modern
writers don't believe in them; the rest think like you and me,
that they are somewhere or everywhere, but in any case not
sitting in gold chairs on Mount Olympus, feuding and meddling
like a brood of Maced.onian royalty' (Chapter 15). A generation
ago (In Sokrates's lifetime) such talk had. been 'a hemlock matter'.
The Mask of Ap ollo Illustrates other attitudes, and the way
different views coexist in thoughtful, undognatic minds in
periods of religious uncertainty. When Nikeratos becomes involved
In a faction fight while he Is costumed and masked for the role
of Apollo, some of the onlooking countrywomen think it really is
Apollo -- and that amuses the actors. At the other extreme from
popular belief, Plato reasons his way towards belief In God;
numbers 'have the constancy of

cannot lie; In everything

7].

else ' we must test each step, learning never to love opinion
more than truth' (Chapter 16). Advances In geometry had given
Academicians an und.ueLth in reason. To a political philosopher,
Nikeratos observes, life 'must be like a diagram of Pythagoras
but to me, man's life is a tree with twisted roots' (Chapter 1].).
He knows that in an actor of genius 'feeling can work like
intellect, so clearly it fonus its concepts' (Chapter 14). For
Plato 'the gods' and. 'God' are often interchangeable. For
Nikeratos, as Thettalos says, the gods
are powers and presences. Plato tells him that

or
see as much

truth as their souls are fit to see' (Chapter 16); this, together
with the theme of self-sacrifice, suggests a Christian interpretation
of pre-Christlan belief. Plato is a reminder of how Christian
doctrine was to coincide with traditions of Greek thought.
Nikeratos is closer than Plato to traditional belief. His Apollo
mask can speak to him in the quiet of his roczn, and by dedication
to his calling be can approach the divine nature as far as a
man may. But his gods are no more human than The seus' a.
Discussing The Bacchae Nikeratos admits that Euripides may have
set out to show 'that the gods are not' (Chapter 1].). 'If so,
someone crept up behind. the poet and breathed down his neck when
he wasn't looking. One thing I take It we may agree upon: the
god. of The Bacchae is not supposed to be like men.' Nikeratos's
Apollo shares his delight in theatre and In excellence -- but
he belongs to a different order of being.
The god is that which Is. He is stern, radiant,
gracious and without pity. A perfect chord is
the friend of him whose strings are tuned to it.
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Can It pity the kitharist who fumbles.
(Chapter 1)
Thettalos asks Nikeratos If Apollo cannot be grateful. The
answer Is th3t 'he cannot change his nature which can light
or burn' (Chapter 3.4). Men suffer from the gods when they
Ignore the fact that their humanity Is not godlike: like
Pentheus in The Bacchae (which is performed, with a beautiful
commentary by Nlkeratos, In Chapter 1].) DIon suffers, ending as
head of a police state, killed by his police.
Better in a novelist than the disposition of ideas about
God Is the character's feeling for the divine which arises from
his calling. Nikeratos likes the Apollo mask which is old work,
heavy olive wood carved to last, unfashionably severe with dark
lidless eyes, because It seems right for the role: 'no one would
say as they do before a modern Apollo, "Delightful What a nice
young mans" '(Chapter ].). Sponsors object that it 'lacks grace
and charm'. Nikeratos's response is merged with his feeling f or
drama: 'I did not ask them what Apollo needs charm for, coming to
speak of doom in words like beaten bronze' (Chapter 2). A maskpainter agrees with him, admiring the art of the last age ('What
was it like when men had certainty like that?'), rubs It down to
the wood and repaints, finding traces of lost features. The
passages In which actor and painter 'restore' the god convey the
particular religious sensibility for which a mask Is a work of
art and, a supernatural presence -- one might be reminded of the
Nigerian Wole Soyinka's writings about the potent, bronze gods
17
of the Yoz'uba; something of this sense has survived, of course,
In Mediterranean Christianity. Nikeratos's description of the
temple-road at Olympia catches the Way that several phases In
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the life of Greek religion coexist in his time.
Heat filled the wooded valley, for spring comes
like summer there. Already the river was shallow
in its pebbly bed; the dust was hot to the foot,
the painted statues glowed. A tender Hermes,
dangling grapes before the baby god he carried,
made one want to stroke his russet flesh. Further
on were the penalty statues, given as fines by
athletes caught cheating; shoddy hack-work done
cheap. The glitwork dazzled on the roofs, the white
marble glared. The great altar of Zeus, uncleaned
since the morning sacrifice, stank arid buzzed
with flies. But there are always sightseers for
the temple. The porch and colonnades were noisy
with guides and cheapjacks; pedlars sold copies of
Zeus' s image in painted clay, quacks cried their
cures, kids and rams bleated, on sale for sacrifice;
a rusty-voiced rhetor declaimed the Odyssey while
his boy passed round the plate. I went in from the
hot sun to the soft cool shadows, and gaped with
the rest at the great statue Inside, the gold and
Ivory, the throne as big as my room at home, till
my eye travelling upward, met the face of power
which says, '0

make peace with your mortality,

for this too is God'.
Apollo's warning Is predictable. Its effect is in its climax
to the sequence of images: modern sculpture, seamy prIrnitivIn,
mass-produced art, tourian and the peddling of culture, the
sudden religious cool. Some scenes and sensations for which
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we have ready equivalents mingle with others -- the morning
sacrifice to Zeus -- which we normally think remote, so that we
share the irrpact of the

expression on Nikeratos. Reviewing

Funeral Games in 1982 Peter Green correctly said that 'the reader's
induced flQ (as with
extraordinary suspension of disbelief
so many historical novelists) through her power to evoke people
and. places visually..... Miss Renault may not

the world of

fourth-century Greece and Anatolla vividly but one suspects she
18
can feel It, even aiiell It'. That is true of all the novels.
One of the best scenes in The Mask of Apollo Is Nikeratos's
supper with Dion and Plato at Delphi. Even after several readings
nothing visual is recalled except the white Italian cup with a
painted Eros which he is given as a souvenir, but every stage of
the evening's moods and conversations comes back; a check shows
that that Is how Nikeratos has remembered It. His visual
descriptions are dutiful and vague. Even the cliffs around
Delphi are felt more than Been. As Nikeratos approaches the
temple we sense rather than see the corrnonplace brightness and
heat, filth and squalor, and the aimless crowds, as be Is aware
of them, and then sense with him the moment of awe.
The Last of the Wine shows the beginning o± the breakdown
of traditional morality in Athenian culture in the time of Bokrates.
Krltlas and more attractively Alkibiades have thought their way out
of the good conduct of a citizen who puts the City's interests
before his own and who fears the gods enough to respect a
conventional communal morality and Greek moderation In everything.
Krltias's position Is expounded, and Plato thinks rebutted by
Sokrates, by Callicles in Plato's Gorgias who holds that morality
was invented by the feeble-minded majority as self-protection
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frci the able few who ought nowadays to see through the
deception and act accordingly. The speech of the Athenian
envoy at Melos, given in Thucydides, is the usual example of
how such thinking worked in practice; it is a law of nature,
the Melians were told, 'that the strong take whatever they can
and the weak give it to them'; when Melos was taken the fighting
men were killed, everyone else sold into slavery. Plato's
Sokrates argues in Gorg is that it is better to suffer wrong
than to do it (as Plato and Dion argue in The Mask of Apollo),
but ends by recounting a Platonic myth of judgement after death,
ordained by Zeus. In the Renault ancient world the immoralists
are usually those who lack the true religious sense which need
not belong to an unthinking piety, or be lost with agnostician.
Alexias's happy childhood, his gifts and early success have
helped to make him kindly, trustworthy and. tolerant. At mcnents
when good-nature is not enough, the mask on his wa].]. alerts him
to his moral duty. He suppresses his instinct to discourage young
Thetta].os, for example, whose talent he knows will surpass his
own, and later overcctues his wish to keep the now beloved
apprentice with him when Thetta].os is ready to move on to another
canpany, because the black eye-sockets of the mask rebuke him.
Nikeratos is a better actor arid a better man Lecuse lie belftve
himself transcended; be is not quite his own master. That is a
very feasible state for an intelligent and imaginative fourth
century mind.
Miss Renault's emphasis is on the integrity of the past
which needs to be protected aginet our instinct to make It serve
our present Interests. The donnes of her Greek antiquity are
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burled deep

in the story-telling. The narrators describe

what catches their attention. What Is strange to us Is
seeped through their f'srnlllarity with it. They occupy their
modern world, conscious of a historical and a legendary past,
and the reader gradually adjusts to their perspective. The
dictators In Sicily are tyrants in a new style; Polycrates of
Samoa was another sort of tyrannos in different conditions.
Simonides In The Praise Singer

looking back from old age in the

fifth century to Polycrates's regime, has already seen the
meaning of 'tyrant' change. The author Is concerned to guard
against unhistorical reading by analogy, against facile
translation of Greek terms into English. Passages are
frequently introduced to shock us out of these a1most irresistible
bad habits. In Italy

Nikeratos sees a play put on by Etruscana

who perform bare-faced.
Some barbarian peoples are ashamed to show
their bodies, while civilised men take pride
in making theirs fit to be seen. But to strip
one's own face to the crowd, as if It were

a].l

happening to oneself Instead of to Oedipus or
to Priam...... Anaxis, outraged as a gentleman
not less than as an artist, said one would feel
like a whore. (Chapter 6)
Nikeratos Is Indignant enough to convince; he expects us to
agree, unconscious that we are barbarians. If we are beginning
to read about his acting in the light of

our own, here Is a

check. Another comes when Nikeratos says of a winsome but
untalented colleague that 'some mocking god had given him a
handsome face, the one beauty an actor can do without' (Chapter 1).
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The players in Arden's Silence Miong the Weapons imply that
not only bare faces, but also actresses are a natural result
of progress in the history of the theatre. Nikeratos has
scarcely dreamed of such a degeneration. His world protected
from the author's knowledge, finds its own falfi]ments; art,
religion, political systems are mature, sometimes declining,
products of an old civilisation, not early stages in

the

evolution of our own. Marx thought ancient Greece to have been
the childhood of mankind; Renault' s ancient Greece Is like the
real one in being no more and no less childish than we are.
The Author's Note to The Mask of Ap ollo ends with a
warning against looking for modern analogies.
No true parallel exists between this passage
in Syracusean history and the affairs of any
present-day state. Christianity and Islam have
changed Irrevocably the moral reflexes of the
world. The philosopher Herakleitos said, with
profound truth that you cannot step twice into
the same river. The perpetual stream of human
nature is forned. Into ever-changing shallows,
eddies, falls and pools by the land over which
It passes. Perhaps the only real value of
history lies In considering this endlessly
varied play between the essence and the accidents.
Every sentence there invites a number of obvious objections.
The drift is justifiable in the cause of protecting the past,
but it Is considerably modified by other remarks Mary Renault
has made about her work, and It Is not entirely true to The Mask
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of Apollo. Although no true parallel exists between ancient
and modern affairs, there Is similarity within the
differences in most aspects of life. Leaving aside the
question of whether history repeats itself in general patterns,
the cultural continuum which connects modern Europe with fifth
and fourth century B.C. Greece causes a curiosity which would
not apply to the past of a relatively alien culture, and.
Miss Renault's absorption In her period derives from and
reflects it. Her narrators belong to their time and place but
the author is present in the design of the whole, and is
sometimes noticeable behind the narrator.
There are, for example, occasional jokes of which the
narrator is unaware. Recovering from the shipwreck Nikeretos
has a feverish dream in which he is playing the son of a
king whose ghost calls for vengeance -- but he Is not Orestes -and he stands by a stage-grave with a skull in his hand: 'It
would be nonsense, I suppose like most dreams, if I could
recall the whole' (Chapter 8). The realist illusion Is not
broken by such rare 'ludic' moments; Shakespeare seems to have
Indulged in them as a display of the strength of his Illusion
(Cleopatra foreseeing herself as a stage-character, Antony and
Cleopatra, V.11. 215, Is a good. example). Most of the author's
sense of humour is lent to the characters, but In some passages
of a different kind It creates a parallel with the modern world.
Theseus is taken to a potter's workshop in a Knossan
house, and bored with the high-brow ta1kf1ngers a lump of clay
into the rough shape of a bull -- the kind, of artless work
one sees from children or In markets In rural mainland Greece.
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His hosts are delighted: 'how he has understood the clay!'
He has achieved what the latest craften are attempting; after
a thousand yers of art, Theseus thinks, 'even beauty wearied
them, if it was not new': '"You see', they said, "how we learn
strength fran the early fonns" ('Crete': ChaDter 5). Sir Arthur
Evans fourd periods of development, maturity and decline in all
19
three eras of Cretan civilisatlon. There is more than a hint,
though, that we are awaiting our earthQuake, bored with art and
talking nonsense.
The Mask of Apollo, too, contains at least one scene in
which Nikeratos's sense of Athens's decline seems to reflect
the author' a sense of a modern parallel. Thettalos is a new
man of the theatre eager to experiment. When he suggests that
a new play called 'Achilles Slays Thersites' should be played
'against the text' he speaks in tenns which were cczrmion in
drama circles in the 1960s. He argues with Nikeratos that
it would be In the spirit of the times to play Thersites for
sympathy. 'Thersites spoke for the common people.... It's antioligarchical, Let us show the common man rebelling'. Nikeratos
thinks that Thersites spoke only for the mean end envious who
'hate great good worse than great evil'. 'God help the
Syracusans If they recognise themselves In Thersites. They
have forgotten greatness; all the more reason to remind them of
It.' Nikeratos could play an Achilles to that Thersitee, but
he won't. 'I suppose because men could be more than they are.
Why show them only how to be less" (Chapter 16) . He wonders
afterwards how much of what he has said he has learned from
Plato. Christopher Ricks's 'she knows not only the ancient world,
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but the modern world to which ... it must be responsibly
accomrriodated' conies to mind here because the preentntion Is
clearly meant to comment on the modern world.
The search for parallels can go too far. Peter Wolfe's
book on Mary Renault compares The Last of the Wip and
Christopher Isherwood's Berlin Stories. They share the

idea

that unjust government turns people into beasts. Under the
Council of Th1rty,Renau1ts Athenians surpass the Spartans In
wickedness and Wolfe is reminded of Isherwood's picture of
Berlin in the 1930s; the attempts of the envoy Theramenes to
appease Sparta suggest Chamberlain at Munich. Both books
show the excesses of false

'democracy':

contempt ffr excellence

and a mean levelling of standards. Then Wolfe claims that 'like
the death of Sokrates, the Bomb has introduced

an age of

commonness and, collective impersonality, which hAs a].]. but

ruled out any

dignified

20

search for transcendent

Wolfe's

analogies put us in mind, of the innumerable differences between
the two books and the two worlds involved, but It Is hard to
read The Lest of the Wine without some such reflections. It is

a journalistic

commonplace to talk

in his

terms

about 'the

and about German and Russian atrocities which In some
views have paralysed all literary endeavour.
asks: 'What invented story could

21

Bomb'

extreme

Nattalie Sarraute

compete with the

accountB of the

concentration camps?' There are many possible answers. One is
that a modern sense of the problem of evil can be reflected In
a story based on real events, removed in time but still a

part

of our culture. In Athens, In the period of The Last of the Wine,
an enlightened sense of human opportunities was combined with

8].

horrific evidence of the deep instability of human nature.
The life and writings of Plato are the most lasting result.
Plato continues to occupy modern minds. His role in Mary
Renault' a AtheLian novels could be read. in the light of a
study by a novelist and philosopher who is fully alive to
the contemporary world: Iris Murdoch' a essay The Fire and the Sun
22
which discusses Plato's view of art arid artists.
'Plato temperamentally resembles Kant in combining a
great sense of human possibility with a great sense of human
23
worthlessness', Iris Murdoch writes, and, 'of course the Greeks
always took a fairly grim view of the human situation'; 'human
/
24
life I B noty..E.y& IL, anything much'. Her foniula for Plato' a
basic position Is that 'human affairs are not serious, though
25
they have to be taken seriously'. In the closing chapters of
both Mary Reflault' a Athenian novels human affairs come to seem
almost hopeless. The ruae of the Thirty with its gradual
diminution of freedom and suppression of the forms of justice
'during the emergency', Is eventually overthrown. Moderate
oligarcha such as Xenophon and Alexias's father are shown to
be wrong -- the father is killed by the regime he has supported.
But power corrupts the people, too; most are pleased at the
banning of logic and the threat to Sokrates. Plato is obliged
to go to his kinanan Xrltias to save Sokrates - a tyrant can
spare a just man, although for the wrong reasons, where a
public trial would not. At the close of the novel Alexlaa can
see that the now victorious democrats will be less merciful to
this dissident, and we can see why Plato decided after Sokrates's
death that an ideally just man would be a dissident under any
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then-existing form of government. His failure to create
a new one with a philosopher-king, in The Mask of Apollo,
is predictable in the case of Dionyslos II; the scenes in
which the young man shows off his half-learned Platonic
wisdczn, while the mercenary army frets under the fortress
walls, leave Plato looking more impressive because he
perseveres when his situation Is ridiculous. Nikeratos sees how
close to the absurd Sokrates Is in Aristophanes, and Plato, when
sold as a slave after his failed mission to Dionysios II, but
he does not laugh at them. Dion' s failure to make the Syracusans
constitutional subjects, and his resignation to dictatorship are
predictable too: the people are accustomed to tyranny. A
philosopher' s rule can n', more be installed by decree than
democracy; although the fact that even moderately successfLil
Institutions take generations to develop is one which our own
age finds very uncomfortable. Mary Renault is bleakest in her
implication that the strength of Plato's vision is inextricable
from its weakness. 'Plato', says Iris Murdoch, 'is a moral
aristocrat, and In this respect a Puritan of a different type
from Kant who regards most of us as pretty Irrevocably
26
plunged In illusion'. Because the theatre fosters illusion,
Plato banishes the artists. The Mask of Apollo contrasts two
aspects of Greek culture: Plato represents the Puritanical,
elitist, Idealist Academy; and Nikeratos the festive, communal,
open-minded theatre. Most people prefer the theatre and
Nikeratos fears that Plato arid Dion do not understand a crowd.
His reading of The Lacchae makes Pentheus a moral aristocrat
stricken by hubris; rejecting Dionysos he loses touch with
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humanity and with his own nature. Dion's features have
been painted on the Pentheus mask at the perfonnance at
Syracuse; that is done on the orders of a political enemy,
whcan Nikeratos despises, but the connection is meant to
remain in the memory.
The melancholy In which both Athenian novels end. is
the product of a realistic but not embittered scepticin.
Only the gods are wise and, happy, man' s aspirations to wisdctn
and happiness have to be grimly regarded.. They have to 'be
taken seriously because 'men could be more than they are' arid
that deteinination Is frail enough when set agsinst the novels'
background of overwhelnIng political failure to satisfy the
postwar mood of disillusion. 'Sing of human unsuceess' wrote
Auden. Miss Renault does. She can see too that Thersitea can be
played for snnpathy, in a theatre ol' the absurd; her characters
Alexias and Nikeratos remain stubbornly resolved not to. They
are unexceptional, but they have the dignity of a minor hero
because they decline to be victims of events. Mary Renault is
often called a hero-worshipper and, in this sense, she Is. It is
not a Oarlylean or a Nietschean adulation; it maintains only
that one can, without Illusions and. observed rather than aided.
by pitiless gods, resist the Indignities of the human situation.
Nikeratos's respect for Apollo belongs to an imagined. world. which
tries to be true to the past. For Miss Renault that means truth
to the present also. His precarious dignity In the theatre at
Delphi Is rightly admired. by Dion and Plato, arid, by the modern
reader, as he hangs by the single thread.
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CHAPTEI 3

IiiARY RENAULT 'S FIRE .LHOJ HEVEI'.
THE PiRSIAN BOY and FUNiAL GaM3.

Alexandcr the Great, admired and denigrated in his o'n time,has
prompted imagination and provoked debate ever since. Every age
comes to its own terms ith him. The evidence allows for exbreme
and oposed. views of his character and influence on events.
1iary Renault is an admirer at a time when imperialists are out
of intellectual fashion. Her novels about Alexander are a defence
of his greatness, committed to historical truth. They are her
most ambitious attempt to reflect the distant past in present
consciousness and to make fiction from both. They use conventional
fictional means to achieve a long and complex persiective.
Because it encompasses several civilisations, the story of
Alexander offers a broad viev of hov. peoDles ar., divided, across
frontiers and vithin, by the uneven pace of change. The 'fisheaters' of the Asian costs vhom Alexander's admiral iciarchos
discovers in The Persian Boy, live, as he Lhiflks, like beasts,
while city-life in J1esopotamia is millenia old. Babylon has
settled down to a sense of its own history vhile Athens has changed
in every generation for two hundred years. In acedon Philip has
recently created a modern army and an organised state from tribes
who have herded and fought in the hills for centuries. Alexander
is tutored by Aristotle; but reading the Iliad as a child he finds
that the story 'could have happened any day in iVacedon'. All the
Renault novels present their characters' vorld in relation to its
past; her people have a lively sense of how the modern coexists
and mixes vith various stages of the living past, and. they feel
appropriate a'e and exasperation. Theseus is impressed by the age
of the House of the Axe, rikeratos by the old Apollo statue at
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Delphi, end. Bagoas in The Persian Boy by the Egyptians, 'the
oldest people, scornful in their long history' (Chapter 27). But
the Matriarchy at E].eusis is social. backwardness to Theseus,
Boeotla to Nikeratos is a land not yet civilised. enough to
appreciate drama, and. Alexander finds Epirus backward; the court
there is typified by a royal bath of clay which Is tiresomely
antiajie, 'much mended and prone to leak' (Chapter 8). This is
realistic, and by showing things in relation to earlier periods
it complicates their relation to ours. Alexander experienced his
time In its most recent and In Its oldest characteristics; aid his
life touches our most modern Interests.
When we relate the world Alexander knew to present day Europe,
we are struck by the unevenness of our modernity. ArIstotelianin
and Budc1hIn (which Alexander encounters In Cashmir) are still
with us. Warfare has becc*ne more efficient and is still
ineffectively modified by humane restraints. The Idea that war is
wrong was first publicised by Stoics a century after Alexander's
lifetime; and it has made little progress. If we judge Alexander
by the standards of his contemporaries we cannot consider the fact
that he made war but only his standards of conduct. The social
position of women has changed and is changing further In Europe,
and e author's approval Is apparent in her portraits of the
women frustrated by their roles -- Alexander's sister Kleopatra,
Queen Sisygambis of Persia who, Alexander acknowledges, would have
given him a harder fight had she been Great King, and the warlike
princess Eurydike in Funeral Games who tries unsuccessfully to live
with the freedom of action then available only to men. Homosexuality,
a subject of special Interest to Mary Renault, Is now accorded a
measure of public tolerance for the first time since pre-Christlan
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antiquity. There is no general agreement on any of these matters
to-day -- religion, war, the role of women, sexual behaviour -in the world or even in England. The story of Alexander's
conquests ought to be particularly interesting to us because they
brought such a wide variety of cultures and stages of civilisation
into close co-existence in an era remote enough for relatively
unpre judiced consideration.
Alexander was a soldier of genius. His most committed
detractors find it hard to dispel that reputation. He was a
brilliant and tireless general. It can be objected that he did
not live to show that he could rule the lands he had conquered;
but whi ].e he l ved men he had appointed ruled frcn the Danube to
the Indus; when he cUed the empire fell apart. Miss Renault
claims more; her case for his greatness agrees with Sir William
Tarn's verdict :
He was a great dreamer. To be mystical and
intensely practical, to dream greatly and
to do greatly, is not given to many men; it
is this ccznbination which gives Alexander his
1
place apart in history.
On this view the first dream was to gain personal glory by conquest
and by ruling magnificently. Since that involved ruling well and
since his ideal of just rule derived frc*u Xenophon' a portrait of
Kyros, he overcame the ancient apartheid between civilised (Greek
or Persian) peoples end (Persian or Greek) barbarians, and created,
in the hellenised Asia he brought about, the concept - end scznethlng
of the practice -- of a civilised world. This auxrrnarises the final
2
tribute of Tarn's book. Mary Renault's biography The
ieot
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Alexander objects that Tarn distorts: A].exand.er's 'unprejudiced
regard for quality in friends or enemies is expanded into an
3
idealistic faith in the unity of all mankind'. She is concerned
as always to avoid ideological anachronian. But her character
rejects the Greek view that nonGreeks are necessarily inferior to
Greeks and acts accordingly In Persia. He escapes the confines
of his own culture. Tarn rightly said that Asia 'felt' Alexander
4
as no other Westerner in history. That is an essential part of
his nature as It is revealed In the novels. Whether any higher
unity can. allow for cultural differences, whether In fact peoples
can come to live easily with the otherness of aliens Is a
question still unresolved. Edward W. Said's OrIentalI

(1979)

which assumes that hostility between east and west began with the
5
wars between the Greeks and the Persians, Is pessimistic. Mary
Renault shows the difficulties which confronted Alexander's
biracial policy and Its failure after his death, with her usual
blend of idealian and. sceptician. Napoleon complained that the
world he knew was too old for great deeds, and he envied Alexander.
The world of these novels is old and ccinplex, and as recalcitrant
to human will as It has always been. Alexander's ability to act
upon It and above all his willingness to dare the impossible made
him a hero for the author. Same readers are likely to find her
character less agreeable than he is to her, but the Issue a of his
life and the manner In which he lived them are both convincing as
a story of the past and compelling as a story for to-day.
The story which emerges frcm the most sceptical reading of
the ancient histories Is a remarkable example of how much stranger
fact can be than fiction. If Alexander had not existed no historical
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novelist who wished to be taken seriously would have dared
invent him, and the boldest flights of Miss Renault's imagination,
where she is inventing, do not equal what is known to have
happened. Tarn complains that many of Alexander' a achievements
are not fully appreciated because he was too succeasfu]. -- he
7
concealed his art. Even a novelist delighting in scenes of action
is embarrassed by these riches. The Renault trilogy omits
entirely the European campaigns and reintroduces Alexander as
Xing in The Persian Boy after the death of Darius. Issos, Tyre,
Gaza are reported briefly in the talk of Persian courtiers and
Macedonian soldiers. 'Then the great cities fell.'

Understatement

and. summary are essential to avoid overwhelming the reader with
military achievements. Alexander's reputation as a general could
have been illustrated from many more campaigns than are treated
in the trilogy. The author concedes that she has been unable to
8
detail all aspects of her Alexander a genius. Given her
commitment to telling the history of a period Fire from Heaven and
The Persian Boy are impressively effective books in their
willingness to exclude history for artistic purposes. Direct
narration of Alexander's conquests is restricted to the second
half of the second volume of the trilogy.
More selective than before, Mary Renault is loyal as
always to the past. None of the records made by Alexander' a
contemporaries has survived although historians of the Roman period
had access to them. Arrian's Campaigns of Alexander, written in
the second century A.D., draws upon books by Ptolemy, the king's
half-brother, and Aristobulus who was also with him in Persia.
Plutarch's 'Life' of Alexander (andother writings) drew upon the
large corpus of Alexander-books, some unreliable, in existence at
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the end, of the first century A.D.; his approach to their
relative values was less intelligent than Arrian's. Quintus
9
Curtius, whom Mary Renault calls' an unbearably Billy man'
provides further, unreliable, information In his Latin History.
The novels also draw on Athenaeus, for anecdotes, on Diodorus
Siculus for the lives of Philip and Alexander and for the events
after Alexander' s death covered in Funeral Games, on letters and
speeches by Isocrates (who urged the case for Philip as war-leader
of Greece), Demosthenes and his opponent Aisehenes who both figure
in Fire from Heaven. From Plutarch' s' Life of Demo sthenes' Mary
Renault takes the unflattering details with which she builds up
a cruel picture of him. Plutarch' s 'Alexander' is the main source
for his early life in Fire from Heaven, for the want of any other.
Scenes in Plutarch, such as the child Alexander's reception of
ambassadors from Persia, and his taming of the horse Boukephalas
10
'Oxhead' In the novel
are Interspersed with others invented on
the basis of what must have happened -- he must, for example, have
had experience of war before being appointed Regent at the age of
sixteen and cavalry commander, at eighteen, at the battle of
Chaironela. The third-person narrator shares the author' s modern
grasp of history arid her psychological insight, which would not
have been available to any of the characters; but there Is no
conspicuous Intrusion of this 'omniscience', and the story often
borrows the point of view of one of the main characters, -- Philip,
Demosthenes or Hephaistion. Elsewhere, one reviewer put It, we
11
look over
shoulder: we are close to him and sense
his thought and feelings but only rarely enter them. The firstperson of the earlier novels was presumably abandoned for this
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book because there was no suitable narrator. Only Alexander
knows enough to tell the story and he cannot be allowed a
sufficient degree of foreknowled pe to tell it. The portrayal
of a genius is best not attempted as though from the inside.
Fire fr Heaven, like all her books, offers various
pleasures. It is

an

adventure-romance, an historical documentary,

and a vivid study of character. It is as full of incident and
emotion as any popular work of fancy, more exciting and
passionate than most, and far better written.

It is

also a

charming Introduction to a phase of ancient history: we learn
about Macedonian kingship and the Macedonian army, the tactics
of the phalanx and the handling of the sarissa; of Philip's
foreign policy, Dernosthenes's opposition and the feuds between
the city states which Philip exploits. The novel arouses and
feeds such interests and it Is natural to go on to read Tarn's
biography or (since Its publication in 1981) N.G.L.Harnmond.'s
Alexander the Great, and to the analytical studies, cited In
their bibliographies, where everything becomes a question for
debate. 1ary Renault caters for kinds of curiosity they do not
satisfy, showing the dusty old-fashioned Zeuxis decors of the
palace at Pella, and giving the fee]. of

Its chill at night, Its

sounds and silences, the reek from the slave-pens when a city
has been punished, dust in the air when the King holds manoeuvres.
She conveys the differing moods of Pella, still in part a tribal
chief's headquarters, barbaric to Persian or Athenian eyes, but
becoming the power-centre of Greece, visited by statenen, artists
and philosophers. Few historical novelists are so good at setting
a scene. The former study of King Achelaos (at the start of Chapter 3)
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contains a chair from Egypt where in their day sat Agathon
and Euripides, and an old bronze of Hermes from Athens; the
painted walls are obscured by racks of administrative documents,
and a secretary labours at letters, shivering In the draughts,
while the King sits relaxed, brooding on hegemony; the voice
of his ten-yearS-old son Is heard outside, greeting the guard by
name. Alexander comes in resentfully, but is won by Philip's
gift of a Scythian sling from Threce; and. they talk politics.
The details are all correct. Set floating in the currents of
the characters' minds -- Philip's confidence nagged by anxieties,
Alexander's curiosity overcoming suspicion, -- they seem familiar.
Although the characters In Fire from Heaven are seen in
a perspective which is larger than their own, the author directs
our loyalties to Macedonians. This Philip is formidable. His
vigour shows in his charm and intelligence and. in hiB sensual
coarseness. His barbed wit fuses a Macedonian contempt for
southern pretention with a cultivated Greek's superiority towards
ignorant hIlJ..men: here he gets the best of both sides of his
background. He plays a number of roles well -- chieftain, diplomat,
comrade, statenan, and, away from his wife, father;

they suit him

and he has learned to live them. In none of them Is he the tyrant
Demosthenes cells him and the novel persuades us that he must have
charmed as often as he infuriated Alexander. As a husband he Is a
would—be tyrant and O].ympias Is not to be tamed. He wins sympathy
because we often share his point of view, But O].ympias's schemes,
her rages and. her aJ.most destructively possessive love for her son
are related to her impossible situation. She has a measure of the
author's sympathy. Little Is given to Demosthenes who appears to
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us s thoagh to Macedonians, no soldier but a creature of
mere words, and in Persian pay. This interpretation makes him
a fanatic for a lost cause, not the devoted servant of a true
one; his power is a proof that free city-state democracy has
failed, and it is more a weak man's ccrnpensation than a strong
man's devotion to duty. It is a defensible view, but there are
passages depicting his inner life where the author's distaste
for modern demagogues appears to have provoked her.
The novels' conception of their hero is contained in the
first three scenes of Fire from Heaven (all in Chapter i). The
story begins with a very early adventure. The four-year old
Alexander wakes to find a snake in his bed and takes It to his
mother's rocm. He is already tactician enough to evade the guard
at the door, and sharp enough, knowing what heppens to slack
guards at Pella, to conceal the man's niie from his mother. The
snake Is his daimon, Ol'mpIas tells him; she has one of her own.
Philip enters the bedchamber drunk, naked, one-eyed, horrifying
as Po].yphemos. The parents rail at each other ('How dare you
bring your filthy vennin in my bed'); the child, 'taut with
uncomprehended agony', attacks his father ('She hates you She
will marry mei). Flung out by Philip, he Is comforted by the guard
who tells him how Herakies dealt with serpents and laboured 'to show
he was the best'. He Is wounded but the wound begins to heal.
All Alexander's story testifies to the effect on natural
genius of the deep insecurity felt in those tormenting early
years'. This observation in The Nature of Alexander is the key
12
to Mary Renault' s fictional portrait.
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What hidden agonies he endured remained
his secret; suppressed perhaps even out of
his memory. That he did. not emerge a psychopath
13
like Nero is one of history's miracles.
The primal scene in Fire fran Heaven establishes her version
of Alexander; his boldness and intelligence, the origins of his
sense of a destiny to match that of Herakles, the situation of an
only son with two wilful quarrelling parents, the comfort an
unhappy garrison-child can find in the friendship of soldiers.
It Is based on Plutarch who says that Philip's estrangement from
O].irnpIas began when he found snakes in her bed, 'which more than
anything cooled his passion for her'. It is credible. Whatever
his personal revulsion -- Philip was not squeamish -- the Orphic
snake-mysteries which the queen brought from Samothrace offended
policy. Philip was sensitive to Athenian charges of Macedonian
barbariam and concerned that his son be brought up as a modern
Greek. Plutarch also says that Olpias was 'a woman of a jealous
and Implacable temper who set Alexander against his father'. Such
a woman, Miss Renault says, must have taken offence early in her
marriage. Macedonlan kings were polygamous. Philip was notoriously
promiscuous; he took several campaign-wives and one of his affairs
with young men led to his assassination. Hence the insults flung
across Alexander's head In this first episode, and the deeply
unsettling home-life which is traced in the rest of the novel.
Alexander' s worst battles In Fire from Heaven are fought
before he grows up. His parents attack each other through him
and he cannot mature in his relation8hip with either without
offending the other and so injuring himself. On the day of
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clothing to prevent him going to join the King, he admits that
his father is right to despise Demosthenes. Olympias's fingers
miamanage the pin of his cloak, drawing blood: 'the amart of
the pin was soon forgotten... the other was like a pain he had.
been born with' (Chapter 3). In a later scene he reviews a
campaign with Philip before visiting his mother. She bursts in,
full of reproaches, and the first quarrel which follows her
intrusion is between father and son. Philip and Alexander are
trapped in alternating friendship and hostility because their
periods of goodwill tempt Philip to win the boy's first loyalty
away frcn his mother and provoke Olympias to claim it. The
possible turns of the screw within such a family circle of
love and hatred are universal, and. novelists from Henry James
to Angus Wilson have explored their ramifications in modern
sensibilities. Mary Renault brings the expertise of modern
fiction to this situation in an ancient royal household, observing
the different conditions for what she rightly takes to be the same
kind of unpleasantness. Alexander lives between the separate households of King and Queen; the usual move out of the

quarters

at the age of seven Is less than complete because Philip provides
a tutor in Leonidas who is severe even by Macedonian standards
while

rooms offer refuge and comfort. In her Epirote

homeland the customs attending women's rale have lingered on; there
a boy obeys his mother. Alexander Is caught between two sets of
cultural expectations about his role as a son. Since the King's
approval Is the mark of success for a Macedonian heir-apparent and
miltary experience, essential if he is to have the anny's support,
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dependent on it, Alexander is obliged to offend his mother
whether he succeeds or falls In pleasing Philip. These
niceties which arise from Plutarch's hints were beyond his
comprehension or Arrlan'e Interest. Mary Renault does them
justice, keeping Freud In the back of her mind, ancient custom
and religion to the fore.
The Oedipal aspect of Alexander's inner story Is
complicated by the possibility that Philip is not his true
father: like Theseus he may be 'god-got'. The bed-snakes have
caused one set of rumours; Olmpiae' a report that she dreamed
of lightning when her son was born, another; popular belief
holds him to have been fathered by Zeus k1mon, in the form of
a serpent or as 'the fire from heaven'. O].ymplas half-encourages
him to think on these lines. His looks do not resemble his
father' a; as a worshipper of Dionysos she may not have been
sure whom she had been with 'In the grove'. The question Is
Introduced In the novel's second episode. Six-year old Alexander
has heard in the guardroctn that Ptolemy, known as Lagos's son,
is his brother. Ptolemy, twelve years older, has to explain;
then wonders whether the King's bastard has not a better claim
than the Queen's. But bloody succession struggles are usual in
Macedon, and Ptolemy is too sensible to want to complicate the
next. Seeing the boy upset he swears blood-brotherhood. 'If I
die in a strange land you will give me my rites, and so I will
do for you.' The balance of affection and embarrassment lB
delicately managed, establishing the value of Ptolemy as a
lifelong friend who early senses Alexander's superior gifts and
his vulnerability. However Philip's sons caine to terms in reality,
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they cannot have done so more 'fittingly'. The words of the
oath touch on our knowledge of their ftiture; Ptolemy wi].). give
his brother his rites in Alexandria. This particular awkward
moment, of a kind which must have been ccnonplace in Macedon
where the charge of bastardy was a killing matter, is discreetly
given its historical dimension.
Alexander's natural genius is illustrated in Plutarch by
the richly Ironic story of how Persian envoys were received by
the young prince aiid questioned with precocious understanding.
The third episode of Fire from Heaven enlarges on Plutarch,
exploiting the Irony. Alexander explains that his father Is
training the foot-companions in close-and-open order drill.
'They may be better to-day. They have been working hard at it.'
The envoys exchanged deliglited glances.
It was all charming; the pretty grey-eyed
prince, the little kingdom, the provincial
naivety. 'The Kir..g drilled the troops himself.'
It was as If the child had boasted thet the
King had cooked his own dinner
'How many men has the Great King in his anny'
Both envoys heard this aright; both ani].ed.
The tru.th could only do good; he could be
trusted, no doubt, to remember most of it.
'Beyond number,' said the elder. 'Like the
sands of the seas, or the stars on a moonless
night.'

(Chapter 1)

They list the forces at Ocho's command while Alexander listens
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'like any child hearing marvels'. Then he asks them how long
it takes them to assemble. 'There was a sudden pause'. Plutarch
records these and related questions end, implausibly though
predictably, says that the Persians recognised Alexander's genius.
The Renault ambassadors are merely amused. Alexander asks them
about the custom of prostration and. assures the guests that
Philip wfll not require it. 'The envoys clutched at their
gravity. The thought of prostrating themselves before this
barbaric chief .... was too grotesque to offend.' The irony
directed against them (Ochos, Arses, Darius, Aleoander) is
extended here, involving our awareness of how much the
Macedonians in Persia were to resent prostrating themselves for
Alexander. Few encounters in history convey so vividly mankind's
d.isabJing lack of foreknowledge, or how the 'normal' disposition
of the world, which separates a Great King from a barbarian chief,
conceals possibilities. Mary Renault's grasp of that truth Is
more convincing than Plutarch's fuss about early witnesses to
the rising star. Alexander is convincing too, watching his
etiquette, framing his questions and speaking with a child's
disconcerting directness. Unlike Plutarch's prodigy he Is a
quick-witted boy, eager to learn.
Mary Renault always writes with relish of the pleasures
of youth. She is sharper than her source In seeing through the
surviving stories to a credible Alexander. Plutarch explains
as 'high spirit' his refusal to run in the Olympics but misses
the point she sees, that he kneW others would let him win.
In the novel Alexander's wits are sharpened as he negotiates
a course between his parents and he develops a keen sense of
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their moods and unspoken thoughts. Watching his father
for love-affairs, his mother for court-intrigues to ruin them,
he gains useful experience in reading people accustomed to
guard their minds. Beciuse he is so often glad. to get away
from his parents he spends spare time among the troops, soon
knowing hundreds as friends. From them he learns the trooper's
view of war, end acquires early his J.felong skill in winning
their affection. That his love of Homer started young is
suggested by Plutarch's reference to Lysimachos who styled
himself 'Phoinix' to Alexander' a Achilles. Plutarch di. &nisses
this as a piece of flattery. In the novel Alexander makes the
Homeric world Into an early established part of his imaginative
11 fe.
The novel proceeds in a continuous sequence of selected
scenes, some based on Plutarch, others invented; it is nong
the best of recent novels about growing up, so skilful in its
Interweaving of the themes of

nature that 'conventional'

seems en ungenerous term. The characterisatlon need not be less
true, we are persuaaed, because Alexander would not have
understood it himself. It is conceived as an interplay of
tensions. One is that pointed out by Tarn: the opposing influences
of Aristotle and Olmpias,'a philosopher who taught that
moderation alone could hold a kingdom together and a woman to whom
14
any sort of moderation was unknown'. Through them cane the
Influences of Athens and of Thrace, of Greece arid of barbarism.
Aristotle taught the lesson of the ruler who is self-ruled;
Olyrnplas of the divine hero who fears nothing. Alexander can be
pragmatic; he can be aaiiost Insanely reckless. He can be astutely
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ara1ytic

but he tr.xsts his intuitions. He talks philosophy and

he sacrifices black goats to Dionysos. He Is Spartan in training
and yet in some of his feelings Macedonians thirk, as soft as a worn-n.
He commands i rlen efficiently when still in his teens, and in the
bisexual ethos of Philip's Pella he causes them -- en masse -- to
be at least half in love with him. Circumstances make him
emotionally guarded but his Instinct is to trust; he watches for
personal slights but wants to give himself in friendship -- as he
does to his comrade Hephaistion. ihen he rejects Aristotle's
teaching that barbarians are fit only to be slaves tnere are
many factors at work on his judgement: he has known foreign
hostages all his life; he has seen enough barbarian In his
own family; Xenophon's Cryopaedia shows a Persian king a hero
whom he admires, as he admires the Trojan heroes as well as the
Greeks, In Homer. Above all his nature, educated but not ruled
by Aristotle's teaching, d.islncllnes him to believe that virtue
proceeds from obedience to a single system. His own strong blend
of positive qualities has to co-exist with an inner 'barbarian'
of pain and doubt. The mature Alexander contains an unhappy
child and a confased adolescent. It could be objected that the
author's approval gives too much emphasis to an exceptional
resilience. A 'modern' Alexander ought perhaps to be destroyed
by such an upbringing as his, made hopelessly neurotic by family
conflict and alienated by the Aristotelian Impact on his
Macedonian heritage. The Alexander who faces his klngdan with
outward calm at the end of Fire from Heaven is Inwardly master
of himself, but only by a heroic act of balance. The taming of
the horse 'Oxhead' makes an appropriate symbol in this interpretation:
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Alexander will ride the world arid, more daringly perhaps, his
own life, against the odds. The ride is such a moment for him
as Nikeratos'

B

triumph on the fraying rope at Delphi. His success

in such early trials is what comes most vividly from the stories
in Plutarch arid Arrian. He can seem far removed from us, as
when he contemplates the dead on the battlefield at Chaironela
and shrugs of f responsibility: 'it is with the gods' (Chapter 7).
Perhaps he thought so when Thebes was taken and. destroyed by an
army under his command -- an episode which this novel arx3. its
sequel avoid. But the quality shown in other incidents frees
him from his background and we respond directly as every age
has done. According to Curtius he received a warning on the march
In Asia Minor that his doctor had been bribed to poison him. The
doctor, a persona]. friend, had just prepared him a draught. He
gave the men the letter to read and drank off the medicine. He
lived In that style In Miss Renault's imagination. Fire from
Heaven shows how he comes to it.

The Persian Boy deals with the last decade of Alexander's
life, and It follows the narrative in Arrian's Campalpns.Modern

historians have concentrated, in the thirty years following Tarn's
Alexander, on discrediting the sources, especially Arrian,
15
favourable to Alexander. Mary Renault makes a vigorous defence of
Arrien's reliability In The Nature of Alexander. Arrian states
that Ptolemy is to be trusted because 'he was a king himself aM
falsehood would have been more shameful to him than to anyone
else'. Mary Renault comments, In a passage which shows how her
good sense can be almost, but not quite, completely convincing:
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Modern sniggers at Arrian's chi1dsh snobbery,
evoked by these words, are themselveB curiously
naive. He is not of course attributing to kings
a superior sense of honour, but stating the obvious
fact that they are vulnerable to public disgrace.
Ptolemy was more than a decade older than Alexander,
who in turn had had in his army, towards the end of
his life, many men at least ten years his junior.
In a city like Alexandria, the recitals of the
History -- the method of pulicat1on in the ancient
world -- would have attracted plenty of alert
veterans still In middle life, living on their
memories. The founder of a dynasty cannot afford
16
the ridicule of such an audience.
Detractors, she goes on, are annoyed by the fact that the most
'favourable' sources derive from people who actually knew the man.
When they say that Arrlan flattered Alexander in order to enjoy
reflected glory,they concede that hi reputation twenty years
after his death was not that of a corrupted tyrant. Doubts remain,
but she has the support of logic, and. on such logical grounds she
constructs a biography intended to rebut detractors and clear
away myths. The Alexander legends, in East and West, have been
extensive and fanciful; he fights for Islam and for Christendom,
17
in medieval romances. The view that he was a corrupted tyrant
began In Athens where Demosthenes' a case against Macedon was Improved
by the 'Persianising' policy, by the executions of Philotas and.
his father Pannenion and by the murder of Kieltos. The devotion
of nineteenth century historians to the ideal of Athenian
democracy caused George Grote and others tO side with Demosthenes.
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Tarn's position has been widely attacked. P.Schachenneyer's
Alexender der Grosse (1949) portrays a ruthless megalomaniac, and.
work i-n classical ourna1s has tended to incline that way rather
18
than Tarn's. R.D.Miln's Alexander the Great (1968), meant for
the general reader, claims to be a balanced view but is given to
faint praise where not damning bluntly. Mary

novels are

ccaibative history, aiming to establish beyond. doubt Alexander's
true genius and greatness. If our age is inclined to join ancient
Athens in hating Alexander's excellence, she hopes to correct the
inclination.
The Persian BQy has an Ingeniously chosen first-person
story-teller in the eunuch Bagoas who, according to Curtius,
was a favourite of Darius given to Alexander by the Persian
geriera]. Nabarzenes. He Is mentioned in two other contexts as
a member of the royal household., loved by the king and possessing
in Curtlus's view a sinister Inf].uenc-2 Mary Renault does not
doubt his worthiness of Alexander's regard. Her Persian boy
makes a well-Informed narrator; he hears news of the invasion
from the Inner circles at Darius's court; later as
personal servant, skilled In eavesdropping, he sees and hears
more than anyone else. As hellenesed Asian he watches the
interaction of Greece and Persia I1rom a privileged position.
Such a love-affair, one reviewer reflected, would not in modern
Hampstead. It does very well here. Alexander is an exceptionally
gifted man who has retained in maturity many of the inner drives
of early youth; Bagoas is a remarkably gifted youth who has
been compelled to exchange childhood too soon, for the
worldliness of a courtier. Neither, for different reasons, has
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much interest in sexuality, but it Is easy to see why they
might find each other attractive. Miss Renault's first purpose
is to retrieve for history an Interesting figure from the past
and to do so she has to show his appeal to Alexander. The
Western idea of a eunuch is probably the same to-day as It was
in Greece in the fourth century, because equally based on ignorance.
The Author' s Note to The Persian Boy reminds us of the elegance
and charm and social acceptability of the great eighteenth century
cstretI. Bagoas Is a gentleman's son, enslaved and castrated as
a child when his father was killed In a cou p d'etat. After two
wretched years of prostitution at Sues he is bought and. trained for
the King's service; beautiful, well-born and quick to learn
elaborate ritual, he becomes

favourite and so a person

of consequence at court; he is with the last remaining entourage
when the King is killed. Nabarzanes offers Alexander not an
obscenely simpering minion but a trophy, certainly, and also an
accomplished, Intelligent and very well-informed Persian
courtier, with some knowledge of Greek; he is precious to the
royal chroniclers, more handy about the King' a tent than. the
Macedonian squires1 and useful as an adviser In the increasingly
difficult dealings with the Persian nobility. One can believe that
Bagoas would have been a valuable servant. In the novel's
Interpretation of Alexander the perverse love-affair Is made to
20

seem natural. They share a love of excellence. Bagoas Is a
skilled dancer, singer, horseman, traveller, Greek scholar arid
interpreter, Persian folklorist, nurse, valet, spy, poisoner,
Chief Eunuch of the King's Bedchamber' (Itself the height of
an ancient profession in Persia), as well as courtier, gossip,
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dandy, and past-master of the oriental arts of love -- these
respectfully hinted at rather than described by Mary Renault.
Alexander who likes all things good of their kind admires him
and. enjoys the Persian's subtle appreciation of his own
quality. Bagoas regains his lost youtn:
At sixteen, in Zadrakarta, my youth began.
Before, I had passed from childhood in some
middle state, where youth was permitted
only to my body. Now for seven years of my
life it was given me back. All that long
wandering has the taste of it. (Chapter 14)
Once again he celebrates his birthdays (greatly prized, it appears,
in ancient Persia); he discovers the pleasures of reading and all
the tastes of adventure.
Several of Mary Renault's novels are, among other things
homosexual love-stories, Alexias and Nikeratos refer to their
affairs with men as common-practice and Theseus only disapproves
because he as'ociates it with the old-fashioned matriarchy which
he overthrew in Eleusis. Tarn is shocked by the slander that
Alexander loved a eunuch and dianisses as absurd the idea that
21
his friendship with Hephaistion included sexual relations. MISS
Renault upsets the long tradition (seen in Dryden's 'The lovely
22
Thais by his side'; she was in fact Ptolemy's mistress)
In
which the world conqueror wins the world's loveliest girl, but she
does so In the interest of history. It Is now accepted that
Alexander's marriages were formal. Her Note to Fire from Heaven
insists that his contemporaries would not have considered
homosexuality a dishonour, and Sir John Dover' s Grek HcnosexualIty
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23
(1978) confirr!15 this. All the Renault novels emphasise the
usefulness of homosexuality in ancient Greek society, as an
educational end military bond, a way of humanising bleakly
Isolated cnmunites of men, on campaign and in cities where
women, except for the expensive and probably fastidious
hetairai, were neither educated nor accessible outside marriage.
Womanising is in many

W8S

more socially disruptive. 'Better a

boy than a woman' is Alexander's attitude to Philip's love
affairs; his own troops are indignant about his barbarian
wife, Roxane, und.iamayed by his Persian boy. There are passages
in all the books where the author's enthusiasj fails to save
Greek mores from seeming tiresome; in others they seem more
sensible than ours. This Is obviously an area In which the
truth (long censored) about the distant past can apply to issues
not yet resolved in the present day. Mary Renault censures Tarn,
in this connection, for having defended Alexander 'where he can
scarcely have thought his actions needed

-- another

case of 'the fatal commitment which vitiates conscientious fact
24
with anachronistic morality'. Her treatiient of the relationship
between Alexander and. Bagoas is likely to enlarge present-day
tolerance. Tohn Dover's book ends by chiding 'the modern sentiment...
"it's impossible to understand how the Greeks could have tolerated
25
homosexuality" '.
The Persian Boy is meant to promote understanding.
The meeting of East and West which is historically the most
Interesting aspect of Alexander's conquests is presented In the
context of this relationship. Bagoas's attraction Is mixed with
the appeal Persia has for Alexander; but to Bagoas Alexander

Is,

though beloved, a barbarian to be civilised and assimilated. In the
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first part of The Persian Boy he is seen from Darius' a court
as an unpredictable outlander. A senior eunuch tells Bagoas
how Alexander has captured the royal tent: 'he stared like a
peasant ... however he soon moved in, like a poor man with a
legacy'. He also tells the story (from Arrian) of how the
Persian Queen tliother was offended by her captor' a sending her
wool to weave, as one would to a peasant wife, or a queen in
Macedon. Later 'I tried to picture this strange and. wild.
barbarian In the palace at Babylon I knew so well' (Chapter 7).
Bagoas enters Alexander's service with dismay at the prospect of
being barbarised himself. He is shocked by coarse food, public
nakedness, pollution of sacred waters, no reverence about the
king; 'I looked about for the perfume sprinkler but could not
find it' (Chapter 10). Although he later comes to a more just
appreciation of the Nlacedonians,he never likes their customs.
I had long heard that Queen Olympias had
been a turbulent jealous woman, who taught
him to hate his father. This, I thought,
is what comes of having no one trained to
manage their harems properly. I could have
sunk with shame.

(Chapter 16)

Bagoas is a heroworshipper and even the most fascinated
reader will not accept uncritically all his views of Alexander.
The narrative Itself Is a tour de force as the work of a
cosmopolitan Persian and. life-long royal servant who can be witty
and cool even about his Intensest adolescent passions and who
remains dignified about even the most grotesque Indignities. But
he pays certain tributes unconsciously. His moments of modern-
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seeming human e'mpathy come among so much that is alien -though he gives it chann -- to us that the moments seem to
derive from Alexander's influence. Bagoas will poison an
enemy or watch inscrutably as a prisoner is tortured; he can
rule a harem nd could rule a kingdom if set to it. But we
believe him when he admits that the hanging of his father' a
killer, towards the end of Alexander' a reign, gives him less
than the proper satisfaction.
He kicked and writhed, on the high gallows
against the wide sky of Pasargadal. I was
ashamed to find it distasteful arid, take so
little pleasure in it; it was disloyal to
my father, and ungrateful to Alexander. I
prayed . . . 'Accept this man through whom
you died. •

(Chapter 25)

A sensibility is shifting here, and it is plain how the change
has started. The Macedonlari King of Persia and the Hellenised.
Persian eunuch make an extraordinary paLr. If Mary Renault
has retrieved a vestige of the past, here, it is in one of the
most eccentric friendships in history. She makes it seem
worth- while.
Alexander's 'atrocities' in Persia, observed 'by a cultured
Persian, appear in a different perspective from that of history
books, ancient and modern. News of the burning of Persepolis
reaches Bagoas when he Is still with Darius; It Is further evidence
of barbarIan, In Persian eyes, but even there It Is realised that
an anny cannot be kept Indefinitely fran looting. (Babylon and. Susa,
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having surrendered, have been spared.) Bagoas learns from
Alexander's soldiers their revulsion at the Persians' mutilation
of Greek prisoners, and the murder of the wounded at Issos, avenged
at Persepolis. Mary Renault assumes, with Arrian, the guilt of the
Captain Philotas whom Alexander executed for treason; and Bagoas
pleads that this necessitates the subsequent killing of Philotas's
father, Parmenion, whose blood-feud would have led to civil-war.
Alexander's killing of his old friend Kieltos in a drunken afterdinner quarrel was murder: Macedonian kings had no right to kill
their subjects. Arrian records and the novel portrays Alexander's
remorse. But to Bagoas, who says that Kleitos would have had to
beg Darius for the easy death he got, Alexander's spear-throw at
the dining-table is merely undignified. A Persian Great King would
have motioned with one finger to his guard. Alexander's barbarism,
as Bagoas judges it, seems more akin to our own.
ItB worst feature, to a Persian, is infonnality; Bagoas helps
persuade his master to require 'the prostration' from Greeks and.
Macedonians. The more we are tempted to share, in his beguiling
narrative, a Persian's view that the ritual bestows dignity on King
and courtier, and his contempt for the Greeks who resented it as
boors, the more we sense the incornpatibi].ity of the eastern and
western cultures Alexander's policy tried to reconcile. The central
scenes of the novel concern the profound conflict of values which
prostration represents. In becoming Great King Alexander has
committed himself to an Asian empire which in Greek terms can only
be civilised by the use of an unGreek style of &bsolute power, and
which in its own older arid more rigid terms is fully civilised
already. Cutting his own robes In a Graeco-Persian compromise
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Alexander looks poignantly helpless bsThre the historici].
forces he is trying to turn. Bagoas yearns to see him truly
civilleed (or thoroughly Persianised), while the Athenians
think that he has already beccine a barbarian. The novel touches
here on issues which are left unresolved at Alexander's death.
They have not been resolved to-day, and although the rovel never
obtrudes a hint of 'parallels' with the modern world, we follow
this encounter between civilisatione with a sense of how Its
implications bear outwards through history towards our own time.
The novel's largest questions are posed as in life, ramifying
and flnaily unanswerable. In the weeks before hi death Alexander
is an a]inost defeated figure, close to madness after Hephaistion's
death, wounded by the Macedonians' recalcitrance at the Indus
where they forced him to turn back, and at Ople where they
mutinied. But his foremost gift is resilience and there are signs
that he has scarcely started work. In the context of the
trilogy his death Is a great open question, arid the great loss to
those who have known him is conveyed, without sentimentality, in
the last pages of The Persian Bo y and throughout Funeral Games.
The wide-range of mostly military and political action taken
from Diodorus Siculus (Books XVIII and xix) requires a constant
shift of viewpoint in Funeral Games and this Is unsettling after
the first two novels of the trilogy. Many reviewers complained of
26
disunity. As the scene moves from Babylon to Macedon or to Egypt
or to desert or mountain canps we share the thoughts of Alexander's
generals, as they compete for power; of Perdlkkas, Ptolemy, Eurnenee,
Peukestas, and Kaseandros; of his wives the Baktrian Roxane and
the Persian Stateira; of Bagoas; of Alexander's half-wit brother
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wife Euridike; of Olymplas. The only unity comes from the lack
of a central figure and the common consciousness of the absence
of Alexander.
The transitions of scene and viewpoint can give the impression
of a series of franents from unwritten Renault novels. In the few
passages where he reappears it is intriguing to see Bagoas as others
see him. To Ptolemy he has been 'simply a tactful and well-mannered
concubine' but now is a puzzling and. formidable figure; hIs Interest
for us, who have known him better, Is quickly revived in the new
circumstances. When we are briefly allowed access to his point of
view it Is tempting to think that his story might have made a better
novel than the one we have, even at the risk of too much reported
off-stage action, and of too prominent a role for an historically
very minor figure. Bagoas has a far stronger claim on the novelist
In Mary Renault than on the historian. The ambiguities of his
social role and his character might have been explored further.
But nothing Is known about what became of him after Alexander's
death; and the historical evidence for the, relatively dull,
captains and kings was too good for her to resist. Funeral Games
Is exceptional because it sometimes makes one regret that Miss
Renault is so conscientious in her respect for history; for the
earlier Alexander novels history lived up to all her talents.
Bagoas's part, and the scenes which show the mourning of 0].ymplaa
as Sisygambis are as fine as any In her work, but elsewhere we lack
the usual sense that she has lived Imaginatively with her characters.
In consequence, much of the brawling and warring among the
Macedonians Is , by Mary Renault's usual standards, thin.
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Like The Bull from the Sea -- arid The Praise Singer -Funeral Games is a very competent performance wel] within the
powers. Within the trilogy, however, it acts as
a reinforcement of the bleaker aspects of the period.
The story of feuds and civil wars is one of aJ.rr'ost
unrelieved failure, Ptolemy's Alexandria where Bagoas takes refuge
being the only bright exception. Most of the characters are
murdered or executed, many of them in spectacularly horrible
fashion. 'It has indeed been necessary, for the sake of
continuity, to omit several murders of prominent persons' the
author notes. She hs peniitted a spirit of melancholy absent
from the earlier novels, giving a larger share of attention to
the victims of war, including the women, and the child Alexander IV.
One point is of course that none of Alexander's able and
experienced generals could control the empire he had ruled. A
connected point in her defence of Alexander is that atrocities
were exceptions to his rule,

ii'nonplace afterwrds. Re-reading

the trilogy after Funeral Games one is more aware of how she shows
his age, so full of new ideas and new ventures, to have been
locked in ancient brutalities. After Philip's capture of the
Greek city of Olynthos, in Fire from Heaven he enslaves the
citizens.
The boys of Macedon saw the hopeless convoys
pass, the chilôren wailing in the dust as they
trudged at their mothers' skirts. It brought
the millenia]. message. This is defeat: avoid it.
(Chapter 2)
A civilised city or kingdom is a short-lived triumph over barbarian;
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its own civilisetion is a series of compromises with berbaiian
E,nd within the most civilised man civi].isation is precarious.
The Alexander of these novels deserves to be admired by the
criteria established in the earlier books, He and his empire
are 'nothing much' by the standards the mind can envieage for
human affairs; in the setting of the real thing he represents
the best kind of endeavour. His extraordinary vitality heartens
the author and she writes to communicate that.
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CHAPTER 4 ANTHONY BURGESS.
NOTHING LIKE THE SUN and
NAPOLEON SM PHONY.
The perspective of Anthony Burgess John Anthony Burgess WilsonJ
in his two historical novels Is that of a teacher who Is also an
entertainer. Both roles are natural to Burgess. He Is a witty,
often somewhat frivolous literary journalist and broadcaster. He
has been a schoolmaster, a colonial education officer and a
university teacher: there is a pedagogic element In much of his
1
work. His 1ikig for wordplay, for intellectual puzzles and coarse
jokes, for pattern rather than plot and cyphers rather than
character, has drawn him to the fashion for 'ludic' blending of
fiction with literary and verbal gaines. The modern novelists he
most admires are in the 'ludic' tradition: James Joyce, Ronald
Firbank, F].ann O'Brien and Vladimir Nabokov. But the aesthetic and
sceptical side of Burgess's mind coexists with an appetite for
realiam, for facts and, above all, for tradition. He conceived
A Clockwork Oran g e as 'a work which combined a concern for
2
As a critic he works within
tradition and a bizarre tecbnique'.
orthodox bounds. Besides his studies of Joyce, he has written a
sound book on Shakespeare for the general reader, and a students'
history of English Literature. 3 His historical novels are wellresearched and accurate in detaIl,an1 full of their author's
evident wish to communicate his own infonnation and understanding.
Burgess's achievement in Nothing Like the Sun (1964) and Naipolegn
Syrnphonjy (1974) Is in having combined his urge to instruct with his
Instincts for comic sabotage.
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Shakespeare and Napoleon present, in many respects,
contrasted problems. A novel about Shakespeare offers a
chal3enge to write English worthy of the subject: Shakespearean
English, as Burgess proves, is just within the scope of
contemporary literary language. To write about Napoleon in
English is to misrepresent the subject a:Iinost as badly as
Shakespeare would be misrepresented in French. Very little
is known for sure about Shakespeare's life; we know more
about Napoleon than a novelist can hope to accommodate. Burgess
writes on the assumption that his readers know the stories
and have thought about them already. In each ease the fictional
and historical problems are 'foregrourided', to use a tenn
common in discussions of ludic literature: the limitations
imposed on the writer by his material are made clear to the
reader. The perspective, imaginative speculation starting fran
the evidence but ending In fantasy, is represented as a game.
Napoleon Symphony attempts what Is frankly admitted to be
Impossible: a verbal equivalent to Beethoven's Eroica. Nothing
Like the Sun poses as a drunken end-of-term substitute for
a lecture. In each case we are meant to be conscious of a
modern mind playing with what It knows of the past. Although
the game Is played Irreverently, the knowledge is always
treated -- sometimes a]most pedantically, with respect.
The Foreword to the 1982 paperback reprint of Nothing
Like the Sun: A Story of Shakespeare's Lovelife reflects the two
elements of Burgess's talent.He begins by introducing a lighthearted
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squib but ends by claiming a responsible work of art. Most
reviewers, he says, 'failed to see that the story ... was presented
in the fona of a drunken lecture given to students in a Malaysian
college: the lecturer, who is a character called Mr Burgess, gets
progressively drunker on Chinese rice spirit, and he ends by
identifying his own sttipor with the delirium of the dying Bard'.
The book's dedication is from 'Mr Burgess' to

special students'

'who complained that Shakespeare had nothing to give to the East'.
The Foreword continues in the same tone. The lecturer 'seems
especially irresponsible' in stating that ShakesDeare's tragedies
were influenced by sh1lis acquired from an East Indian dark lady
and tht he was cuckolded by his brother Richard(a theory Joyce
proposed through Stephen Dedalus in Ulysses). We are told that
readers have missed the acrostic presence in the text of the name
4
Fatimah and the Arabic word Fatmah, 'destiny'. The tone changes
towards the end o the Foreword. 'For the rest, the known history
of Shakespeare's life has not been tampered with: the exterior
biography is probably correct, and the interior or invented
biography does not conflict with it'. 'Professor S.Schoenbaum, the
expert in Shakespearean biography and author of

Lives

was good enough to say that it is the only novel about Shakespeare
5
which functions as a work of art 0' 'The book is intended to be a
presentation of life and real people,who remain very much the same
whether in the proto or the deutero-Elizabethan age,' The last
three claims are those of a sober lecturer: the novel is true
(as far as possible) to biography, to art, and, to human nature.
There are so few facts about Shakespeare's life that most
educated people know most of what there is to be known. Speculation,
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even at a scholarly level, has alvays been somewhat reminiscent
of a parlour-game. Schoenbaum' s study shows how various and
incompatible the sensibly—constructed lives have been, and how
absurd the rest. Only a sceptical sense of humour, it seems, can
save those who pursue biography in the Sonnets from the way
that madness lies. We can only guess, and as E.LChambers wrote
about Shakespeare's early life 'it is no use guessing': 'the last
word for a self-respecting scholarship can only be that of
6
nescience'. Schoerfbaum ends by doubting whether narrative
biography of Shakeepeare is possible in our present Socratic
state-- of knowing, better than past periods, what we do not know.
But he then concedes that 'the subject still beckons': 'every age
craves its own syntheses', and we know more than our predecessors
7
about the background. An historical novelist who writes about
Shakespeare knows that he must invent most of the story and he
should make it clear that he is inventing. However brilliant, no
account of Shakespeare's daily life is to be taken very seriously
as biography. Burgess's approach satisfies Schoeflbaum's
requirements. His preface offers a bravura end-of-term performance -not a wholly serious part of the course.
The story is interrupted, from time to time by reminders of the
lecturer with his bottles of samsu. 'Another little drop. Delicious.
Well, then' begins the sixth chapter of the book's first, Stratford
Section (p.38)*. The narrative is broken towards the end of this
phase of the novel:
'And, for ourselves (this first bottle is
showing its bottcn) it is time we loosed our
pigeon ... We have but to open a door that

* Page references are to the 1982 Penguin edition.
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any key will fit.

Let us say midsummer '87.

There rode into Stratford, each actor on his
ass, the Queen's Men.' (p.71)
The 'I' of the Epilogue is n'oiguous: 'I am near the end of the

wine, sweet lords and, lovely ladles'; (p.224) 'Questions? You
wish to know how ventrl1oqula1 all this is, who Is really
speaking?' (p. 233). Mr Burgess Is speaking for Shakespeare; the
reader Is not meant, here, to yield to an illusion. Mr Burgess has
placed the cryptic signs or his character's 'destiny' in a
sonnet of his own composition. 'Fatimah', the golden Firbanklan
lady, is only a jest. When 'WS' 'dies',breathlng 'my Lord', we
are asked to applaud the lecturer, not grieve for the Bard. The

students who complained that Shakespeare had noth-Ing to give to
the East are whimsically answered. His son by Fatlmah was sent
to

her own country: any of the 'special students' the dedication

affectionately names, Miss Alabaster or Mr Ahmad bin Harun, may
claim descent; frontiers are Illusory, and Shakespeare belongs to
the world.
'We have but to open a door that any key wil]. fit.' In this
spirit, we may say that the lady of the Sonnets is a beautiful
Ia1ay. We may say that she represents the goddess of his dreams,
a creature of desirable dark flesh, and a Muse who will lead him to
a vision of ev.l. From the flesh we might imagine him contracting

syphilis; from the Muse a knowledge of metaphysical disease.
The foul wrong lay then beyond a man' a
own purposing; there was somewhere, outside
time's very beginning, an Infinite well of
putridity from which body and mind alike were
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driven, by some force unseen end
uncontrollable, to drink. (p 227)
So the poxed 'WS' reflects. Burgess reflects, his lecturing
voice sounding through Shakespeare's, that this 'is a modern disease'
'which cracked order in State and Church and. the institutions of
both' (p.230).
You can never win, for love is both an
image of eternal order arid at the same
time the rebel and destructive 6pyrOchte.
Let us hcve no nonsensical talk about
merging and melting souls, though,binary
suns, two spheres, in a single orbit.
There is the flesh and the flesh makes all.
Literature is an epiphenomenon of the action
of the flesh. (p.233)
It is o± course a reading of Shakespeare for the 1960s. The
uninhibited, bisexual erotici&ri of the 'WS' of the novel is,
though not the cause, closely connected with his genius. The
same Muse who frees him from Puritan morality shows him the
heart of darkness; the mature playsshow' the evil of the
concentration camps, and, the possibility of nuclear war.
Any emphatic interpretation of Shakespeare is partial, and
there are various objections to this one. 'Lust', to Elizabethans,
was only one aspect even of the most amorous relationships, arfi
different from the modern concept of 'sexuality'. Shakespeare's
humanian transcends his knowledge of evil and the tragedies have
impressed most people with their affirmation that evil can be
withstood. There is no reason to agree with Burgess that
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Shakespeare muet have written comedies when he was happy arid.
tragedies when life went wrong Ivor Brown is one biographer
who made that assumption. Finding (though one need not) that the
Jacobean Shakespeare is radically different from the Elizabethan,
he supposed that the Bard was 'plagued with boils' soon after
9
1600. Burgess is even more ruthless; his 'subjectivsm' is
equally dubious. But Shakespeare criticism is a debate in which
the balance shifts fran one period to the next. Burgess is
justified in objecting to the prudish respectability so many
biographers had imposed on the public image of a 'flatiorial poet'.
Schoeribaum cites a newspaper tribute to C.W.Wallace' s research:
'Prof. Wallace's Remarkable Analysis of 3,000,000 Documents which
Prove the Immortal Bard Never to Have Been a Roistering, Reckless
10
Profligate'.
At a higher level of historical responsibility,
E.K.Chambers' a sonnet pictures a cleansed Shakespeare who 'caught
tragic hints of heaven' s dark way with men', as will any thoughtful
Civil Servant, before shaking off misgivings in retirement among
'the little streets of Stratford-town':
I like to think how Shakespeare pruned his rose,
1].
And ate his pippin in his orchard close.
It is understandable that Burgess likes to think differently;
one extreme tends to provoke the other.
The 'inner, invented biography' of the novel is fantastical
and admits to being so. In treating the outer relatively
verifiable Shakespeare, Burgess can sound very conventional.
1 dreamed of myself as
'WS'posseeses Keats's negative capability.
Caesar, old arid with Gilbert's fallIng sickness' (p.229); ' I dream
of an old man cast off, owing a thousand pound, by a youthful prince
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that but played with him' (p.157). His own rather passive
have
personality is, as many reviewers/pointed out, rather like
12
Enderby' a.
There is an Impressive cast of minor characters
who represent major historical figures, but Marlowe, Ohapnan,
Jonson, Kemp, Burbage are only outlines; Burgess has none of the
power to create characters with which Mary Renault brings Philip
of Macedon to life. But they are accurate sketches, true to what
we know of their originals. The exquisite gallants wonder at
sweet Master Shakespeare' a conceits as Francis Meres's Palladia
13
Tamla tells us they did. Fancies are loosed from a firm base of
historical responsibility. However far he Is willing to let
whimsy take him, the lecturer in Burgess wants the facts known.
'WS' Is the son of a Stratford glover whose fortunes are in
decline; his mother is an Arden and proud of It; he is the
eldest of the children -- one sister is known as 'greasy JoaiY.
At eighteen he marries Anne Hathaway, an older woman; there are
three children. He becomes a successful poet and actor-playwright
In London, Is with the Lord Chanberlain's Men by the late 1590s,
already recognised as a poet and rich enough to buy the big house
in Stratford at the age of thirty three. His acquaintances Include
the Stratfordlan Richard Field whose shop In the Blackfrlars
printed Venus and Adonis and The Ra pe of Lucrece, and London theatre
people Including Philip Henshawe the theatre-owner and diarist.
These are facts. Many of the story's assumptions are those of
responsible biographers. Wil]. has been at the grammar school under
Thomas Jenkins and left early to learn his father's trade; In
adolescence he Is 'a word-boy' and a reader of' Ovid and North. He
courts Anne Whateley of Temple Grafton (who may be no more than a

12].

clerical error on his marria ge licence), but i compelled to
marry the elder, shrewish, pregnant Anne of Shottery (as in Ivor
Brown). He works briefly as a private tutor, Englishing Plautus
for the boys to act, and then as a lawyer's clerk. In London
Henry Wriothes].ey, Earl of aouthampton (to whom Venus and. Lucrece
are dedicated) becomes the loved boy of the Sonnets (and. the
Mr W.H.) to wham they were dedicated in 1616). George Chapnan is
the Sonnets' 'Rival Poet'. None of this can be proved. but most of
it is, as an. oatline, orthodox interpretation. John Aubrey
14
believed that 'he had been a schooxriaster in the country'.
Burgess's idea of a private tutorship mes sense; the young
Shakespeare would have been able and cheap. The Dark Mistress of
the Sonnets could. have been anyone. Burgess's Fatimah (known as
'Lad7 Negro') is not a new idea. In 1861 a William Jordan suggested
that she might have been a negress. In 1933 G.B.Harrison made her
15
a 'notorious Black Woman', Lucy Negro, Abbess of C].erkenwell.
Burgess reserves the horrors of the pox for his last few pages.
('There seem to have been few great men In history', he says
[wrong1y In the 1982 Foreword, 'who have not been touched by the
great morbid
Shakespeare' a mind and opinions must be learned If at all from
the works. Here again Burgess as lecturer wants to convey the
conventional outlines. WS grows up impatient with provincial
Puritanlam ('cheesy Banbury cant'); he Is undismyed to hear
Florlo talk about Montaigne, but too cautious to join the School
of Night or risk Marlowe's name for atheian. A Stratford boy,
be means to restore the family fortunes (and be, rh4)s, 'as great
a Stratford's son as Clopton ever was'); the theatre is a better
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trade than gloving, and he must send money home, but as a
gentleman he would sooner be a poet than a p1jwright. Prentice
riots confirm his burgher's love of order. He dreams of giving
Hamnet a better start in life, and borrovis money from Southampton
to buy himself a theatre share. Fascinated by aristocrats, but
disapproving, he fears political involvement and warns
Southampton against joining the Essex faction. This Is the
'uncommitted' Shakespeare Graliam Greene has attacked. 'The
keeping of chaos under with stern occasional kicks or pennanent
tough floorboards is a man's duty, and ... all the rest is solemn
hypocrite's words to justify self-interest'; 'it Is much the view
of life' says Southampton, who wants a play to rouse the mob In
Essex's interest, 'of the anall greasy citizen' (p.198). In a
formal lecture a good case could be made that this was Shakespeare' s
view. Some scenes resemble illustrations for a lecture on
'Shakespeare and Society'. 'WS' tells Southampton:
I foresee a time when gold will buy anything.
Gold already rules this city. I foresee a time
of patched nobles seeking an alliance with
dirty merchant families. As for myself, my
way up leads to the estate of gentleman.
For you the way up can only lead to disaster.'
(p. 135)
Other passages illustrate his mind and, art, especially the bearing
of the Globe's motto; 'Totus mundus a g it hIstrionl... The whole
world, no, all the world acts a play, is a stage...' he tells
himself ( p . 214) Modern terms occasionally break 1n
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'It is all acting.' And'WS'saw that
this was true, revlv1ng it in the murk
of the bottom of his c1d.er-ank&rd. Had
he not watched'WS'and'WS'watched Will?
Where was truth, where did man's true
nature lie? There was, as It were, an
essence and there was also an existence.
It was, this essence, at the bottom of a
well, of a Will.

(p.51)

This Is Mr Burgess, in a sprightly lecturing style.
Elsewhere the author makes specific class-room points.
The flape of Lucrece Is published and It rapes Its readers'
senses, 'tho.igh many saw In it a sterner moral core, a stiffer
and maturer view of virtue (not the seeming virtue of the innocent
but the achieved virtue of the experienced) than In the earlier
poem' (p.125). Some cruces are irresistible:
I made Ariadne and Arachne one, a fair heroine
becor.ie a spider by virtue or vice of her
labyrinthine weaving. Ariachne. Some cold
man some day, reading, will cure that name. (p. 228)
This helps to promote the quarto/Follo reading at V.11.149 in
Troilus and Cressida; nobody knows if the coining Is Shakespeare's
or the printer's; and nobody knows whether Shakespeare could
foresee how editors would attempt 'cures'. 'WS' constantly
reflects on his art in tenns which are conveniently suited to a
modern student of the plays. He is sometimes troubled about
Greene's chare'e that he borro yed others' feathers. Are the last
words of King John filched fran a pamphlet (p.161)? 'A manner of
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He is a patcher, a glover stiLl, 'five feet instead
of five fingers' (p.79). In the early years he envies his rivals.
There Is real poetry in Friar Bacon and Friar Bun y a y ; Greene is
closer to Marlowe than 'WS' will ever be; despite 'the filthy
lodgings of Greene, the bloodshot staring eyes of Marlowe', they
have 'true nobility of soul' (p.85), thinks 'WS' at the time of
writing King Henry VI. Sidney' a Defence is out at last; Sidney
Is wrong about right tragedies and right comedies; 'tragedy is a
goat and comedy a villaFe Priapus and iIng Is the word that links
both' (p.152). Jonson, a bricklayer who knows Greek, builds good
plays, but his humours are not the truth about people. Humours
are mixed, in all of us; Jonson' a satire is only a part of
poetry. All this Is routine classroom ecinment. It is
entertainingly presented, and so Is the (q.uestionable) view that
Shakespeare disliked having to work for the stage; that he
loathed the foolery of Kemp, the taste of the groundlings, and
the 'word-hungry wind'.
In one of the novel's boldest critical performances the
adolescent Shakespeare composes a sonnet while the family bicker
around him (pp.16-22). He has been dreaming of a dark goddess,
a mistress and, a muse. She promises that he is to be 'possessed of
all time's secrets', that his mouth will 'grow golden and utter
speech for which the very gods waited and would be silent to
hear' (p.9) -- which nicely turns the highest pitch of Romantic
bardolatry Into a typical versifying youth'B daydream about his
future genius. Bretchgirdle the parson has lent him books; he
reads Ovid In Golding. A
shape,he knows, must be that
'first made by the Earl of Surrey' to allow for English' s poverty
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of rhymes. Words chime, 'Fair is as fair as fair itself allows'.
Paradox gives a structure, 'And hiding in the dark is not less
1
fair'. The clinching couplet is seven times riiore work than
the twelve before; 'And., childish, I am put to school at night/
For to seek light beyond the reach of light'. 'It is very poor
stuff, but I was only young', he judges later (p.172). The
juggling with light and dark, the hesitant fitting of stopped lines
into rhymed quatrains, and the already anooth matching of voice to
blank verse show what the juvenilla may have been, and the
Shakespeares' quarrels which a]most quench the faint dawn of
Will's talent are suitably humdrum. Joan whines, 'Will is crazy
and. lazy'. His father wants his apprentice back, 'Come thy ways,
Will'; mother nags about 'idle versifying' and the shame of
selling silver, like to end with 'digging hollows in the table'.
But she crosses herself when her son reads his lines aloud, and
shudders; incantation is magical in Stratford, where old mad
adge is whipped as a witch in the street, in times of drought.
Simple-minded brother Gilbert has just seen God 'with's hat on,
a-walken down Henley Street'. Brother Dickon 'Is all dirt and
feared to come home'. 'WS' has no notion yet that the life and
language around him are to give his writing more than a sonneteer's
facility. The author knows: his sonnet Is a thin tissue of
artifice compared to the live speech he recreates for the
Stratfordians.
Burgess Is a committed writer In his concern about language.
17
'There Is too much grey prose about' he has sald;and his own work
is meant to brighten contemporary English. A novel about Bbakespeare
offers a wide range of linguistic opportunities and here the past is
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finnly a part of the present. We know Shakespeare in his
language; Elizabethan English is close enough in everything
but syntax and spelling for a novelist to borrow. The chief
attraction of the period for such a writer as Burgess Is the
fund of words and idioms waiting to be revived by the historical
novelist who can use them and hold attention for the length of a
book. The brightest parody quickly cloys. In his Foreword
Anthony Burgess stresses the brevity of a work which required
so riuch effort, Implying regret that he dared not try our
patience further; no doubt he could have gone to three times
the present length (of about ninety thousnnd. words) and no doubt
he was right not to. For the stream of Shakespeare's
consciousness he avoids the problem of choosing between
cumbersome or anachronistic sentence-structure by imitating his
second-favourite author, Joyce:
Goat. Willow. Widow. Tarquin, superb sun-black
southern king, all awry, twisted snake-wise, had
goat-like gone to it. So tracos, a tragedy.
Razor and whetstone. But th8t was the other
Tarquin. 'V/S' saw great-bellied slack whiteness
in the spring of a southern country, a Lucy lawn
peacock ghost-aglimmer, Arden, patrician,
screaming. No WilloW she. But a willow was
right for death. He watched the strange backeddy under the arch. Back to the strait that
sent him on so fast. As great a Stratford's son
as Clopton ever was? He seemed to himself to be
dreaming of dreaming of straining after some
dark Image just beyond the tail of his
spaniel eye.

(p.4)
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This is from the second page of the novel. 'WS' at fourteen is
jug g ling with images: what he has seen at the bedroom door,
the lambs for Good Friday dying 'maa aa as' , Tarquin raping
Lucrece, Clopton's bridge and Stratford greatness.- HIB sister
Anne speaks of 'goat-willow' and. the words begin to swann. Goat
gives goatish Tarquir, a patrician rapist known from Ovid: Arden Is
a patrician name at home; razors and whetstones are for lambs ir
the market; the other rapist Tarquir was Sextus not Lucius (Lucy)
Superbus, the Italian king; a willow is right for Lucrece's
death. The eddy under the arch of Clopton's bridge recalls his
thoughts of fame; the spaniel revolves like the eddy, eye
chasing tail; whiteness, for lawn-white skin and for ghostly
death, contrasts with sun-dark lust and Will's dream of the
dark goddess. Covnenting on Joyce (or Shakespeare) we might
link superb with 'peacock' and peacock with the other 'lawn' seen
at patrician houses; 'loose' and. 'see' might be linked with
Burgf-ss means this to be the origin of a passage in
The Ra p e of Lucrece:
As through an arch the violent, roaring tide
Outruns the eye that doth behold his haste,
Yet in the eddy houndeth in his pride
Eack to the strait that forc'd him on so fast...
(1667-70)

'Planting' lines in this way is easy, a temptation perhaps to be
resisted. The Joycean flow of Shakespearean phrases is successful,
though, and one reviewer rei'arked on how wel]. he uses the over1p
18
'vVater hath a trick of drowning'
between Shakespeare and Joyce.
'WS' warns his nalJ brother Dickon, 'and,at best, is a wetter';
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And then the jingle ruled. hii, already
a word-boy. 'Water wetter water wetter
water wetter. Sly Anne, with the rolling
eye that her father, before his nail-gnawing
troubles, had used to net wenches withal, said:
'Poor 11111 is

ad Will. Will he nih he.

Chuck Will's widow.'
'Wetter water'
'Debtor daughter. Ducats suckets ...'
(p.4)
Puns are as natural to Burgess as to Joyce or Shakespeare (who
presDmably must have wearied at times of the play on his given
name). Elizabethan vagueness about the fonn of surnames afford
scope for play on them. 'viS' is Shagspere, Chaxper, Jackepaw, ani

19
Jakes peer; he Is Shake-scene to Greene (as In A Groatsworth of wit),
Shakebeg or Shakeshaft to Southampton, Jacques Pere to Florlo, a.
to Fatima, of course, he Is noble, 'a Sheikh'. These are old
quips, probably as old as Shakespeare. Meanings, the characters
feel, must lie somewhere in a name: There Is Gemp or Camp or
Kempe; Chattle or Chett].e, arid the Godless Merlin or Marlin.
Andrew Wise the stationer poses no problem: he Is wise In his

station. Chapman is a Cheapside name. Fashion In plays, WI].].
thinks,

Is like fashion In gloves, 'out-kyddirig Kydd'; he started

out in 'kidakin slavery'. Southampton speaks of his own 'burly
guardian'. Raleigh is the tobacco man 'Sir Walter Stink'. John
Lyly's troupe are Lyly-white boys. Allusions Improve or. names.
As the father of a Judith 'WS' sees himself as Holofernes, Rabe1ais''
schoo]master. MacMave]. Is 'an Italian devil, that Is called also
Niccolo or Old Nick. Names for plays have to be pushed into shape.
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A spirit in Spenser is 'the pouke, so Pouke or Puck ' A sense
of the magic in names, the power of words, end the power to fonr
words is present here as in Elizabethan word-play. Ships are
obvious symbols; the bearers of treasure, they can be prizes
too. Southampton is a fine prize, a 'graceful lordship, silvermasted, silk-caparisoned'. Fatimah is a dark little doxy:
'heterodoxy'. Burgess's text catches something of what conceits
meant to the people of his period.
Archalan is offensive to some tastes. Reviewers were
divided about the success of Burgess's Elizabethan English.
knong reviewers, Peter Buitenhule found the writing gave 'a hard
and earthy sense of the filth and splendour of Elizabethan London',
and 'the flavour of the most English of writers'. 'It has taken
20
a poet to catch a
Warren Miller wondered 'Who would be a
fifth rate Nashe when he can be a first-rate Burgess?' and cited
Keith Waterhouse's mockery of fake Yorkshire dialect in Billy Liar
which he thought had 'finished Olde Engaande once and. for all':
'the mun laik wi't gangling iron'. Burgess Is 'neither muckling
nor mickling'; Nashe is mixed up with passages closer to Dylan
2].
Thomas or Ronald Firbank. Burgess would presumably reply to the
last charge that he meant to play Shakespearean notes among those
of Joyce and Firbank: that he Is not pretending to be 'WS' but
a modern lecturer impersonating Shakespeare while inspired by
eamsu and the end of tenn. Many sections of the narrative are
written in relatively grey modern English, relieving the headier
passages through what another reviewer called 'the more extreme
reaches of language'. Like Firbank and Joyce, Burgess could
plead, he writes to brighten the drabness of modern English arid a
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novel beautified with Tudor feathers was appropriate for
the quatercentenary. Burgess would no doubt be pleased, as he
is by Schoenbaum's praise, to see Buitenhuie's tribute to his
realian. The Elizabethan element In the language is meant to be
realistic (much of it is Elizabethan); this element Is one nong
several but it predominates. Variety of registers helps to
mitigate the cloying efect of too much archaian. The danger
with country dialects is of burying the sense In lexical slag.
Burgess has a good ear for what conveys the right sort of
meaning. Waterhouse's

and 'mickling' are Jabberwocky,

at least outside Yorkshire, but 'you are but country cledge, all' -from a miles gloLiosus back from the Low Countries -- addressed to
bumpkins at a Stratford tavern, implies 'stuck In the mud', even If
we do not know that 'cledge' meant clay. 'Had I my hanger I would
deal thee a great flankard', he threatens 'WS', and 'flankard'
22
The soldier Is cup-shotten.
sounds military, Its bearing plain.
Burgess borrows from Shakespeare -- 'He stank of Banbury cheese.
He belched forth the soul of an alehouse' -- arid from Joyce: the
other tipplers are peasants, 'their browned pic('crs a-clutch of
their spilliwilly potklns'. 'WS' is soon 'bunched, butched,
birched, birled, swirled over and out': he his not yet drunk his
sixpence but his sense of language is becoming blurred, the precise
tenn for his feelings hard to find. Some modern slang-words
sound Elizabethan. 'I will make his griashers to be a].]. bloody'
says the soldier. This scene (pp 25-7) of the adolescent
Shakespeare's toping Is rich, not stale, with period-dialect.
This is fiction by an historian of language who relishes
words on the edge of Engli sh. Some de serve to have a longer
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life, such as 'kibey' in '80 cold and kibey a day' (p. 146);
kibe is still, just, a chilblain. A glover would still know
'trank', the oblong of skin from which the are
cut, but gloves mean less to us than to Shakespeare's
contemporaries. 'And thereto is signed an

Gilbert

tells 'WS' when his contract as a tutor has arrived at home (p.52).
Legal terms are tiresome to the young Shakespeare on first
encounter, as they remain in our dealings with law. 'And so to
learning the high terms end rites of the law's creaking workings,
the quiddits and quillets, statutes, recognizances, double vouchers,
conveyances' (p.68). Burgess's writing is given to quillets.
'WS' is at first put out by this terminology: 'it is all words';
there are signs in the plays that he was impatient with lawyers.
The Brownist Banbury cant of the Puritans can still be heard to-day
on a religious fringe which was once central in everyday language;
'God's coming thunderbolt' is still foretold and the low-Protestant
note of 'a most potent purge for the bellies and bowels of them
that are unrighteous and believe not' (p.31) is still audible.
Kemp's one word skit on Latin and. Latlnisers still sounds
jngly unEnglish: 'perpetuabilitatibus'. Pavanee and sarabandes
are danced no longer; the words are reminders that not everything
Spanish was unwelcome in Elizabethan England.
instinct has ample scope but there is an

pedagogic
(and a popular

writer's) sense of what will work. His writing avoids the wilful
and coy obscurity to be found in Frederick Rolfe' s romances of
23
His
medieval Italy (reissued in the l960s), for example.
characters often speak plainer than their modern counterparts.
'The black Machiavel and the boys baked in a pie' sums up Titus
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in one theatre-goer's thumb-sketch (p.91); 'eggs will not be
thrown now as they are id', Will notes, as Inflation provokes
riots (p.159); 'Will ... had filled their daughter with kicking
feet', protests a Stratford father (p.11). Nothing Like the Sun
celebrates not only Shakespeare but the English language at a
vigorous time of life. Metaphor was fresh in caflnon speech:
'a pea of truth beneath the mattresses of verbiage' sounds
spontaneous and makes three points at once (p.133); and so was
a deft pointedness In common words: 'I would have one pennyworth
of the future' 'WS' tells mad Madge, the witch to whom he goes for
career guIdance (p.14). Some features of common ordinary usage
must have been as tiresome to live with as they sound in the p1r s:
references to 'coney-catchers' and jokes about 'horns' recur
In the novel too. It Is a playful, enthusiastic and an honest
rendering of the language of Shakespeare' s time, and a demonstration
of how colourful a contemporary style can be.
The way the novel explores the resources of language and
demonstrates the author's linguistic skill can be seen as an
elaborate game; as such it matches Shakespeare's sense of the
games to be played with language, and of the extent to whith life
is shaped by words. If Nothing Like the Sun were a thoroughly
ludic nave]. It would try to persuade us that 'words alone are
certain oo#F, that Shakespeare's Eerba1)worldwas as real as
Elizabeth's, end that Burgess's Shakespeare Is as real as any
other. Instead it respects the distinction between word-games
and functional writing, between the power to purvey Illusion
and the power to convey reality, and this distinction Is
recognised by 'WS', as it was by Shakespeare. 'Vith words there
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was 8 realm' decides the word-boy, early In the story. The
lawyer for whom he clerks tells him that language is a fonri of power:
'This realm I.e ruled by words.' - WS' seemed
suddenly to see the light. Words, pretences,
fictions. They rulec3. (p.69)
'Fictions' Is anachronistic; 'fiction' was first used In
English in 1599 ; the general plural sense Is more recent.
Bit

believes that the realm is made of words. Ye are

made to sense how a word may look innocent arid contain a horrible
bearing on reality: 'what then are these pocke' young Will,
reading, asks his father (p.222). Later, Southampton argues that
'treason' and 'folly' are 'but words' (p.196), the author meaning
us to think of 'What is honour 9 A word.' 'ifS' warns him that
when he is 'truly grown up' he will see 'where metaphors go wrong'
(p.201) and how the noblest sentences -- 'It Is for the good of the
-- are distorting mirrors. Words rule, seduce and
deceive; there is power In the theatre as In the Law or the Church.
But res and rba are not to be confused; their relationships are
to be scrutinised with the greatest possible care. A pea of truth
may lurk under mattresses of verbiage. At the height of a
perfonnance an actor may speak, aside, one true word to another (155).
Sometimes the reality of a situation resides In the contrast
between two registers, as in the London walk in the course of which
'WS' canposes the dedication of Venus and Adonis to Southampton:
'I know not how I shall offend...' Spring waking
In London, crude plagueJ crosses still on the doors,
but the wind blowing In the nel1 of grass and the
ram-bell's tinkle. Plemen and flower-sellers cried.
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'in dedicating my lines, no, my unpolished
lines, to your lordship...' From a barber-shop
came the tuning of a lute and then the aching
how the world
sweetness of a treble song. ( • ..nor
will rebuke, no, censure, me for choosthg so
There were manacled corpses
strong a pQp••,
in the Thames, that three tides had washed.'..frto
support so weak a burder'............ (p.97)
The rest of the dedication is counterpointed with more impressions
of a London day, a catch in a anoky tavern, pickpurses among
the rustics, a limping child with a pig's head, Paul's men,
stale herrings, a whining beggar girl, a one-eyed soldier munching
bread, skulls on Temple Bar, a brass consort,....... a drayhorse
farting as the poet signs his name. Burgess contrasts the formality
I-k

of the epistle , the squalid relations between poet and patron.
It may of course, in reality, have come frc the heart. It may
have been written by Southampton' a secretary, or have been
dictated impromptu to the printer. A century later such homage
would begin to sound hollow. To-day it seems sycophantic.
Shakespeare knew that it sounded so to a Hamlet, a Ha]., or a
Southampton. His lordship's wealth and power, In 1593, are
implied in the contrasting details of misfortune In the
interpolated London sketch; without the prop of patronage a
poet might be

8

beggar or end up a corpse in the Thames. The

fresh sensations of common life are, none the less, reminders
of how Inadequately rank has ever imposed on life. The
coexistence of fonnal assertiveness and low Irrelevance Is
true to experience of life In any time, and to Shakespeare:
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As who should say, I am Sir Oracle
And when I ape my lips, let no dog bark.
If Shakespeare was not present at the execution of Dr Roderigo Lopez
he must have heard accounts of it. Nothin g Like the Sun obliges
him to watch, at Southampton's insistence (pp.126-131): 'I will
take you to see the best play in the world' (p.126). The London
crowds think so.
3l5 thoughts about Aristotle's views on
theatre come to his mind as they go hcne afterwards: 'the crowd
was sated, spent, purged, cleansed, splitting up into decent
fni1y groups proceeding to the quiet of their houses' (p.131).
'Here was art', he thinks, watching the use of rope and knife,
'far more precise than [hisJ own' (p.129). The pages which
describe this not uncanrrion Elizabethan spectacle are coolly
matter-of-fact. 'WS' suffers bad dreams; Southampton Is amused:
Little innocent Will. He who makes Tarquin
leap on Lucrece and. everything the filthy
world could 3ream of happen In Titus. Well,
you cannot separate so your dreaming frcm
your waking. (p.127)
'Words were sfe, words, safer than

Will tells

himself later when his lordship Is risking the Queen's displeasure
(p.204). Many words have grown even 'safer', to-day, so that we
lose thecforce In Shakespeare. The relationship of language to
reality can be seen In the way the life of words can decay In time,
so that many cnmon Shakespeare words have stage rather than
street connotations: 'sword', 'beggar', 'bear' 'whjpplflg', $pgU5,
'treason', 'axe', 'the
'gentleman', 'Godless', 'pox'.
Nothing Like the Sun restores the reality they once had and. conveya
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the difference between the age of one queen Elizabeth and
another.
At its most realistic, as in the scene of Lopez's
execution, the novel brings Shakespeare as he must have
lived closer to us. At its most speculative, in the scenes
of 'love-life' especially, and in t9? musings on the nature
of evil, it accommodates him to modern thinking, as al].
treatments of Shakespeare must, and does so In play. The
realistic arid the ludic are well mixed In this work, which
accepts that, in a novel about Shakespeare, truth and invention
have to mixbut leaves us in no doubt about which is which.
The portrait of the past is very inccnplete; that and the
writer's bias are gracefully conceded in the title-phrase.
Yet the work fully deserves

conclusion that

'Nothing Like the Sun' is the only novel about Shakespeare
acceptab:le In Its own tenns as a novel'.

Napoleon Symphony was much more exhaustively discussed by
reviewers in 1974 than Nothing Like the Sun had been ten years
earlier. To read In succession the reviews by Jonathan Raban,
R.K.Morris, Graham Fawcett, John Bayley, Roger Sale, Peter Ackroyd
and Frank Kennode Is equivalent to attending a seminar In which
24
the speakers are sharply divided for and against the novel.
Geoffrey Agge].er has given It a chapter of almost unqualified
praise in his book on Burgess. Burgess has written a modeStly
25
pitched account In his This Man and. Music (1982). Opinion
divides In accordance with the critics' sympathy for ludic fiction.
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For Kerrrode in the Guardian it Is historical fiction
'a-shimmer': 'very serious comedy... with extraordinary
resource, variety and pace'; 'gaines' with Beethoven's Eroica
Symphony are artistic; the composer played games himself
26
with the music of Clementi. The reviewer in the Times Literary
Sunoleet, who was already well-disposed to Burgess (j5
splendid Shakespeare novel'), sees him as a novelist of
European stature, a successor to Proust, Joyce and Iqiann:
27
'there has been little like it since Joyce'. But Roger Sale
calls his piece in the Hudson Review 'Fooling Around and Serious
Business': 'of course fooling around can be elevated to a
principle, proclaimed high art', but in fact Burgess has 'ended
28
up with 363 pages of nonsense'.
Jonathan Raban's review
article in Encounter, 'What Shall We Do About Anthony Burgess?',
sums up the mixture, of admiration for technique and exasperation
at the method, to be found in several other notices:
Taken at random, a:lmost any paragraph of
this will be brilliantly written: but taken
in context, reading the stuff is like being in
a battle. One hears a great deal of noise. One
doesn't know where one is. One aches for silence
and just one clear command from that superior
29
officer, the novelist.
We canIn fact find some clues, in a rumber of games the novel
plays: vith music, language, history and literature. The verse
'Epistle to the Reader' at the end of the novel helps us to find
our bearings. The structure, the author claims there, is taken
from Bcethoven's third (Erolca) Symphony: 'The Allegro: see him
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live and vlgorous,/striding the earth, stern but magnanimous';
the Iviarcia Funebre: • already dead,/ The ironic laurels wilting
round his head'. Beethoven's Scherzo and Finale invoke
Prometheus; the novel has 'forced mythic and historic into
one' so that Napoleon is Promethean in these parts, tormented
by a liver-complaint on St Helena in the Finale. This Man and
Music elaborates. A wooden leg, which amoulders while its
owner sleeps by the fire in the first scene of the book, is
the conductor's baton. The Allegro takes the hero from his
victories in Italy to his coronation. The arc1a funebre
'matches defeat and the mere memory of past triumphs to the
funeral tempo The Beethoven Scherzo 'resurrects Napoleon as
Prometheus': in the novel the Emperor has to sit through a
dramatic perfoxniance of the myth in which he sees himself
satirised. In the novel's Finale where he is 'chained to the
rock' of St fle1ena,Beethovens Prometheus variations are
matched by a series of parodies (or 'pastiches' according to
the author). The kind of exegesis which would be required in
a study of the relation of text to score is indicated by a
sample of the

account of his own work:

I felt on safer ground with the finale.
Beethoven begins with a rapid grandiosity
matched by a rapidity of grandiose reminiscence
as N approaches St Helena. 'Egypt 16 Brumaire
coup 3 cons let con 1st con for life exec of
due denghien Emperor Emperor IPEROOOOOOOOOR.'
His island of exile Is named for the RomanoBritish saint who found the true cross. Christ
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died, but Christ lives. N is removed
frorri the worldly scene but his chariana
cannot be quelled. Christ had IRI on the
titulus of his cross. Ii'tRI can stand for
Imperatorem Napoleonem Regem Interfeciamus.
The initials and the whole phrase can be
brokenly sung to the theme of Beethoven's
variations (which, you will remember, comes
30
straight from his Prometheus ballet music).
The music hail and soldier songs, imperial and anti-Gallican
verses which occur throughout the novel can also be sung to
Beethoven. Geoffrey Aggeler demonstrates some of the
correspondences.
There he lies
Ensanguinated tyrant
0 bloody bloody tyrant
sing the enemy at the start of Part 2, the 1arcia funebre; each
syl] able matches a note In the theme statement. Aggeler finds
more, very obscure musical hints which help 'the alert reader' to
3].
hear the music. But the novelist intends spontaneous amusement
rather than scholarly analysis. The 'pistle'admIts that the
task was impossible: it Is to be enjoyed as an elaborate joke
32
which the unmusical may disregard.
Jonathan Raban commented on the

of the method;

the use of Beethoven imposes design from outside, arid so, he says,
does 'a ruling metaphor rooted in
metaphor of 'head and

This Is a

(tte d'armes was among the last

Intelligible phrases of tbe dying Napoleon): 'everything that
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happens in the novel -- the whole vainglorious career of
rnovir.g

armies, grumbling civilians, se rual treachery and.

failure -- is a representation of a body politic whicn is
also

own, haemorrhoid-ridden, liverish and angry
33
body'. This is, certainly, one way of finding bearings.
Images of makirg love end making ar are alternated,
'cou.nterpolnted and fused; wordplay, for example has
Napoleon in arms, and. Napoleon in Josephine's arms. Military
and sexual violence occupy equally extensive sections of the
novel; Napoleon's erotic fancies are aggressive; Josephine
finds him always

in

too great a hurry. 'Head' and 'arms' are

a frequent pair of ambiguous metaphors. Napoleon Is said to
have a machine-mind set in an animal-body. As a rationalist
he gives France a Code and directs a world-war; as a frenetic
sensualist he Is constantly cuckolded and. cuckolding (Burgess
terms). He is also head of the army and of the state, and also
the would-be head of Europe; the masses frighten him unless
they are under the dIscip2ine of arms. An a:Imost exhaustive
account of Napoleon Symohony could be made on these lines;
they offer one possible clue to a readlrg.
There are others, also derived from outside the human
and dramatic Interest of Napoleon's story, usually In coincidences
of language. 'Waterloo Is a reminder of how his victories on land.
were matched by defeats at sea.

'-100'

S close to

and

Sir Hudso Lowe, In charge on St Helena, is even closer.
'Water comes fri wells and Is ever Welling forth from the
natural springs by the very Ton -- and, for good measure, may we
not add that his own L'eeu was

In

orthographic bo-peep hiding
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in the Loo?' (p.287). The novel is full of such 'literal
magic'.) Land is hard and masculine, we are told, the sea of
course is a wnan: Napoleon is always a master of men but is
never succesefu.]. with wanen or able to appreciate them.
Mme de Stael said that he was 'not a man but a system': that he
thought wcnen useful only to breed future generations of
conscripts, otherwise, they were 'une classe u'i voudroit
34
suprirner'. A Jurgiin might try to connect this imba lance
with the fortures of Napoleon, as 'a man of land' on

whL the

sea took vengeance. Some novelists would find a mystic
correspondence, in the nature of things, or a poetic, symbolic
truth. For Burgess it ftrnisbes another system within the
verbal structure; it is a fascinating game: it helps a novel
to develop like music. Napoleon is haunted by the English
(unFrencli) w in Wellington, aterloo, Loe. There Is further
play with his name: he is 'N'; he is Buonaparte as well as
Bonaparte; to his subordinates he Is

or j. The uses for

the New Testament IIRI suggested by St Helena have been
indicated in the passage of Burgess'B commentary quoted above.
Besides the musical and the language games there is the
historical game of understanding, or finding out, what each
section Is about. If many historical novels may be said to
labour under a weight of explanation, Napoleon Sv3p phony floats
free of it, offering little help. Perhaps all, successful
historical novels encourage the reader to go back to the history
books; this novel requires It. Rrank Kennode's review admits
that he had to reread J.M.Thompson and Felix karkham as a
35
'necessary propeedeutic'. Mary Renault's novels no doubt offer
greater entertainment to those who have read her sources than
* Page references are to the 1974 edition (Cape).
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to those who have not, but she assumes little if any prior
knowledge. The opening pages of ppleon SnDhony send. the
non-historian to the history books. Vincent Cronin's
apoieon (1971), a recent
is a useful guide to

biography when Burgess was writing,

the novel. For example, the first scene

presents the witnesses

to Tapoleon's first marrL&ge, waiting

with Josephine for him to arrive; it assumes that we know, as
we do if we have read Cronin, that Barras was a Director who
had been Josephine's lover; and that TaJ.lien had, freed her
from prison when he came to power on the fall of Robespierre.
Prom Cronin, who follows Tallien' e memoirs,

we know that the triple-

p1im'ed Director's hat and the registrar's wooden ieg in the fire,
in Burgess's picture, are historical details. 'Did not the way
to the Alps lie between Josephine's legs' Barras muses In

the novel; we need to know that he is presumed to have made
the marriage a condition of Bonaparte's appointment to commend
the Army of

Italy; (although Burges1 was probably aware that

sane scholars discount this gossip, believing 'apoleon's
invasion-scheme captivated the Directors and won the appointment.
Burgess has, presumably, been reading the same sources as Cronin;
both choose the liveliest scenes and. the best jokes. But the
biograp'y explains where the novel alludes. For the Allep ro section
we need to have read an account of the Italian and gyptIan
campaigns; for the Marcia funebre and

the herzo, re requIre

the course of events frairi the coronation as nperor to

the

defeat at Waterloo; the Finale makes more sense If we are aware
of P'apo1eon'e circumstances on St helena. Familiarity with the
novel's cast is wanted too; Tal:!eyrand's remark at dinner that
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a salt-cellar looks vaguely ecclesiastical alludes not only to
the precariousness of Church property under the Directorate
but also to his pre-revolutionary status as a bishop. To know
of gossip spreaders such as Mine de Stael and of gossip about her
is also an asset. Most of the details can easily be traced and
conversations are often, in part at least, from sources,even
when they appear on first encounter typical of the flQ]j55
•wn. imagination, or wit. 'General Bonaparte has got off the
(p.25) was a wittician of Lieutenant Hippolyte Charles, the lover
37
of 3osephine while her husband was in Italy. Napoleon's obscene
disparagement of subordinates often seems to be the licence of
a modern novelist; in fact there was no need to invent. Most
reviewers commented on the hornoerotic twinges the young Czar
causes Napoleon at Tilsit as a comic invention, but the scene is
38
justified by several of Napoleon's remarks about his own nature.
There is indeed more novelistic material in accounts by
contemporaries than a novelist can use. In one scene
of the novel the nperor sends out the servants who have been
listening and 'making mental notes for memoirs' (p.210).
Several servants and secretaries published memoirs. Those of his
$9
valet Louis Marchand. were first published in 1955. Few past
lives are known in such detail; a novelist can hardly compete
with a biographer because so little scope is left for the kind
of imaginative reconstruction without which no Life of Shakespeare
is possible. In such a case the modern novelist may reasonably
start where biography ends; making the game of recognition part
of the ludic approach to a subject which has been realisticaLly
treated by historians. Competence in the history is a prerequisite
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for Napoleon Syrnphony. A tone-deaf reader quickly bored by puns
could enjoy the book, but a lover of Beethoven and crosswords
woulc be lost without historical background. It is necessary
to enjoy the game. John Bayley knows the history, but objected:
Mr Burgess's problem, which he earnot be
said to have solved, is that his more informed
readers cannot really need this kind of thing
to imagine themselves into the Napoleonic era,
while all the sound knowledge of corps
cornr'ianders, horse batteries, Continental. System,
which he strews so prodigally but inconspicuously
around, cannot do much to edify his more popular
readership. 40
Evidently he does not find the game amusing, as a
holiday. Bayley has become inclined to judge all literature by
the standard of Tolstoy who imagines us back into the Napoleonic
era so much more effectively than Burgess. The 'Epistle to the
Reader' which ends Napoleon Symphony tries to anticipate that
ccrnpari son.
No critic would be fool enough to bring
In Tolstoy guns to blast me into dust.
This Is a comic novel and it must
Be read as such, as such deemed good or bad
A thousand versts away from Tolstoygrad. (p.348)
'The more popular readership' may be deterred by so learned a
comedy. It may be that the erotic element compensates, there,
for the erudition, as in the case of Nabokov's huge popular
succe ss; and is excused and camouflaged, for some, by the
learning; these questions lead beyond criticiam Into the sphere
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of John Sutherland's studies of the cornnion readership.

41

As a literary historian Burgess contemplates and exhibits
his Napoleon In a wide range of pastiches; the novel frequently
turns Into a literary exercise. Many scenes and changes of scene
could be called cinematographic; especially in view of the
Informal coimIssion apparently arranged by Stanley Kubrick
who wanted material for a screen-play. Many other scenes would
exasperate a screen-writer, and diamay a budget-conscious
producer. The novel was not filmed; It could serve as a
demonstration of how far the linguistic and imaginative resources
of fiction surpass those of the cinema. There are streams of
consciousness, Napoleon's memory replaying his past, which convey
the remarkable scale of experience of life In such a career, the
world's conquest and the body's defeat, in a way that Miss Mary
Renault's techniques do not allow. But these Joycean passages
are juxtaposed, with dialogue among officers, politicians,
diplomats arid girls, who talk about h, with proclamations
('Know that we come to free the peoples of the Nile...'); with
lists of rersornalIts, with historical jottings as though fran
a student's notep8d; with footnotes within the text, with tavern
songs and jingles, and convenient verse choruses which summarise
the action. These are Popean and later eighteenth century
couplets:
He conquers first, then seeks to civilise,
With speed he bids an Institute arise. (p.50)
There are exultant Byronic stanzas:
0 shake yourself awake and take sour lance,
For Bonaparte has kissed the soil of France.
(p.68)
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There are new versions of W.S.Gilbert:
I was made First Consul by my fellow frogs
And. was on ny way to Fnperor
(Vive L'npreur)
Of an empire not much much bagger than the Isle of Dogs.
( p . 258)
The political point of view varies with the style. Napoleon may
be an 'ensanguinated

or, as in the first set of verses,

a civiliser, responsible for the founding of Egyptology, patron
of scholars, artists and scientists. As in the second set, he
may be the incarnation of the Revolution for whom all
enlightened me-n (the pseudo-classical note is correct) willingly
fight to spread the rights of man (or at least the career-open-totalent) across Europe. In the eyes of the British jingoist,
exuberant after Waterloo, he is a ccinlc ogre. The voices of the
French soldiers, who present a recurring commentary from their
own point of view, (and are compared, by several reviewers to a
Chorus) have a similar effect because they talk like Tommies.
They are, justly, given the account of the retreat from Moscow.
The Coasacks are coming, Sergeant Brincat
said, and, they'll be in here to slice
everybody's balls off, you know what they're
like, so draw rations and dress up warm and
get fell in on the road. Jesus Christ,
Grand.jeari said, isn't that the bleeding anny
all over? What did I tell you? Matheron said.
Didn't I tell you that the first rule of the
army Is when in doubt Luck everything up?
(p.189)
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Napoleon, here, is the remote general, ignorant of soldiering
as his men know It; the 'glory', 'honour' and. 'France' of his
speeches are vulnerable in this setting. In the scene where he
confers with Alexander at Tilsit he is a figure of ftn who
ses to belong to contemporary comic fiction, as he struggles
with the seductive Queen Louise of Prussia for the personal
end. political loyalty of the Czar. On his return from Elba, he
is the hero of France. In the private thoughts of his mother
he and his royal brothers are playing a game which is likely
to end In tears. In the opinion of the Saxon student who wants
to assassinate him, given in one of the novel's serious and.
extended historical discussions, he is behind the times: an
eighteenth century enlightened despot blind to the Romantic
nationall&n of the Geniian Volk. None of these views receives
Identifiable endorsement from the novelist. What Napoleon is
depends on who judges him and is reflected. In the style In which
he is presented.
The fact that the novel misrepresents him simply because
it is written in a language he never learned, is Implicitly
acknowledged by the Finale, which Is a series of parodies of
nineteenth century English authors: Jane Austen, Scott,
Wordsworth, Dickens, Buiwer Lytton, Tennyson and Henry James.
Burgess is as skilful a parodist as Beerbobin or Chesterton. His
Sergeant Trouncer, a guard on St Helena, can talk with the
fantastical fatuity of a Dickens character: ' "When I says",
said the sergeant, "them boots has marched, I would not have
you believe that they has marched of their own accord" ', and
the listening trooper has a 'sud.cien very clear picture of a pair
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of boots vigorously marching across a map of Europe' (p.298),
Eighty lines of plodding Excursion -style verse introduce
Wordsworth remembering the days 'when Prance was teaching
Brotherhood', but baffled by Burgess's word-play,on 'spade'
as (Italian for) sword for exaiple: 'I could not comprehend,
as though he thought / Our English spade was an Italian word'
(p.296). 'The prisoner' confronts his jailor 'the British knight'
Sir iud in a pastiche of Scott. Napoleon is imprisoned in the
Finale in varieties of literary English which are all equally
remote in connotation from the courts of Napoleonic Europe.
'Keep away from tyrants, my dear,' Sir Hud tells Betsy, the pert
English miss who likes chatting with the Ogre, 'since good.
rarely comes from them' (p.283). England never recognised
Napoleon as nperor or head of state. On St Helena his status
was insultingly belittled, perhaps by policy. Vincent Cronin
suggests that Napoleon, unable to understand the governor, created
and then believed in a fictional version of Loxze. The novel mEkes
artificial fictions of his experiences and ends by a declaration
that he is a fiction himself, not only in misconcelved English
versions but in everything. Dying, Napoleon meets on some astral
plane a Tamesian lady, in a Jarn.es pastiche, who ventures to imply
that the most successful heroes are artistic creations, Don Quixote,
Don Juan, and that he 'could have been made ... in words, you
know' (p. 331) -- or in music. Napoleon was unworthy of the
dedication of Beethoven's symphony: the composer deleted it after
the execution of the due d'Enghien, an action which persuaded him
that France had. just another tyrant. The symphony rather than
Napoleon's achievements, this eninatic passage seems to say, is
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what has really survived.
This is close to the lud.ic novelist's view that one
interpretation is as good as another, although it may be more
or lees amusing. But Burgess reworks the history with complete
fidelity to detail; and he does put a case, that a great artist
ultimately matters more than any man of action. Pieter Geyl's
Napoleon: For and A gainst might be recommended reading after this
Burgess performance: it illustrates the manner in which the
Napoleonic legend has both Influenced the course of events in
French history and also been influenced, in the sense of being
differently Interpreted, by events; Napoleon's stock falling
during the Second World War from the parallels with Hitler.
Napoleon Is true at times to all the Interpretations
which existed in the Napoleonic period. It is consistent with
David Thomson's verdict, in Euro pe Since Napoleon (1957,1966)
that 'the Importance. [of Goethe and Beethoven]Is quite
unaffected by their relation to Napoleon', and that 'when the
thud and snoke of gunfire had died away, more permanent forces
42
of hunan destiny Cthan Napoleonj could be seen'. 'Burgess has
given us a Napoleon for our time', says R.K.Morris: 'he is lover,
general, doting father, gourmandiser although he is not, and was
not, whoremonger, cuckold, dyspeptic, tyrant, flnperor, genial
43
He Is a Napoleon for the more
Mafia cutthroat, martyr, myth...'.
sceptical opinion of our time, founded on the evidence, but
unshaped by any convictions except a doubt concerning what a
statesman-gene.ral ever achieves. Burgess's 'N' Is a hero and
a clown, as Shakespeare in Nothin g Like the Sun feels
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himself to be. The fusion of these roles, both of which were
long asserted by propaganda, makes him an appropriate figu.re in
the ludic mode of contemporary fiction.
Present mirth Is the first aim of these novels, as
good in historical fiction as any other. An Intelligent, wellInformed, Imaginative talent for comedy plays upon two figures
who have received more than full measure of solemn treatment
from other writers. Burgess can be serious, but not solemn.
44
Some readers, like Geoffrey Aggeler, may respond earnestly
to signs of Burgess's interest In opposed metaphysical forces,
but more are likely to agree with John Bayley that Burgess does
not Quite expect us to take his Intellectual pretensions In
45
earnest. Burgess relishes ideas but mistrusts them.
Discussing
poetry with his pupils in The Clockwork Testament,Enderby argues
that 'the urgencies are not political or racial or social' but
46
'semantic'. This is true of Burgess's fiction. His historical
novels make a claim to literature in their concern with meaning.
Bayley is mistaken to ask why Napoleon Symphony Is needed to help
us Imagine ourselves into that part of the past. Both novels
provoke us to think about how we understand the past, how
Shakespeare Is known to us in his language and -- for the lecturer
who claims to know the whole story is drunk -- unknown in the
facts of his life; how the amply documented life of Napoleon
Is removed from our understanding by ideological conflicts and
even by the nglish language. These novels show that imagining
the past

a kind of game, one which the author plays expertly,

and with a sure sense of the first rule: that what we know is
dietinet from what our own time disposes us to Invent. Burgess

15].

believes in a real Shakespeare and. a real Napoleon; he turns
his comedy on the limitations of our ability to know them,

without losing faith in what can be known.
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CHAPTER 5

ROBERT NYE: FALSTAFF

Luclan's jest in the first lines of his True History, that
he is a more honest liar than other historians because he
admits that he is lying conveys the scepticiam which appears
again to-day in the 'ludic' approach to history arid, fiction.
Robert Nye has found the ideal narrator for an historical novel
which owns up to lying, in Shakespeare's Falstaff whose career
he fharged and revised in Falstaff (1976). Nye has complained
that much modern fiction amounts to 'a grammar of dissent', and
has declared his own aim to revive 'good straight nouns like...
1
fun, fury, joy'. The bluffness of 'good straight nouns' is
misleading. Nye is a novel reviewer for the Guardian who knows
how the subtlest of dissenting novels works and Falstaff is
meant to be seen as an intellectual as well as an intelligent
book. But Falstaff suits him as a narrator because he acts as
a voice in the cause of 'fun, fury and joy' with a]most unlimited
heartine ss.
Nye calls his hero (except in the title) Sir John Fasto].f,
equips him with a breezy modern-English prose style, and lets him
tell the history of his times in his own way. Here is a sample
of one of the most responsible passages:
A very rich Welabman called Owen Glendower
had a quarrel with his neighbour, Reggie,
Lord Grey of Ruthin, over a field which
both of them wanted. For whatever it's worth,
I think Glendower had the better claim. But
the point was that when he presented his
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case before the Xirg, Henry vent end
muttered s'iething about

efooted

scrubs, - and then the Welsh fat was
really in the fire. Glendower went
hrie a nationalist. There folloed a
sort of uproar for about six years,
until Hal put en end to it, with help
from me. More of that in due course.
There was the usual war between
England and Scotland.
There were Lollards.
Poland got married to Lithuania.
Other early fifteenth-century events about Europe are facetiously
retailed until Fastoif begins to lose interest.
The Scots, etc, etc.
The Welsh, etc, etc, etc.
And the Irish. Always, of course,
the Irish. Etc, etc, and ad infinitum,
d. 11hiti.n, ad unum nes ad Graecas
Calendas. I have the inside story on the
Irish Question. I was there. I was the
man. Wait for it.
Hi story!
History (have you noticed, Madn?)
is so much piss and wind.
Clio is the Muse of History. And
who was Clio' s mother?
Mnemo syne.
Mrs Memory.
That's who.
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And. who was Clio's father?
Your author.

(Chapter xxix)

'Truth is various', Fastoif observes :later (Chapter LVII).
He is a caiioisseur of lies arid an expert liar. But although his
inside story on the Irish question, when it comes to be told, is
only one more sample of Nye's whimsy, and not the best, his
summary of Glendower's revolt has a clear relation to the facts.
Glendower's private quarrel with Lord Grey of Ruthin led in 1400
to an insurrection which lasted a:imost a decade, The English
commons requested sanctions against the Welsh in 1402 and. in the
sane year Glendower appealed to Robert III of Scotland and to
Irish chieftains for an alliance against the English. Prince Henry
2
spent many of his adolescent years attempting to subdue the Welsh.
Irye's Fastolf scales down these events in the modern-English, plain
man's style which Keith Waterhouse might employ in a popularnewspaper column,but he does so with the scorn for all affairs of
state which belongs to the Falstaff of Shakespeare's plays. The
novel's account of English history in the reigns of Henry IV, Henry V
and Henry VI (for Fastoif survives Hal) is told with the licence we
expect from the hero of Gadshill, There is one sense, however,
in which he can claim to be telling the 'true
Nye's opportunity arose from
to historical accuracy. The opening of the

artistic indifference
subtitle

indicates its primary ccnic ploy: 'Falstaff: being the Acta donilni
Johannis Fastolfe, or Life and Va1JJ.ant Deeds of Sir John Faustoff....
Shakespeare's Falstaff has little or no connection with Sir John
Fastoif, who was a fifteenth-century soldier-adventurer. Nye
pretends that they are the same man -- that Falstaff is an historical
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figure such as Caesar or Richard. III whose recorded remarks
aught be quoted in the plays. The pretence is supported by the
treanent of historical events from the plays, such as the Battle
of Shrewsbury, and by detailed accounts of incidents in Falstaff/
Fastoif's life which are mentioned there.

was Jack Falstaff,

now Sir John, a boy, and page to Thorias Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk,'
Shallow remembers;

same Sir John, the very saie.

I see him

4
break Scoggin's head at the court-gate' (2 Henry IV, III,ii,24-29).
The service as Mowbray' a page and the breaking of Scoggin' s head
provide two elaborate episodes in the novel.
There is some evidence that if Falstaff owes anything to sn
historical model it is to Sir John Oldeastle (c.1378-1417),
Lord Cobhsrn, who was High Sheriff of Herefordahire and died at
the stake as a Wycliffite. Anti-Lollard. propaganda misrepresented
Oldcastle as a coward and an unsuitable companion of Prince Henry,
rightly rejected; to Foxe, he was a martyr. There are Elizabethan
references to Falstaff as 'Oldeastle'. Ha]. calls him 'my old lad.
of the castle' in I Henr y IV (I,li,41). In the 1600 quarto of
2 Henry IV 'Old' appears, uncorrected, at the head of a speech

for Falstaff. The epilogue to 2 Henr y IV disclaims a connection:
'Oldcastle died martyr, and this is not the man'. There are traces
of the man, none the less. Oldeastle was a page to Thomas Mowbray,
Duke of Norfolk (and so, by coincidence, was Fastolf). It has been
suggested that Falstaff's age has its origin in Old.castle's name
5
and, his scriptural tags in thoughts of Lollardiam. Obliged to
make a change when the Cobhans objected to the plays' libel on
their family name, Shakespeare looked for an alternative Sir John
from the same period, and finding Fastoif, discreetly adjusted it
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to Falstaff. Nye insists on the identity of the plays' invented
character and the knight whose name was borrowed. 'This

the

man ' says flye's Falstaff, in effect; and he obscures the question
of spelling with sixty-nine versions (Fallstuff, Fairstoif,
Fourestaif...), 'all of them right', in the second chapter; and
provides an etimology reaching back to the Old Norse Falstulfr,
'a pirate prince'.
Sir John Fastoif, who died at a good age in 1459, was a
brilliantly successful soldier in the French wars and made his
fortune there. He won twenty thousand marks, in ransom, in one
day of The Battle of Verneuil in 1424. He was later one of the
6
richest and most powerful men in England. He seems to have had.
little in conmon with Falstaff of the Boar's Head, except that he
must have been an intelligent rogue. Falstaff would envy such a
man the fruits of his career, although not the manner of earning
them. Nye gives his Falstaff Fastoif's name, his life-span and his
successes, making him much younger when he knows Hal, and sending
him to France with the army. Like the real Fastoif he is at
Agincourt; he is routed by Joan. of Arc; he amasses money; by the
1450s he Is the owner of the original Fastoif' a castle at Caister
In Norfolk, attended, as was that Pastoif, by a secretary called
William Worcester end a chaplain called Friar Brackley, among
others. His will, like Fastoif's, is contested. Like Fastoif,
he I a in di spute WI th the

Crown

over a 'great bill of claims' • Like

Fastoif he is a friend of the Pastons, a patriot and a 'feudalist',
with a poor opinion of English foreign and domestic policy. 'No
wonder the country Is In such a meae',Baya Nye'e Faletaff/Fastoif
(Chapter II); the original Fastolt makes the same observation in
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7
more laborious English in surviving memoranda.
Since Nye's Fastoif is also Shakespeare's Falstaff this
success in life delights him as material for boasting and he
is never at a loss to invent more. Set free frcn the restraints
placed on him by the history plays, and given the scope of an
undisciplined autobiography -- a four hundred and fifty page
monologue -- Fasto].f/Falstaff takes a kind, of revenge, talking
away the humiliations he suffers in Shakespeare. Rye is helped
by the effect the two Parts of Henry IV have produced on so many
audiences since Queen Elizabeth I commanded (if she really did)
The Merry Wives of Windsor: Falstaff seems to be unduly contained
and censored there, We can find hints that 8hakespeare felt so.
'Play out the play

I have much to say In the behalf of that

Falstaff' says Falstaff playing Hal, when Interrupted by events
In I Henry 1V (II,I'cr ,478). Nye is right to let him play It out
in his own terms, as Maurice Morgann was right to defend his
8
courage and military reputation. More than any other character
In Shakespeare he seems perennial and universal, a visitor to
the plays, somebody we have always known. Arguments about royal
responsibility In Tudor England, about Hal's choice of virtue and
the pattern of the Morality play, or about seeking the strongest
dramatic Impact, fail to dispel the sense that his dianissal and
off-stage death are evasions; that there was dramatic life In him
stlll,denied because the author's scheme culd not accommodate
Its subversiveness. E.K.Chambers put concisely the view that
Falstaff, whether or not wronged by his creator, Is an indestructible
fact of life: 'in such a figure literature provides a standard to
which ever after we refer half-Insensibly our judgementa not only
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9
of art but of humanity'. Peter Conrad, reviewing falstaff,
thinks that he is wronged -- he 'has always had cause for complaint
10
against Shakespeere' -- ard sees the novel as a proper revenge.
As such, it is made possible by the whirligig of time which has
in 1976

placed the Elizabethan character in a new fifteenth-

century role.
Retaining most of Falstaff's part in Shakespeare, Fastoif
can improve On it:
'Mr Shallow,' I said, 'I owe you a thousand pounds.'
Poor Shallow thought I meant him.
I did not.

(Chapter Lxxiv)

Shakespeare may have intended the ambiguity; it is there for those
who want it. Elsewhere Fasto]..f exploits the semantic concentration
of Shakespeare's images. 'Why, thou globe of sinful continents',
says Hal in 2Henry lv (II,lv,283). 'I should say', Fastoif
speculates, 'that my

SOL11 was

about the size of Spain, though in

a better spiritual condition'.
It has in Its charge and command, this
captain soul of mine, great territories
of flesh and terrible cohorts of blood.
It controls a continent. It rules over
and administrates an empire of sense.
It Is the emperor of my senses, and some
of those fellows are arch rebels, I can
tell you.

(Chapter XLvi)

He also plunders and tries to improve on other plays than those
he might be thought to have a right to q.uote. Many of the newly
Invented characters are given Shakespearean names. Fastoif's cook
is Macbeth; his pet rat Is Desdemoria; a sorcerer Is Malvollo; an
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effeminate French count is Cordelia; a list of his girls makes
a xl1-call of the heroines of the plays. All the characters are
liable to talk in Quotations. 'Mind you', says Bardolph, 'there
are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamed, of in your
philosophy' (Chapter Lxxix). It Is a facile humour, already
overworked, perhaps, In Shaw's The Dark Lady of the Sonnets.
But the outrageous nature of the thefts is true to the character's
effrontery, and his Saturnalian plesure In reversed roles. It
recalls his lament for Hal's bad influence on his own life, and
his telling the Lord Chief Justice that Mistress Quickly is 'a
poor mad. soul' who 'says up and down the town that her eldest
son Is like you.' (2 Henry lV; II,a,102). Where there is a need
to modernise or to modify borrowings, Fastoif's ready excuses can
again seem to turn the tables on Shakespeare. Pistol's actual
words have not been recorded because he 'always bored and irritated
me'.
He could not say anything as simple as
'the sparks really flew', for example,
which I have employed above ... What
Pistol actually said, as I recall it,
was 'the world was fracted and. corroborate'.
No one would want to hear too much of that
kind of stuff.

(Chapter Lxxxii)

Where Fastoif's career diverges frcn Falstaff's, Shakespeare is
shown to be

There was a rumour of his death, he explains,

on the eve of the French expedition, but he was merely dead drunk -and pleased afterwards to let his creditors think him dead.
Historians will, no doubt, set all to rights.
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i.tolf's secretary Scrope corip1airs that his 'aster is
'king Liar' (Chapter LLXViI1), never to be believed, and. this
1$ the source of uuch of the coieo.y.

hile other historical

novelists n1n1rL1se or disguise the dnacx1roli1t1c nature of the
genre, Nye can revel in it. Eastolf retains the anachroris1ns
shakespeare gives Falstaff, drinking throughout his fourtenth
and fifteenth century adventures the 'sack' vhich was not known
in England until the sixteenth; it is nothing to his knovledge
of plays not yet v'ritten. When the first 'given' is conceded,
that Fstolf/Palstaff belongs to 1430 and to lb JO,

confusion, of

period.s turns to comedy. Pastoif talks of potatoes, Greensleeves,
aria typography. He aoDears to krio Rabelais, whose sixteenth—
century literary devices he uses himself. But he can. also quote
T..Eliot when he chooses: ' here I am, sri old man in a dry
month' (Chapter LXVlll). His castle of Caister ('an

Englishman's

castle is his home') is, he sugests, made of vords and these can
be medieval Latin or oust modern English. 'who is speaking, and.
from what perspective?' is a dilficult question to answer. It is
not exactly Shakespeare's Falstaff, nor his supposed'true original
Drinking sack, or making a distinctly Protestant joke about the
spiritual state of Spgin, he is the first; ruling over Caister
in the mid—fifteenth century he is the second. He is the Falstaff
who speaks from a kind of literary limbo (perhaps Arthur's bosom)
which is timeless. He is the Falstaff we imagine behind the play's
portrayal: the embodiment of the standard to which, as Chambers
said, we can refer our udgements of art and. humanity. The
proper critical corrective to 'naive' essays on such topics as
the childhoods of Sriakespeare's heroines, for example, vhich
insists that a character is no more than one set of speeches
in relation to others, or any one theatre performance, will not
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prevent our privAte imaginative excursions on Falstaff's or
Haiilet' s behalf, and. Nye addresses us through the Falstaff we
might imagine for ourselves. His point of view shifts therefore,
fr

the time of his 'setting' to the time of his creation, and

on to our own. If the book achieves any degree of literary and
historical truth, the truth is mixed with the misleading in more
cuplicated ways than in most historical novels.
In his last confession to Friar Brackley, which occupies the
ninety-ninth chapter, Fastolf admits that his memoirs are;
lies about iriy whole life. But
try & explain: some true lies?
In one of his many earlier speculations on the nature of truth,
in which he seems to have read Jung, his words imply that the
truth in his lies is to be found. in the mythic quality which
Shakespeare created and which Nye conveys in Falstaff:
I like the philosophy of Iemocritus
best of all. That laughing doctor,
that dear droll of Abdera, he taught
that Truth lies at the bottom of a
well. A well of what? Of memory
perhaps. Not just

memory, mark

you, or your memory. A common
memory of more-than-us.
(Chapter XXXVI].].)
Shakespeare' a conception of Falstaff began with an assembly of old
and culturally widespread figures fran literature, legend and
popular lore: the Vice, the ccnic devil, the Lord of Misrule,
the miles glorlosus, the licensed Fool who can be wittier and
wiser than his betters, the drunkard who can, for a].]. his fantasy,
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speak truths, the old man who will not cane to terms with his
age. From these, and from the poetry of his (prose) language,
is created an original character with the power, and range of
cornotetions, we associate with myth. As myth he belongs to the
'common memory'. Ie is descended from Dionysos and Priapus; he
is distantly akin to Trimalchio and Obloinov. But he charms
because the godlike scale of his attributes is mostly in his
Imagination. He appeals most in Shakespeare by the force with
which he can project his visions of himself, transforming a
tavern to a throneroom or a h&ttlefield to a tavern. It is
because his imagination acts unsettlingly on life, because he
lives, like Quixote, In disregard of reality, that the 'rejection'
at the end of 2 Henry 1V is called for, and is resented. We are
unwilling to banish the Faistaffian In ourselvee, and (as with
Quixote) we feel that there is good in the lies, of a different
order from that of cold reality. The truth Falstaff represents
has to be found In the ambiguous nature of his banishment, the
rights and wrongs of which cannot be resolved.
Nye works on this common ground.

'Apology' is a

tissue of lies. Some are alluring; all are vigorous and
persuasive. We are allowed to enjoy them but made to see what
they are; and we are left to wonder about their value. We are
also kept in mind of I'Tye's literary fraud, to be enjoyed end
recognised as no more than a 'web' of his words. Since the book
borrows from and partly incorporates a great work of literature
we are reminded that Shakespeare too Is illusion. His Sir John
Falstaff Is not the Sir John Fastoif who was known to Henry V, and
the history in the plays Is as inaccurate as the history in the novel.
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A strictly

novel, however, in Roland Barthes's sense of

the texn, would expose the cultural and literary myths, convincing
us that ii terature reflects social and human nature only because
everything we can know is made of words. Nye employs the right
methods for such a task but he does not pursue it. He encourages
us to believe in the true humanity of Shakespeare's character as it
is seen to-day, a humanity we share with Shakespeare -- which for
Roland Barthes was a myth. 'Translated' into modern English, into
modern fiction, and into an historical setting which claims to be
more realistic than Shakespeare's, Fastoif remains Falstaff,
glorious and pathetic, and meant to be heartening.
The use of English, which puts Fastoif and his world in a
contemporary perspective makes the book a success, as J.I.M.Stewart
observed in a generous review in the Times Literar y Supplement:
'Mr I'ye gets away with his project -- triumphantly, It must be
11
roundly said -- because he Is a minor lord, of langiiage himself'.
Stewart identified traces of Joyce, and rightly said. that rye's
prose is best when least derivative. Then It is good enough to
seem at home with its borrowings from Shakespeare. There are few
attempts at a substitute for late middle English and these are
derided by Falstaff himself. The novel's first page shows a
sureness of rhythm and management of a long sentence, fluctuating
in tone, which puts a distance between the narrator and the time
and. place to which he Is supposed to belong.
I was begotten on the giant of Cerne
Abbas.
That will do. It's true. Start there.
I4 ow Introduce me:
John Fastoif -- Jack to my familiars,
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John to my brothers and. my sisters,
Sir John to all Europe -- Knight of the
most noble order of the Garter (once
removed, but I'll cane to that), Lord
of Lasuze, Governor of Anjou and Maine,
Captain of Le Mans, Grand Butler of Nonnandy,
Baron of Silly-1e-Guillem, Constable of Bordeaux,
Lieutenant of Harfleur, keeper of The Bastille
of St Anthony in Paris, Master of Caister
Castle and Castle Combe, owner of the
a Head tavern, warfior and gentleman,
hey diddle diddle and. hey diddle dan, fill
in the details later, all the titles, Thing
of Thing, This of That, all the bloody rest
of it, feedum fiddleduxn fee -- me, Pastoif,
now telling you the true story of my valiant
deeds, starting my telling to-day, the
25th day of March, New Year's Day of the
year of our Lord 1459, which is I think
the 37th year in the reign of his majesty
King Henry the 6th, the prickless holy
wonder, son of Harry the Prig, of Gadahill
and Agincourt, and which is rather more
certainly and much more vitally the 81st
year of my own long march to heaven.
That will be the longest sentence ifl
this book. Don't worry. I don't like long
sentences either.
He likes them as well as he conducts them; and throughoit the book
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he alternates staccato jottings, as though to recover breath,
with ample, well-cadenced flights of prose. His frequent
promises of 'plain writing' ('none of your literature') are a
feature of the bluff soldier, which is only one of the roles he
plays. This longest sentence flaunts Sir John Fastoif's conquest
of France and, mingles it with Falstaff's mock Indifference, while
it juxtaposes Fastoif's castles of Combe and. Caister with Falstaff'E
new acquisition of the Boar's Head. It establishes that Falstaff
is now Fastoif (and, if we look up Faetolf, In the year of his
death) and yet still the character we know. It recalls the plays
In quotation and allusion, and in the fluent confidence with
which, after seeming to wear down at 'flddleduxn fee', where the
run of muttered phrases sugrests a resort to sack, it recovers in
a rhyme and ends in a grand, controlled crescendo which puts down
two kings and proclaims Fastoif his own hero. He is talking aloud
and, in character, acting and showing off before his scribe,
Worcester; but at the same time he Is addressing us. The sharply
modern idiom,'a]J. the bloody rest of it', serves like

worry'

to fix a direct,'matey' relationship with the reader. The
Constableships and Grand But].erdoms of the period will be viewed
from a caustic distance where we can feel at home, it Is Implied,
however unfamiliar we are with the fifteenth century.
Fastoif's memoirs can 'be wittily and coarsely erotic;
pedantically, whimsically, and intelligently erudite; boorishly
facetious and delicately lyrical. He discourses on farts, and on
angels -- on whom he quotes Aquinas the doctor of angels (noting
that Poins thought Aquinas was a mineral water). He quotes Isidore,
ridicules Gower, retells fabilaux and farces; he finds war
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grotesquely ccnic, and unheroically dreadftl; he uses language
to scandalise his chaplain, and to evoke the poetry of childhood
(his kite was 'a plug plugged into the sky' in Chapter iv).
Although he constantly echoes Shakespeare and Rabelais, and
sometimes later writers -- Sterne, Carroll, 3oyce, Dylan Thcnas -he sounds, throughout his wide range of registers and tones of
voice, a Falstaff who has learned modern English. Fifteenthcentury affairs are presented for our inspection, in our own idloicis,
by a narrator whose habits of mind are, none the less, those of his
own time. He is essentialist, conscious of mysteries behind the
commonplace, and respectful of

although not solemnly
so. It Is as though a late-medieval knight has visited the present

day and absorbed, superficially, a body of modern literature; has
been delighted to find a brilliant travesty of his life in
Shakespeare; and In setting out to write memoirs for us to read
has retained his original culture intact.
In the twenty-fourth chapter, for example, 'About St George's
Day and flagellants and the earthly paradise', his style
alternates nimble chattiness and scholastic precision. For part
of the chapter he sounds like a well-read, whimsical present-day
undergraduate, amused by the quaintness of his period but close
enough to it to borro' its presuppositions:
He did not kill a dragon, that I grant
you, if by dragon you mean one of those
monstrous snakes, dracontes to the Greeks,
which used to lurk In the Alps and come
swoughIn down the sky every now and
then to eat diamonds and belch fire. As
I say, It depends what you mean by dragons.
The devil, St Augustine tells us, leo et
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draco est: leo propter Impeturn,
draco p ro p ter insidias. George
certainly resisted the persecution
of Christians which was all the rage
under the Emperor Diocletian, who
invented farthings.
The speaker might be a quarter of Fastoif's age, and. talking in a
student pub; in 'depends what you mean' the seminar phrase is
freshened by 'dragons', and there is a juvenile relish in the
thought of them 'swoughing down the sky'. Facetiousness excuses
the show of inforixatlon, while the swift flow of the sentences
reveals eagerness and the last irrelevance the irresistible
pressure of new knowledge. A F'alstaff alive today might seek
out just such company,and hold. his own there (although Shakespeare
apparently concealed the extent of the knight's antiquarian
curiosity and love of recondite detall).This relaxed universitytavern perspective on history obtains in a substantial part of
the novel.
The last section of this chapter records a discussion held
with Friar Brackley concerning the earthly Paradise and here the
modern English is much closer to a version of medieval speculation.
How may we know of it? 'Ha, yes.Basilius, in his Hexameron, also
Isidorus, Eth.lib..auartodecimo, and Josephus, In hIB first book,
say that waters falling from the hill of Paradise constitute a
great pond, and out of that pond -- as from a well -- the four
rivers spring ...'. This language is plain In order to be methodica]
The interpolation 'as from a well' suggests a scrap of Latin. reca].lec
from Father Brackley' s discourse which must be preserved to keep
the exact text of the authority, Details count here; the earthly
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paradise is a subject for science. The ancient fame of it is
another proof, Fastoif reflects; 'Thxne that is false would not
have lasted so long'. Paradise cannot be in the moon for there
it would 'bereave the light'; and, if it were in the sky and 'quite
divorced from every land', how could the four rivers flow in 'lands
that men have lived in?' Careful wording adjusts logic from
premises we cannot share, while Fastoif talks to himself. Baffled
by the problem, he consoles himself with what Is known of paradise;
now his style softens and catches a note to be heard in medieval
lyrics.
As 3ohn Damascene says, that place has
mirth and fair weather, apples and
laughter, for it is the fount of all
fairness.
Nye the poet links Fastoif and Paradise through the thought of
apples anc9. the Fall: 'And I am Fall stuff'. The style changes
again when grave reflections are eased, by bufnt brandy and a game
with his pet rat Desdemona (who has 'eyes like intelligent bonfires1
There is news of civil wars. Els secretaries scratch.
The country's going to the dogs.
You can't get secretaries without
fleas anywhere.
St George save 'ngland
(He'll bloody need to.)
Medieval hagiography is seen through a Fasto],f with whom we can
readily Identify; his account of St George is one of the styles
in which we talk about the past. IedIeva1 knowledge of heaven is
seen through a character removed from our theologies and set In his
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place in history; he is a son of the (Catholic) Church,as not
of course in 3hakespeare. In the last lines the nod.ern note of
his scepticism about public affairs and impatience v'ith them
chimes with the attitude of the character in thc plays vhen
custurbed by the prospect of civil vars. His final thought is
one that occurs in every century. As our ovfl attituctes mingle
vith alien assumptions in this imaginary Falstaff, the language
varies style and tone as the perspective changes. His versatility,
incredible outside the rules of Nye's game, is acceptable because
the linguistic game is played so well.
These illustrations from Chapter XX1V do not exhaust its scope
of topics and. styles. The first four paragraphs touch on the
question of the 'verisimilitude' of the memoirs and reveal a
modern critical sense which is present in many of the narrator's
asides about his own'status' in the narrative. lilliam orcester
has been sent away on a mission to Wales and the circle of
secretaries is reduced.
The reader has seen and heard him go. By
his absence we are true, being diminished.
Nothing proves a thing better than less of it
By sending \orcester as it were out of the room,
and by allowing the reader to see him go, I have
imparted to my deliberations that air of... reality,
of precise and. immediate verisimilitude, so necessary
to belief.
Reader, my Guest, if you did not notice this
at the time, I shall take your word for it that
you do now.
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The novel constantly calls attention in ways lIke this to its own
artifice: to

'fiction' in the sense in which Fastoif might have

used the word: or making belief. While Mary Renault
asks that we suspend disbelief in a modern English novel as the
medium for an ancient Greek, Nye encourages us to notice t1 use
he makes of conventions. Unlike the Renault Greekwhom we are to
accept on their own. tenns or not at all, Fastoif is both an
irresistible and a very unreliable narrator.
Even without the anachroniams (Shakespeare included), his
story would be far beyond belief; his exploits, In bedchabers snd.
battlefields, and at table are 'Rabelaisian", except that there are
no rules by which to judge the varying degrees of exaggeration.
Fastolf is like any raconteur who Improves a good story except
that his Improvements are totally lacking in discretion.
Fact? My belly gives me licence to give
imaginative body to what is essentially
sparse, even skeletal material: memories,
biographies, jokes, histories, conversations,
letters, Images, fragments.

(Chapter XXX11)

'Imaginative body' means more than day-dream and cleverly
articulated fantasy. He Is like a man talking to himself, old,
tipsy, and egotistical, but certainly imaginative. Being fully
conscious of his powers, he is, perhaps, an artist; and as we
become familiar with his art the surrealiam of the stories only
confirms the reality of the teller. 'The sea fight at Slugs', and.
the Battle of the Herrings (one of the 'seven great and decisive
battles In the history of the world') are beyond belief, but that
confirms our expectations of Falstaff ('We shall have more anon').
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The anachronis are meant to undennine this reality in the
character. 'I begin to Sound like something made up by a poet',
he notes; 'better shut up' (Chapter xxxiii). Such allusions to
his literary origin exclude ham from Nye's joke with the reader,
but his hold on Nyc's imagination is stronger than that of the
'luclic' points about illusion and

When, occasionally,

Fastoif is given modernist critical talk, it seems a mistake. In
the passage which follows his remark about ' imaginative bo&y',
justified in scale by the size of his belly, he says that the
and that the reader Is free to impose

book is his

whatever other patterns he wants upon It, since there Is 'an infinite
series of possibilities' of interpretation. The first idea Is
Fa.istaffian; the second sounds like Roland Barthes, or Nye after
12
reading Barthes. Such points are so fashionable that the reader
is almost certainly faniliar with them already; they do not
engage our attention as much as the recreation of Falstaff, which
Is something new. And since they come within the schane of the
fantasy -- Fastoif can speak in any twentieth-century vein he likes-they tend. to become absorbed in the rest of his nonsense, without
diminishing him.
FastoJ.f's presence turns theory comic and he takes chrge of
the Issue raised hy his own reality or unreality, Involving that too
In the comedy. He can always dianiss the question by talking and
overwhelming the reader with his own personality, but even when he
Is ousted from the narrative and argued out of existence he seems
to count for more than the voice of reason which supplants his.
Th.s plan is to dictate the hundred chapters (although he writes some
himself)

a hundred days, interrupted by bouts of drinking and.
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wenching, to his secretaries. The secretaries are thin men
who deserve to be mocked; as he bullies and hnil1ates them,
they are obliged to write down his insults, and the process of
composition is made another tavern game. Bringing the narration
(rather than the writing) into the story enhances its claim to be
real, as Fastoif points out in his comments on Worcester's mission
to Wales. We see the lord of Caister swaggering before his
underlings, provoked by their literal-mindedness into ever more
outrageous improvements on his true career, whatever that has been.
But the thinnest, most recalcitrant of the secretaries, a much
abused step-son called Stephen Scrope, rebels and takes over
seven of the chapters in order to 'tell the truth' about Fastoif.
A dialogu.e develops between them about what Fastolf j: the
incarnation of Englishness, a bang,uet, the round table, he maintains;
the devil, Kjflg Liar', says Scrope.
All the rational objections which a reader might bring to
1'ye's fabrication are angrily conveyed in Scrope's intrusive notes.
Scrope writes this
LB.: Not him saying 'Scrope writes this'.
. . . .. . .
I do not write lies.
I do not write Fastoif.
. . .. . . .
It Is time for the Truth (Chapter Lxxviii)
He struggles to explain himself, denouncing Fastoif's anachronIas.
There are no such things In this world as potatoes and sack!
How can a man spend his whole life consuming a drink which does not
exist 9 We are obliged in these passages to reflect on the novel as
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a postmodernist fabulation,or literary game, in which invented
characters are made to detect the invention and assert their
reality, as vainly, it is implied, as we assert ours. Scrope's
claim to belong to the fifteenth-century is, we are to see, more
real than Fastoif's; he is properly ignorant of potatoes. But
he, too, as he innocentJ..y says at one point, is In 'a work of
fiction' (Chapter LXXXV111) -- by which he means magic. The novel
might have ended with something like Thackeray's transformation
of the characters to puppets, to be returned to their box, and a
firm insistence that this fifteenth century is a pippet-theatre of
the mind, as It Is. That is only a nal1 part of the effect Nye
produce a.
The fifteenth century offers Scrope one explanation for such
total bafflement. Fastoif, who was already old in the reign of
Henry V, and then known as Falstaff, must be the devil, the father
of lies, or at leaBt a devil. Augustine taught that the hi.unan
senses may be played upon by spirits, as Fastoif reminds us.
Worcester, Friar Brackley and the others must be ghosts. Caister
must be a devilish illusion: 'Cobweb Castle' (Chapter Lxxviii).
The reflections on fictiveness which arise In these Interpolations
are quickly absorbed. They are less interesting in relation to
the novel than the question of Fastoif's spiritual condition (which
is touched on lightly in the scene in HenrIV where his death is
reported). The title of the first chapter where Scrope intervenes
j 'How Sir John Fastolf went on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land'
(Lxxviii); the title of the next is 'How Sir John Pastolf went as
a nun to a nunnery' (Lxxxi). Fastoif's blend of piety and unholy
riot I.e seen In relation to Its tItteenth. centiiry context.
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He is approaching the end of his hundred days and the end
of his life. As he nakes his will, which Scrape felsifies, and
his lest confession, which Scrope disbelieves, he arrives at his
own fonnulation of the truth about himself. Prayers ere to be
offered in perpetuity, according to the will, for the souls of
Bardoiph, ym, Pistol, Shallow, Mistress quickly, Doll Tearsheet,
'Robin my page', and. Henry V; among others. In the last confession
to Friar Brackley Fastoif admits that the memoirs are mostly lies,
although there have been some true lies'; 'but riiostly my sin in
these has been again to consider myself a giant, a hero, when
really I am only a fat old man...' (Chapter Xcix). The last chapter
is told by 8crope who has hastened Fastoif's death, and who taunts
him as he dies babblngL 'green fields. Scrape Is given the
rords of the Hostess speech in Henr y Y (Ii,iIi 9-27) mixed with
his own, so that Fastoif becomes Falstaff and disappears Into
text where he belongs, except for a last borrowed
tag, 'Remember me'. Whether he deserves to have completed his
'long march to heaven' is a guestion which Is more likely to make
us reread the novel than any of the Issues of fictiveness now
laid to rest. In rereading, a fifteenth-century Fastoif can
appear more distinctly, still a very elaborate joke derived from
Shakespeare and still an impressive recreation of Shakespeare's
Falstaff, but also a character who can be seen against a fifteenthcentury background.
In that setting he is Nye's character whose Shakespearean
properties coexist with all that the novelist has extrapolated
from them. Although the multifarious episodes from childhood
on may be (and In many cases must be) lies, there Is an Inner life,
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of the kind implied by Shakespeare, which gives an extra interest,
13
there, to his talk of repentence and refonning. ITye tries to
show this in releton to medieval

life.

In this perspective we

must see him as a character, not necessarily less comic, who
believes in his spirituality and. who has to come to terms with
religion and the Church.
Late-medieval attitudes to the blatant shortcomings of the
Church are too well known from Langland arid Chaucer to offer new
material to an historical novelist. The young

education

and, intelligence makes hani doubt the worth of his Uncle Hugh's
collection of relics: the sweat of St Michael the Archangel,
holy hay from the manger, the finger of St Thomas Did'mus
(Chapter xix). The spirit in which he counts himself a Christian
(arid no Lollard) is distinct from the fantasising relish with
which he presents himself as a soldier, a hero, a giant, a tireless
lover. He believes that he is a true although not a good. Christian,
yet he brings from his role as

Falstaff most of the

seven deadly sins and a pagan satisfaction In the enjoyment of them.
His life and fantasy-life in the novel are as complete a defiance
of what the Church taught as his role In the plays is an affront
to Tudor Puritanian. Here as In Shakespeare, he Is a sinful
glorification of the body and the senses, and. here the pagan
features of his role are emphasised and extended. They appeal to
Fastolf's own imagination. He begins the story with the Prispic
giant of Cerne AbiDas. 'W1c3,if' has preached. against It as the
devil's work, building a pulpit 'on the giant's stalk, for the
purpose of delivering a sennon against It': 'Gentlemen of Dorset...
I stand here on the worst part of our human nature'. A fig tree,
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according to Fastoif, is grown to cover the offending ten yards
of the giant arid under this tree he was conceived. As pare to
Mowbray he is dressed up as a girl at the whim of the Duchess of
florfolk and spends three years of his youth living among wc*nen;
in this, he observes, he resembles Achilles. In

of

Slugs' fought at sea when he is fourteen he prevails over the
French by pouring hogsheads of sack on them fran the rigging
where he appears as an elf, or 'puck', or a combination of Bacchue
and Cupid' (Chapter xv). Classical paganian blends in Fasto].f's
imagination with the old, preChristian England of which he likes
to think himself the champion. His fondness for green fields is
tied to his appreciation of May Day, both in a rather Romantically
expressed pastoral manner:
Forth goeth all the court, both most and
least, to fetch the flowers fresh.
That's The Clerk of Works. I'ice. That's
May Day as it should be...
May Day: Aphrodite born from a
foam of may.

(Chapter xxxiii)

'Apprenticed monk' at the age of fifteen Paetolf pines, for once
(in Chapter Xvii); monastician denies the natural man whom he
represents throughout the book. Although the medieval Catholic
church was more tolerant of such pagan practice as Maying than the
Puritans were to be, it was wary of heretical dangers in an appeal
to nature, and Fastoif makes this appeal at every opportunity.
'I am a men made of staf a and mud, like the rest of us'
(Chapter XLV1) Is orthodox, but he exults in his muddy as fully as
in his starry nature, and more readily. He defends

flesh'
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facetiously. 'if heaven is unendurable bliss infinitely prolonged
then we had better start iearning how to endure it (Chapter Lxxxvii).
He finös comfort in the indulgent aspect of the Church:'Oh,
Mother Church takes care of all her sons, including hogs and
cormorants'. Saint Bonjfac- has instituted a special ind.u.lgence
to those who drink his health or that of any Pope: Fastoif
celebrates his Day with 'my great sequence of Toasts to the
Bishops of Rome' and earns thirty-eight indulgences (Chapter XLV).
He asserts the virtues which can accompany self-indulgence against
the vices the puritan risks, generosity, conviviality, tolerance
against their opposites. The devil he sees as

and

men such as Serope can be devilish in their meanness of character
and mind. His vitality, llnaEinatlon and above all laughter are
more pleasing to God than the devil. He can be cruel, but he
admits that crueaty is sinful; he can be compassionate, and. he
wins his knighthood for an act of mercy (in Chapter Lxxxix). He
claims, too, the virtue of honesty, admitting himself a coward and
blaming the hypocrisy of 'honour' for the curse of the wars in
which his rascality has been a minor matter; his later relatively
sombre accounts of the wars in Prance lend this view some support.
His lechery, real or imagined, has to be confessed in the ninetyninth chapter as mortal sin, but it has all been conducted in a
confident obedience to Fastoif's rules of life. Halfway through
the novel (in Chapter XXXV1].1) he counsels his niece and mistress
Miranda on the forgiveness of sins. There will be joy even in
Purgatory, he says. Sins are only human nature and Christ ha8
atoned for them. It is 'a tall story' but 'God is a tall story'
and 'we are a tall story too'. He quotes

eat

uia impossibile' and, pleads on his own behalf that he has a passion
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for 'the wisdom of foolishness'. IIost of the rest of the chapter
describes his subsequent sport with Miranda. Friar Brackley is
said. to correct Fastoif's wilder notions. From his point of view
there is presumably more folly than visdom in the speciousness
of this scene.
The real Brackley was apparently more interested in politics
14
than theology. But the novel' a friar might maintain to himself
or to God that Fastoif is a huge samDle of all that is baptised
but incompletely tamed by Christianity in medieval England. (In
medieval literature The Wife of Bath is anot1r). The eighth chapter
of 3. Huizinga's The Waning of the Middle A ges, 'Love Formalised'
provides reminders of how thoroughly mixed pagan and Christian
conceptions remained in medieval culture. 'The brutality and the
licence of the lower classes was always fervently but never very
efficiently, repressed by the Church,' Huizinga wrote there, and.
'the sexual life of the higher classes remained surprisingly rude

15

He provided ample illustration. There were 'two layers of
civilisation superimposed, coexisting though contradictory' and
16
these can be seen in 'courtly' and 'primitive' verse. In Charles
he found

poetry (striving).., to recover that

primitive cormexion with sacred matters of which the Christian
17
religion had bereft it'. Discussing Jean de Meun and the Becond
Part of the Roman de la Rose, Huizingargument recalls that more
heretical, and modern, ideas than Fastoif's were current at the
beginning of the fifteenth century. 'It is impossible to imagine
a more deliberate defiance of the Christian ideal' than Jean de Meun
18
In the Roman de la Rose. Sexuality is defended, there, by VenuB,
Nature and Genius. Chastity Is condemned as Nature's enemy,
unacceptable to God. 'The intimate circle of Jean de Meun' a admirers...
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19
is Identical with that of the first French humanists'. Despite
attacks, the most effective by Jean Gerson of the University of
Paris, this work was profoundly influential and tags from it
became common sayings. Attempts were made to

or

reclaim it for orthodox Christianity, by finding religious
20
meanings in its allegories. The cultured Brackley, kno,ing of
Jean de Meun, will perhaps think Fastoif an innocent, and a
relatively docile child of the Church.
Fastoif's reading seems to have been

conventional

and there Is no reason to suppose him influenced by the later
part of the Romade is Rose. He is,rather,a spokenan for the
elements in medieval life which his intelligence and
natterIngs of learning can articulate. Like the conon soldiers
who are unaffected by honour, and the taverners whose licence is
inefficiently repressed by the Church, he remains fIily within
organised religion but equal].y finiily recalcitrant.
As a character in a sort of historical novel he can be called
re9lit1c in representing a rebarhative humanity which the Christian
religion has always had to contend with. In a later age of faith
than that which I'ye portrays, Shakespeare's Falstaff was able to
still the theatre's groundlings, according to a contemporary report,
2].
as no other stage character could. One reason for Falstaff's
power is that he represents the human, more than the devilish,
cnponent in the Church's stage flgu.re of the Vice. Another is
the Imaginative life which Shakespeare bestows. The only reality
In Nye's book is that of

imagination which remains even

wher we have seen the illusion of an historical Falstaff ridiculed
away. Nye's achievement is more difficult to assess because its
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centre of interest is not his property; Fastolf could not have
been conceived, without Falstaff. Since Falstaff is present at
the back of the reader's mind,severa]. features of Falstaff lock
very flimsy. The erotic fantasies are written with the right
deft gusto but they are too many and too long, of little literary
and no historical interest. The Rabelaisian lists (of Popes, giants1
banquet-courses) are appropriate, in that Falstaff would like
Rabelais and in that we think of him as Rabelaisian. The
typographical oddities and the diagrams which fashionably decorate
many of the pages can be defended too: Falstaff would scrawl
graffiti. But these devices quickly come to seem doodling on
Nye's part. As a wit, as a poet, and as an historical novel1st
he has achieved far more than that.
In the foreground of the novel is one of the grandest of
literary characters,

In the ludic manner: It is good.

to see how well he survives the process, how easily Imagination
can get the better of theoretical manipulation. The background
Is the histories], period from which he was borrowed for Shakespeare's
purposes, sketchily but vividly shown. The book Is a celebration
of Falstaff and a reflection on his origin In Fastolf, and. in the
religion of Fastolf's time. As a hero for to-day Falstaff might
have been seen as the champion of

this

novel often Implies that he would think poorly of the later
twentieth century (he makes caustic crnents on
observing that it was an exhausted movement In the sixth century -In Chapter XXXV11). He Is, rather, the champion of imagination,
'3.udjc' In the most positive sense. Games and laughter, he
maintains, take place in all healthy minds and. his is superbly

18].

healthy, although not clean. '0 the laughter of God Is endless',
he says (Chapter Xxiii); 'a soul that could not laugh would be a
deed soul, a stick, a devil' (ChEipter XXXV111). Because he
maintains that there Is truth behind laughter he speaks for his
own age and for what survives from It in ours. Modern theories
which count him no more than illusion, he would say, belong to
thin men.
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J.G.liju-wEiL :

L.i1iE TRILOGY'

11ary r.enau1t is a novelist v.ho reminds us of an historian
interoreting facts and. brin,ing the past to life for present
readers on the basis of the evicience. Burgess and Nye put us in
mind of literary critics for vhom facts about the past are seen
in relation to the literature, language and legends vhich have
survived.. J.G..Parrell resembles a philosopher for whom facts
are curious in themselves. Largaret Dra'oble's essay on his work
comments on the abunctance of ideas which obsess the characters
and. of things whicn beset them. 1 It is the most pervasive
characteristic of' these novels. Facts for Farrell are made of
ideas and of things; he holds up these specimens of the past
for inspection, ith a kind. of wonderment. Objects give reality
to facts. A hotel is in charred ruins today because it vas
burned dovn in the Troubles of 1921. There are funeral—'ells
at Lucicnow because of the 1vutiny. Ideas helped to make the
facts, and. offered explanation at the time. Farrell has idess
of his own, although he is not doctrinaire. His ruling idea
is that man is caught beteen the irresistible temotations of
thought and the recalcitrant nature of the physical world
about him. He set his best novels at three oints in the
century before he began to write and. he argued that this
distancing gave a freedom to his vision of life. Life, he
thought, basically does not change very much'.
This recent past was all too real to .'arrel1. he set out the
facts from his research, he let the ideas of the period loose
in his characters, and he surrounded them -- indeed, bombara.ed
them -- with its physical substance. The books deal with three
of the most disastrous episodes in the course of the ritish
Empire: in Troubles (1970), Ireland between 1919 and 1921; in
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The Siege of Krishnanur
mnapore Grip

(1973), the In di an 1ut my; and in The

(1978), the Japanese Invasion of .1.942. Trie people

of these stories are in historic ciifi.iculties ('Difficulties' was
a orking title for the Mutiny novel) 2 which they find hard to
interpret, while struggling in mental and physical turmoil. vVe
are meant, although 'ithout much fuss on the author's part, to
find that a metapior of our own conuition. In the following
passage he used this term in the course of iemarks about Troubles
recorded in

1972.
It is a common misconception that vhen the
historians have finished with an historical
incident there remains nothing but a patch
of feathers and. a pair of feet; in fact, the
most important things, for the very reason
that they are trivial, are unsuitable for
digestion by historians, iho are only able
to nourish themselves on the signing of
treaties, battle-strategies, the formation
of Shadow Cabinets and so forth. These matters
are quite alien to the life most people lead,
which consists of catching colds, falling in
love, or falling off bicycles. It is this
real life which is the novelist's concern
(though, needless to say, realism is not the
only way to represent it). One of the tnings I
have tried to do in Troubles is to show people
'undergoing' history, to use an. expression of
Sartre's. The Irish trou r 1es of 1919-1921 were
chosen tartly beciuse they appeared to be safely
lodged in the past; most of the book was written
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before the curient Irish di±ficulties bro.ce
out, giving it n unintended topicality. dhat
I wanted to do as to use this perioo. of the
past as a metaThor tor today, because ] believe
that however much the suDerficial detail nd
customs of life may change over the years, basically
life itself does not change very much. ln.eed
all literciture that survives must depend on this
assumption. Another reason why I Dref erred to
use the past is that, as a rule, people have
already msd.e up their minds about tne present.
About the Dast tney are more susceptible to
clarity of vision.3
e are more likely to see what is absurd in a VictoriAn
pnrenologist's attemnts to reduce human nature to a convenient
system (in the portrayal of the ivagistrate in The Siege of
hrisl-inanur) Farrell's last Doint says, than to see the same
essential absurdity in the p ost—Freudian psychiatrist -- if we
believe in psychiatry. ve are more likely to sympathise with
the man blinded, by Victorian science -- if vve disbelieve. .nd
ve may be led to see the phrenologist's predicament as a
metaphor for that of the psychiatrist. As for real life, if
we look at a war—artist's record of such a scene as the relief
of Krisbriapur, we assume as historians that those present were
filled with personal and patriotic elation at the return of
Imperial order. In Farrell's 'real life' his phrenologist
'the Iagistrate', takes advantage of the moment to place his
hand on the neck, publically inviolable in normal circumstances,
of Lucy -- a fallen voman and an ideal phrenological test case.
He finds to his 'dismay and. incredulity' that her organ of
arnativeness is by no means as developed as her character and
career require.
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Slapned by Lucy, and caugnt in tue act by a passing sub.ltern,
the 1iagistrate is scientifically ana. socially 1nortlfied. at the
very moment when history expects him to exult. This is how an
individual may underdo history, 'falling off his bicycle', in
the real life the novelist observes. Farrell's talent was for
comedy and his first instinct was to show the disparity bets een
everyday life and. history. In the midst of the £roubles, the
Iutiny, or the invasion of Singapore,he shows moments of history
which are lifelike in seeming so unhistoric to those involved.
'Undergoing history' suggests human helplessness and Farrell's
work makes this seem to be in the nature of things. he shows
hov' the scale of most lives ctiffers from the scale on which ve
conceive history. This can help dispel Dresent pre3ualce; the
novels combat piejudice too, by showiug ironically hov passionately
wrong ideas, and ideas open to question, are held by his Deople of
the past. Given that life is alvays 'essentially the same', th
makes a meiapnor of the past, alvays comic and sometimes shocking.
This particular blend of humour and pathos, of the bizarre
and the horrific, has been traced to a wide enough variety of
sources to establish its originality. John 3nurling's essay
detects Stendhal, Conrad, Iiann, lalcoim Lo'vry and. P.G.dociehouse.4
It is true that one chapter of a Farrell novel can bring Stendhal
and vodehouse to mind. Evelyn vaugh and .inihony Povell are also
sometimes audible in the background of Farrell's writing,
although it is less barbed and less manuered. He sounds most
like himself. In

siege of .c.rishna pur the poet Eleury,

loauing a gun, seems to discover a truth; that 'nobody is
superior to anyone else, he only my be better at doing a
specific thing'.
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Doubtless, Coleridge or Keats or Larnartine
vould have been as clumsy with the sponge as
he was himself ... but wait, had. not Lamartine
been. a military nan? vith French poets you
could never tell. He stepped back, his ears
ringing as the catrnon crashed again. He could
not remember. (Chapter 10).
It would be tedious to try to add. to John Spurlin.g's sound observations on how Farrell absorbed other modern writers or to relate
this moment of ill-advised absorption to a long, rich tradition
of comic writing. It is a clue, }xv%'ever, to what is most characteristic in these novels and to the way in which the past is made a
metaphor for the present. It is Parrellian in making the real
world, vhich perhaps includes both the fact of Lamartine as a
military poet, and. the cannon, threaten to obstruct the free flow
of ideas. 5 Farrell gave such intellectual characters as Fleury
his own love of ideas; it may be that his physical disability
(after polio) sharpened his sense of the intractable nature of
triings and of the facts with which we report on them. Ideas are
increasingly abundant in the 'Empire' sequence. The novels
present worlds crowded with things and facts which counter the
characters' speculations. The intellectual life of the recent
history with which they deal overlaps, of course, with ours which
so much derives from the hundred years they cover. The period
is so well documented that a researcher is liable to be overwhelmed with facts, and thinge in which the past survives are
known to all of us. The three Imperial failures in Ireland, India
and Singapore are conscientiously treated as historical episodes.
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The novList is most interested in showing them as exam ples of
theory in conflict with contingency, of ideas t odds with hard
fact.
Puzzling over the character of his fiance 'the Iaior' in
Troubles p onders the 'precise and factual letters' which she wrote
to him while he was at the front. The letters are no help,although
they were 'filled ... witn an invincible reality as hard as granite'
On the day the Lutiny breaks out in Krishnapur .i?leury is engaged.
in a long and fruitless lecture, aimed et the i.aharaah's unapprecitive son Han, on the futility o± materialism. There are
various ironies at work as he talks of the holiness of the heart
and the uselessness of modern inventions. He is sneaking to the
only indian in Krishnapur 'ho, because he has accepted .uroDean
ideas E'bout material -orogress, does not at this moment intend to
do leury to death and drive the British out of India. He is soon
in the exigencies of the siege, to be inventing new veaDon himself,
and slauntering Indians on behslf of material progress cunong other
causes. But the most telling irony is thsL hi1e he s peaks he is
in the grip of metal clamps attached to his head o that tani can
&aKe his picture ith the latest dapierreotyie machine: 'jie was
seething with excitcmeni, ano. ould have sprung to his ±eet,
gesticulating, had not nis head been firmly 'hedged in the iron rin&
(Ghapter 5). The vvorld of ob3ects imposes a riore subtle restraint
on intellectual passions later in the book hen the Collector
of Knislinapur is reduced to sitting on an oak throne which has a
missing front leg. Since the Collector can.iot express strong
opinions without leaning forward to emphasise them the chair
teaches him to see 'several sides to every question': 'It hsd
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once even gone so far as to empty him onto the floor for voicing
an intolerant opinion on the Jesuits'. The chair's influence
becomes permaient, acting on the Collector even when he leaves it.

"iitnout love everything is a desert. .ven

Justice,

Science and

Collector was careful

espectability. ' The
to embrace ihis conviction

in a moderate manner, lest he be tipped out of
the chair in hich he was no longer sitting.
(Chapter 31).
1argaret Drabble's essay is oartly an attempt to rescue him from
the charge that he makes history a rear comic but meaningless.
She rightly identifies the ruling spirit in the books,'hich is
honest bafflement.
There are few writers vho have made such
Dervasive use of the emotion of bewilo.erment.
Confused, puzzled, surprised, doubtful, uncertain,
hesitating, depressed --

these are

words that

a p ear with haunting regularity. The typical
Farrell man is baffled by politics, by economics,
by history itself, v'hich cannot be made to fit
his preconceived notions. His response is at
first eager, vulnerable, naive. Yet he is
honourably and honestly, if a little hopelessly,
engaged in an attempt to understand, to fit the
incomprehensible parts together.6
he typical Farrell man fails, and the reader's wish to fit the
parts together receives little help from the author. The iViajor's
belief in the civilising pover of the .tritish .t!^lrnlre is,
kiargaret Drabble notes, 'a view clearly not shared by the author'.7
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That is clearly so, although ihe Tajor and iany of the other
characters vho represent Britishness remain civilising po'ers
themselves, on a small scale. vthy the British pire fails is
still an open question at thc end of The 3lngaDore Grip, 'hen the
nature and extent of its failure have been thoroughly surveyed.
By the time he wrote this Farrell tad come to tl"ink that most of
the clues were to be found in economics. ,then he vvas awarded the
Booker Prize for The ieof Krislmapur he oke scathingly of
Booker McComaell's trertment of Thrd torld enroloyees.d His
sympathy is obvious in the books, for the Irish poor, for the
Asians of ingapore, and for the Indians clthouh they are seen
throun cool and amused British eyes in The biege ci' KriSh.
Tne sympathy is unn ixed with seniimentality, arid it does not
simplify Farrell's thinking or distort his portrayal of characters
in possession of wealth and Dov'er. iViargaret Drabble ends her
essay in well-intentioned confusion about Farrell as a political
writer.
Finally, it seems to me that his last three
finished novels are at heart political, and that
his own attitude is neither as detached nor as
neutral as it xnay at first glance appear. All
the distancing is directed towards one end -the ree1ation of the abaurdity and injustice
of things as they are, and the need for radical
change. How much faith he had in the possibility
of change is another matter... Farrell combined
a sense of the pointless absurd.it, of man with a
real and increasing compassion for characters
caught up in decay and confusion, so that, though
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they may be the puppets of history,
they are not merely puppets. Kindness,
gentleness, concern for others -- these
are enduring values in which British
gentlemen like the :ajor do not hold. a
monopoly (witness 1VIatthews delight in
The Singapore Grip at finding a non-European
doctor, a 'lonely philanthropist', devoting
all his spare time and money to the inmates
of a dying-house.) There is hope for the
future...
This begins with a bold statement about politics and 'radical change'
and ends vnth the author's respect for the 'lonely' good man amidst
the chaos, who may be British or Chinese. Hope today is no more
or less than when Raffles first visited Singapore, on this basis,
whiôh is all .i?arrell offers. Will any new undertaking with ambitions
on the scale of the npire's do better? The question is bewildering.
whereas Burgess and. Nye, Ludic historical novelists, reveal
the problematic nature of fiction, Farrell reveals the problematic
nature of historical interpretation. He accepts the older conventions of modern prose narrative and. believes they reflect what we
normally experience. Each novel is a story which proceeds from a
start to a finish in an orderly manner. The characters are
presented as they conceive themselves and. see one another. Parrell
is a realist. The masonry of the Ma a estic Hotel in Troubles, the
furniture of the Residency at Erishnapur, and the rubber in the
godowna at Singapore and their reality are accessible to common
sense. Farrell is sceptical about general ideas, suspecting the
false comfort they can offer us, and our reluctance to keep testing
them against real life. It is an. understandable, although a
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disastrous reluctance, because Farrell's real world is not kind
to theory. It is not tot11y perplexing. A good. deal of liberal
opinion is obviously endorsed by the autrior. But in The siege of
Kriskuiapur points are made, in favour of female emancipation, for
example, vhich seem almost trite; and Farrell's imagination tends
to be engaged. on the 'wrong' side; he is better at imagining the
Collector's view of women, attracted. but patronising, than at
imagining the suppressed. personalities of the Victorian ladies,
and more interested in what most fully occupies his imagination.
But he does not indulge the fixed ideas of his characters, even
when he sympathises; if he had. chosen to put a feminist into
The Siege of Krishnapur, the novel would. probably have started.
to find facts which fail to fit.
A definition of the perspeccive in these novels was offered.
in her reviev, by Elizabeth Bowen. Saying that the book 'is not
a "period piece"',she went on:
it is yesterday reflected in today's consciousness. The ironies, the disparities, the dismay,
the sense of unavailingness are contemporary)0
It would. be more completely accurate to say that doubts, detected
in the periods in vhich the three novels are set are ad.justed to
contemporary consciousness. As for the period of Troubles, one
can find something of this consciousness, for example, in the
writings of AE (George i'illiam .russell); although he was in spite
of it an optimist about the hope of uniting Ireland, he was as
sensitive as the narrator of Troubles to the absurd and destructive
divisions vhich events were making worse in the years after 1916.11
Troubles lets us hear the fanatical voices of those years. The
narrative voice which records them is more quietly aware of irony
and unavailingness than would. have been possible or acceptable
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at the time. Although Irish history began to renew the old. voices
ivhlle Troubles was still in the press, the intention was to show
the perplexities of half a century ago as a meta phor for those
of the time of writing. Its distance, now, has an unintended
irony but the method works, here as in the two sequels. I.iodern
history is baf±'ling,at Krishnapu.r, and at Singapore arid although
we know more about how, we are little wiser about why things
happen as they did. Only

human worth, in the ]1aJor or the

Chinese doctor Margaret Drabble mentions, can finally be set
above the granite hardness of fact. Each novel portrays
characters who are trapped, because each novel is the story of a
siege. In the first a community of British residents is isolated
in a vast decaying hotel in the Irish countryside. Krishnapur
is a remote station cut off frm the British world once the iutiny
starts. Singapore is gradually encircled by the Japanese. .hen
we look for metaphor, the first is plain to see. British civilisation is besieged in the modern world; and. we may remember the
phrase from Vauban used in The Siege of krishnapur: 'place
, ,
assiegee, place prise!' -- although the novel proves that wrong
for once. Siege - mentality in each book offers a metaphor for
modern British thiriking: it is not insisted on, but once noticed
is full of implications which we may take if we choose. A siege
can. bring out the best and. the vorst in those who undergo it. It
does concentrate attention on physical realities.
The point of observation in Troubles is inside the Ma3estic
Hotel at Kilnalough during the residence of Iajor Brendan Archer
(always known as 'the ;ajor') betveen 1919 and. 1921; for most of
the story the point of view in the third person narration is his.
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In tue summer of U19 he 1eves the arlity, arter a Derlod of
co.nvaleE,cence folloiuE, snell—shock in the trenches,

c-Lfld

Eoes to

irelano. .tor the first time to seek out Ane1a bpencer, shose
fatner on tne 1a3est1c. She is an .nglo-1rish girl he once met
briefly on leave; she has corresponaed. with him ever since aflL
they rather vaguely appear to be engaged. Altliouh .kne1a a.eclines
and dies early in the story, the Laor is drawn into the life oi
her family, the hotel, and. its neignbourhood. Angela's brother
Ripon upsets their fatn.er, dward Spencer, by marrying a Catholic
heiress. Edwaro. comes to deDeno. on the uia3or to help preserve
the hotel, although rela'tions beteen them become strainec. hen
both are in love with Sarah, another Catholic girl. A cheeri'ul
note is provided by Anpela's teenage sisters, tvins who involve
the i.tajor in iheir pranks. Sirin i"ein militants (,Thinners) are
a constant menace but the daruest sn ' do is cast by the oresence
of uxiliaries who make chemselve a nuisance at the hotel anu.
at tne golf club. The story reaches a climax on the night of
the Ball which has been erranged in the hope

0.1.

reviving the

hotel's former glory. The result is a disaster, partly because
of the indiscretion of Edvard and. Sarah, partly because of the
Auxis' loutish behaviour. A dnouement quickly develos. Sarah
runs away vibh the leader of the Auxiliaries, the hotel guests are
driven avay by the nes that the Republic is to be recognised
and British troops 'ithdrwn. Only then does a Sinn Feiner
appear, to be shot dead by Edward for trying to blow up Queen
Victoria's statue. when a Black and. Tan arrives he is u.rowned. by
Sinn .'einers, vvho would have droned the Iaor too but for the
timely arrival of some last—ditch old lady residents. while they
are rescuing, the iaor the hotel butler
which burns to the ground.

sets fire to the Iiajestie
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There are key incidents in Farrell which are minor in themselves but very memorable and very concentrated in effect. It
would b hard to forget the moment at hich the gret metallic
letter

IVL'

becomes detached front the rest of the ±ame on the hotel's

facade arid falls on a terrace-table 'here an old lady is about to
take afternoon tea.

he is unhurt but indiant. To .Ldward's

relief it transpires that she has not identified the source of the
large sea-gull sha'jed piece of metaJ? hich has drooped from the
sky, arid that she is annoyed only at the destruction of her tea,
having sDent much of the afternoon searching the hotel's inter-.
mineble corridors for a servant to take her order. Edv,ard orders
fresh tea to be brouit. Henceforth the hotel proclaims itself
'AJESTIC'. Edward soon stops worrying but the Major, vho orries
about everything at Kilnalough, thinks that t1e hotel may be on
the point of collapse.
Majestic and. graced by Victora's statue, ihe hotel syrnbolises
the British connection of the .tuiglo-Irish ascendancy rather than
the Anglo-Irish themselves -- a varied, complex society. The
house 'was still stariding ve are told in the lirat paragraph of
the novel 9 'in those days'. Once,yachts would have been beached
there; an. annual regatta was held in July. Today there are charred.
remains. By the time the place burned down it was 'in such a
state of disrepair that it hardly mattered'. From the Major's
first surprised encounter the state of disrepair of the Majestic
and its occupants is almost lovingly explored. If a large,
crumbling Irish house and household appears at first as part of
a whimsical literary convention, as Bernard Bergonzi noted,
Farrell sets about asserting its reality vith enthusiastic
conviction. 12 The gateposts, askew although still mounted by their
stone crowns, retain the 'skeletons' of great iron hinges which
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once supported gates. The house is perhaps held together,
perhaps in the last stages of being broken asunder, by its ivy
and. tropical vegetation, coverd with dust, like everything else
inside the house. Only a few of the three hundred rooms are
occupied, by aged guests who can no longer pay their bills. As
the Manor explores the bui1dingfascinated and aDpalled., Parrell
charts and details a vast, intricate ruin, whose furnishings and
equipment recall its former luxury, and testify to the stamina
of those who still live in the wreckage. The room the Laor
chooses has a fine view of terraces leading down to the sea, but
a faintly unpleasant smell; in a bedside cupboard he finds a
sheep's head smothered in maggots; these sheep -heads, Edward
explains,unembarrassed, are what they feed to he dogs. So
intensely lived in, once, and. now so abandoned, the house asserts
itself against its remaining occupants, in various ways. Its
size makes human relations difficult. The Liajor spends hours
vainly searching for his flance, arid does not learn that she
has been dying from leukaemia until he attends her funeral.
Edward. and the rich Catholic miller r Noonan,whose daughter
Ripon marries, failed to meet after wandering the corridors,
always on different floors. At one point Edward attacks the
encroaching foliage with a kitchen knife but its hold on the fabric
is irresistible. The upper rooms are dangerously infested with
cats, whose raids into the uninhabited regions can result in
horrible outbursts of violence. animal life abounds; there are
piglets, peacocks, s p arrows, ovas, rats and mice, all v-uJ..nerable;
the cats fight back with weird tenacity against all attempts to
exterminate them until their flamin, finish. The fall of the
initial 'M' seems both a surrender and a spiteful act of violence
on the part of the house.
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It falls in .iieceinber l20. November 1920, i?.d.L.Lyons
writes, was 'by any reckoning the vorst month of the entire i-ng10irish war'

The atrocities committed by irish and British forces

often against non-cornbatnt civilians, reached proportions in
Dublin and Cork hich justify the term 'war', although the
character of the atticks and 'reprisals' hardly seemed to people
like the 1ajor to deserve that term. .?arrell amply documents the
shootings and other 'punishments' with news excerpts and gossip,
and uses newspaper quotations to recall the violence taking Dlace
in other parts of the world, in Russia, in Chicago, in india.
The kajor who has 'witnessed a killing and coun.ter-kiLLing in a
.Oublin street feels that journalism reduces the reality of sL.ch
events, shielding the reader vith a screen of 'histor r ' . The
novel shields the reader from the full horror of the small trouble
'3hirmners' are discreetly plunderin& the 1ajestic, but it is not
until Edward shoots the young man who comes to dyn3lrate the
Queen's statue thet the events vhich have often seemed to the
.Lv..ajor to resemble comic opera turn to bloodshed. Early skirmishes
are grotesque or comic illustrations of the lack of understanding
bet'een people such as Edward and members of Sirm Fein. This
delay aLLovs Farrell to create his siege-mentality Tnithln the
hotel -- a mixture of habitual fear prompted by rumours and a
different sense of the unreality of violence reported in the
newspaDers. The decay of the house and. the physical struggles
with its fabric arid its animal life convey the tensions and the
hatreds within British Irelnd. The British house in vhich
Eciward and his guests shelter is out of order and the f8lling
'Ill' should recall to them as it does to the reader that danger is
as likely to come from 'their' side as from the 'enemy' outside.
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What falls, though,

is

neither a symbol nor, once detached, a

letter, but a murderous piece of metal which narrowly misses.
The victirris lack of surprise or curiosity about its provenance is
funny, but also grimly appropriate. By December 1920 people were
so accustomed to random, incomprehensible attacks from nowhere
that they were, like the IViajor a year earlier, shell-shocked.
It is partly through Edward and partly through the hotel
that Farrell sets the Ireland of 1919-21 against its background
of past troubles extending back centuries, and in living memory
as far back as the famine. Shabby and precarious as it has become,
the 1'Iaestic never lets us forget that it has deserved its name.
It is still a rich source of accidentally-strewn subsistence for
the very poor of the district who come to iif1e its d.ustbins.
It is freighted with hunting and sporting equipment, from the
best shops, reminders of how English prosperity had affected
those in Ireland with enough money to buy .&iglish goods -- an alien
influence which was especially resented by the Gaelic-Catholic
element in the independence movement. Edward is living, like his
old lady guests, arid his daughter Angela in her last days, on
memories of his past in India and in an earlier Ireland. That his
son, who has not fought in the Great War, abandons him, sharing
none of his basic faiths, indicates (as perhaps does the hint of
self-n-ockery in his eyes) that he knows his fiercely unquestioningly pro-British cause is finished. He is not likely to give in.
His broken nose is a souvenir from Trinity, where he boxed against
a heavier Gaelic-sDeaklng adversary who repeatedly knocked him
down, vhile he showed British pluck by repeatedly getting up again
until felled by a lucky blow. Although not much disturbed by the
fallen

'ivi',

he is irritated by txe disfigurement of the proud name.

If half the house should fall down, the Major reflects, Edward
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would console himself with the thought of a hundred and fifty
rooms still standing, far more than he could hope to fill.
1dward's pride, in his hopeless son for example, Is touching; the
erratic vigour with which he prosecutes the hopeless defence
of his Interests can be Impressive. The Ball deserved to be a succes
He is at times more than slightly mad, but he has a touch of the
dignity that lingers about the Majestic; and he has a decency,
rather lacking In Ripon and completely absent in the Auxiliaries,
which finds a wann response in the Major. It would be Impossible
for him to think of asking the old ladies to pay their biLls.
Like the house he was solidly built; but as with the house, his
position is now indefensible.
It is Ironically amusing that Edward is quite unaware of ny
cornection between the state of his house and his own situation.
But In reading we are only partially aware of symboli&ri. The
Majestic is a real house, not a 'symliolic system' as it would be
In a novel by L.P.Hartley or William Golding. We are constantly
reminded of Its reality, and the title often seems to apply
more immediately to the house than to the political and
military affairs In the country. Edward remains optimistic, the
Major doubtful, as curious cracking sounds are heard In the brickwork, or a black hole appears in the slates of the roof of the
servants' wing, or bulges of new vegetation grow in the waljs.
The Majestic is In the foreground of our attention. As Edward
rails against Catholicin, or Irish atIonalI3n, or 'traitors'
In general, asserting the stock of slogans which serve him for
ideas, these interpretations of the greater troubles seem simply
Irrelevant. Sarah's equally stale and repetitive views on Ireland
-- Ireland might as well be Invaded by Germans as governed by
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stiff, ignorant British ent1emen of the iajor's kind. -- are
their counterpart. Ideas in this novel are reiterated, not
developed.

ore thoughtful, better informed views hich might

have been used -- those of 'A. ..', of y eats or of G. B. Shaw -are left out. Je Valera, ho is mentioned in the novel, is a
figure who seems very remote from the 1Viaestic -- but remote too,
Farrell might have said, from the ex p erience of most peotle in
Ireland then. The most high-minded discussion takes place when
a group of English undergraduates visit the hotel; they are on
a vacation study-tour and are sure of getting 'to the bottom of
the irish question'. At dinner they infuriate Edward witn tneir
pacifist and. democratic opinions; in th rage which follows he
kills the Sinn .i?einer. That the undergraduates are right that
Britain must respect the results of the elections, wnich have
given Slim Pein a sweeping majority, seems less important than
their superficiality. They are so sure of their ideas (all secondhand from the Oxford Union) that they cannot see where they are.
They play croquet and rag in the corridors while the cost-war
Mc.jestic creaks emptily about them. The revolvers set out at
dinner are a joke to them -- except to the one older student who
was in the war.
The war is the great fact behind the situation which the
Iviajor is unwilling to discuss; it still gives him nightmares.
The war has left objects, some cherished. by Edward who has a
volume of photographs of fallen heroes. (Their fading faces are
beginning to look indistinguishable.) The term 'hero' is part
of Ed.ward.'s mental equipment but it means little to the Wiajor.
The 'Auxis' are returned heroes, 'the men from the trenches';
the i'ajor suspects that nothing in Ireland. is very meaningful
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to them. The ex-aoldier among the undergraduates is dazed by
their talk, in which he concurs; but he sits handling the revolver
as a ianiliar thing amidst unfaiuliar id.eas. The iirst t'10 pages
of the novel describe the iLajor's state of mind after hos)1tal.
His aunt invites friends to tea to cheer him up. At first he is
excessively cheerful, leaping about with cakes and sandwiches.
After a time he vanishes and. the aunt finds him sitting in a
deserted draing-room vith bitterness in his face. Later he returns,
cheerful again. nhen some young ladies are invited he dismays
everyone by staring at their heads and limbs. He is triinking,
we are told, 'how firm and solid they look, bub
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easily they

come away from the body'. The realities the kajor has known make
ideas about the war unhelpful.
AS

a character he is simply cornDosed. of the qualities ve

should expect in the most atiractive but unexceptional young oflicer
of the .ihrst War, disciplined in himself, oolitely tolerant to
others. Farrell makes him a remarkably attractive character,
though. John Spurling thinks him 'one of the most sympathetic
characters in fiction.., a Quixote without being a fool, a Galaha.L
without being a prig'; and that praise is not absurd. 14 Always
surprised but never flunmioxed, often vexed. or hurt but always
moderate, his partly shell-shocked bewilderment at the Troubles
makes an ideal sensibility (given Farrell's uncommitted purposes)
in which to record them. He is -- genthmanliness apart -- a good.
as well as a likeable man, sometiing notoriously hard to achieve
in literature; and he is entitled, vve should feel, to his outburst
of injustice when it comes. He has been a-opalled. by Edward's
killing of the saboteur; sitting with the i'iest, listenin to
one patriot condemning the murder of another, he is suddenly
appalled cvon more by the man's hatred aoined to the sign of his
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Catholici&n, the crucifix on the wel]-. Edward, he tells the
priest, in a surge of anger, was right. This is the only such
outburst in three hundred and fifty pages. Soon afterwards, just
before the very end, he is, as 'punishment', buried up to the
neck in the beach to wait for the tide to come in, and stil]
bewildered.
The Major's role as the sensibility in which events sre
registered (his role as British representative Is obvious) can be
seen to justify the feature of the novel which has caused most
annoyance. Instead of working the background of Irish and
British atrocities Into the story, as talk, or ignoring It, Farrell
inserts newspaper paragraphs, unrelated to the surrounding text;
these cover Irish and foreign news. Bernard Bergonzi, who
admires the novel, hints at a disapproval of this inartistic
15
solution which is more strongly expressed by other critics.
A global context is established by the
intennittent guotatlon of newspaper reports
showing what was happening in the rest of
the world; Bolshevi&n In Russia; D'Annunzio
entering Plume; race riots In Chicago; massacre
at Amritsar. It is an effective if unsubtie way
16
of emphasising the novel's hIstorIcIty.
The unsubtiety, in this subtle hook, Is consciously perpetrated.
It would have been in the Irish Times that the Major learned
of the wider troubles. Newspapers are unsubt]-y insistent and
disconcerting In their obtrusion of facts on our attention. The
Major, who can cope with things at the Majestic, is at a loss
with these reports. The news does not seem to fit into experience
and the newspapers seem to jettison horrific events into
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Lookin, back at the aor ve can syrimsthise v.ith this heiDlessness
-- v'.e are invited to n.ako more
could vhen they were alive.

0±

tnoe fosi1s

0±

fact than he

as Bolshevism connected ith the

Irish indepeiidence movement, ho'cver iniiectly 9 That ias an
awkvvard question for the Irish leders, between 116 nd 1921.17
The novel leaves us to contemulate Lhe fact thst the uprisings
coincided, as though to say 'that is history'. It is concerned
with the 'real life' going on at the time as those ho lived it
underwent history.

Troubles is not a study of the Troubles vthich :ould uake a
e need, at least,
useful introduction for a student of history.
to vve read .?. S. L. Lyons f irst . 18 The siege of krisbnur
.s more unbitious in the scale on hich it transforms fact into
fiction. The fictional siege in the novel has been created from
&ccounts of what hsppened. in various parts of India; it tries to
show the Mutiny in little, and it could serve as an introduction
to the history. 1'arre11 has taken Herbert Butterfield's idea,
that the modern historian's final statement may be a piece of
detailed research rather than a firm gcneralisation, and inverted.
it for his own purDose.

He has explored the general history

of the Indian utiny in order to construct his ov'n particular
case; he uses this to illustrate general truths about the British
in India and. about human behaviour. Farrell's 'fterword' tells
us that the novel has borrowed from diaries, letters and. memoirs
as well as from history books.° The novelist remains, of course,
free to invent. There are signs that he has been

less exact than

e should expect of an historian. He mentions as one of his
sources ('among the writers I have cannthalised') '.?. C. Sherer'
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who is presuinsbly J. . Sherer, author of Daily Life durin the
Indian Luti

(ic93), or is'. C. Laude, author of iemoirs of the

1iutiny (1894) whose two volumes lncor3orate 3herer's narrative.
In the text of the novel there is a reference to 'the rebel who
had just shot the adjutant' (Charter 2), and vho was subsequently
overpovvered by the moral presence of General hearsey. In fact the
rebel had shot the adjutant's horse and. then wounded tne adjutant
1 ith a sword. 2 ' Of course the young man Fleury who remembers this
incident when he meets the general may be held responsible for
a small error. Such details do not detract Irom B'arrell's intention
to be loyal to the sources.
It is hard. to keep the Lutiny in one persoective. When we
read detailed accounts by survivors it is cataclysmic. To the
British residents vho endured the major sieges at Cawnpore nd
Lucknow the order of things must heve seemed to be chsning. As
happens in the novel, people went mad at Oa%m p ore, and the ladies
who had been so carefully protected from all forms of Indian
unpleasaniness were suddenly rnmersed in it. Other scenes in
Farrell are copied from what ha!pened at Lucknow where the
European population took its stand in the Residency, attending
regular church-services, but hoarding food, auctioning property,
and dining on sparrows, like the people of K'ishnapur. The siege
of Cawnpore ended in the massacre of men, women and children.22
The slaughter of (often) innocent Indians which followed the
suppression of the uprising(and which is not within the scope of
the novel) must have been worsened by the sense in those who had
seen it that their basic beliefs hsd. been injured or destroyed.
But when we look at the ivutiny in the context of the whole history
of British India it seems almost a minor matter. It was confined
to Bengal. The other regions under the Company's control remained
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loyal, arid even in Oudh vbhele tne figriting was worst many Hindoos
and. ruslims took the British side. 23 Normal life soon resumed.,
after the reorisals. The dls'Dlacemnent of the Company anc. the
assunption of direct colonial rule which the iu1ny hastened
would have soon taken place anyway. Farrell does not attempt the
larger pers p ective. His point Qf view' is that of his characters
who are fighting for their lives, and. also for all their wodly
goods, and for all they have believed; in all these respects he
imacineb it as a sh&ttering experience.
The novel might be read. together with such a work of detailec.
xese&rch as J. A. B. Palmer's The Muting Outbreak at i!eerut in 1857
(1966). palmer begins with background inforrrLatlon. 'Chapatis',
'Greased Cartridges' and 'The Presidency Division of the arLiy,
.'ebruary to Eay' are the titles of his first three cha pters. He
proceeds to a minute analysis of the cantonment at Ivieerut in thc
late spring of 1857, anci. then to a day-by-day reconstruction of
whet happened. His last chapter of 'Conclusions' offers some
general reflections, including a comparison of erowdbehaviour
in the I.utiny and in the .'rench Hevolution. Farrell's icrishnapur
is introduced. vith a series of portraits of the chief European
personnel arid civilian visitors present vhen the uprising occurs,
and with essential historial background. Iylr Hopkins the Collector
discovers the famous, enigmatic chapatis, which remain mysterious
today. We learn that a Collector is the East India Company official
in charge of a region. (It is the post which JosSedley, rather
implausibly, holds in Vanity i'air.) The Collector, the Magistrate
the civilian and military doctors arid the Padre are the principal
people at Krishnapur, as at iVeerut. 24 The Collector is at odds
with the officers of the (Company) army stationed nearby at
Captainganj', because he takes seriously the risk that the
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greased cartridges, hich offend Indian taboos, will rovoke an
uDrising. The army are against showing wea.lrness by tckifl any
unusual -nrecsutions. The Collector oro.ers nud qalls.25

e hear

of General Hearsey's speech to thc native troops at Darrackpore,
promising freedom of religious hellef.2b In Chapter 4 of the novel,
news comes of the Ivutiny at keerut, 'five hundred miles asay'.
General Jackson visits Krishnapur to arre.nge a cricket match and.
explain that there is no need to worry about reerut. b3:on afterwards Krishnapur is under siege.
Its defence occupies the bulk of the novel. The conflict is
conducted vit1i heroism and resourcefulness of the kinds to be
found throuhout Ivutiny memoirs and in evidence for courts of
inquiry.

very Englishman', orates tne Padre at one subaltern's

funeral, 'bill relate vith admiration vihat George Foxlett Cutter
did at the siege of icrishnapur!' (Cha pter 18). In real life,
Lieutenant George B'orrest of Ordnance was such a man as Cutter
(an exp ert in mines); Forrest was awarded the V.0. after exloding
the magazine at Delhi. 27 In the novel as in history darin&, and
endurance are shown by soldiers and civilians, men and women,
suffering from wounds, bereavement, disease (Krishnapu.r undergoes
a Cholera epidemic), and near-starvation. The Collector is
especially impressive, despite nerves, denression, illness and
intellectual turmoil, in aLnost demoralising circumstances, in
his stubborn adherence to 'duty' which is, finally for him, the
only sure gulde.28 By the end of the story a remnant of the
oefenders is still holding the Banqueting Hall, and. preparing
to blow tiaemselves up rather than surrender. The relief force
think it depressing to see Englishmen who have got themselves
into such a state. Exciting and moving, the novel is also
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psychologically interesting as a Dortrait of reonle accustomed
to 'respectability' end ordered lives finding themselves in
squalor and under fire. O..Forester could not have derived
more luman interest from the techniques of the defence. Pcrrell
sees all the human interest and also the potential for comedy.
his sense of humour at the expense of his Victoriens coexists
very haprily iith his power to sympathise ith them. . tea—party
ihere all present are filthy and totally exh'uted and only hot
water is served n the cups, conducted none the less ith
propriety, is both funny to him, and serious in the Victorian
view (repeatedly expressed. by the Collector) that 11 the social
rules do not rntter, nothing does. The ruriour that; young ladies
have been drEgged naked through the streets of Delhi is more
dismaying than the bloodiest atrocities.
The ie of Lrishnarur is o p en to a charge of unfairness to
the Indians. It offers no surport for the viev common cmong
indian writer that it vas a nation:'list rebellion. 2u.re is
only one episode in 'hicii we meet Indian characters apart Irom
glimpses of servants and. soldiers: the visit to the iaharajah's
palace in Chapter 5.

he i.aharajah is asleeD, ith servants in

aitenciance to shift the cushions beneath him. ve are tolo. that he
is averse to the r 3ritish presence and. to Pro,ress. rhls progressive
son Han reflects bitterly:
He did not want progress ... he wanted money,
jewels and naked girls, or rather, since he
already had all of these things, he wanted more
of them. han, like any reasonable person,
found these desires (money, jewels, naked
girls) incomprehensible. His father
was prepared to connive at the destruction
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of the fount of kiiowlede... the
iaoledge that had produced
Shaiespecre and vould. soon have
rail'1 €y trains galloping across
the indian. continents
(Chaflter 9)
This is pernaps a necessary reminder o± the irrelevance of most
of the iiajahs and of rulers such as King of Delhi. 3 ° But the
Anglo-Indian clash of cultures in Han, who has grown up in
the palace with English tutors, seems only sadly familiar.
His merging of imperfectly mastered uoDer-class English with
Indian habits of mind (still common in Inoia) is a good piece of
mimicry, but the subject is too soft for satirical bite. Han
and his father are set-pieces; and the occasional moments at
which an English character senses the mystery of Hind ('"it is
the name of God, Sahib," said Ram respectfully.., an expression
of tender devotion coming over his lined face'; 'hat a lot
of Indian life was unavailable to the .nglishman'---Chapter 30)
are realistic but irritatingly trite; and. oddly untouched, here
vhere i-b is wanted, by any sense of humour. Farrell's imagination
works only with his British characters.

It v'ould have been

better to have left Indians, except as belligerents, out of the
story altogether.
He is most interested in the impact on British mentality.
ADproxlmately half the novel's space is given to an intellectual
comedy in which the main characters are given roles, rather like
those of figures in a Peacock novel. The Collector is an
enthusiast for Progress whose whole mind, arid, soul have been
possessed 'by the glories of the Great Exhibition, which he visited
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on leave (in 1851). OpDosing him is the cynical Ii!aistrate whose
ide fixe is the truth of phrenology. The poet 3leury is a
Romantic YounE U-entleman in the process of transforming hmse1f
into a 'broad shouldered', Dractical Tennysonian man, because
he thinks this more likely, in the late 1850s , to be attractive
to girls. The Padre is a .?undamentalist, lov' in Church and brow,
who is obsessed with the 'argument for religion from design in
Nature'. The tv'o aoctors belon&, to ooposed. scnools of medical
thought. Dr Du.nstable dies in an. eflort to Drove himself right
about the treatmcnt of Oholera. The Collector gradually loses
his convictions; and P1eu'y changes his. Like people in peacock,
although so far from convivial conditions, theae people talk with
an urgent, obsessed need to nrove themselves right and they thrive
on oDposltion. Compulsive s p eechifying was a feature of mid—
Victorian ngland in wnich 'arrell delights. By setting his
characters talking throughout a siege in the Indian Mutiny he
discovers a fund of comic effects at the same time that he
explores the theoretical background to his topic. Some of the
ideas paraded seem ludicrously Victorian; others can seem insights
ahead of their time. These may have seemed. true to the author,
but tne novel does not often vouch for them. The characters
are at least slightly absurd as thinkers, hov ever they appear
as Victorian thinkers.
Two conceptions of the Nutiny can be seen behind the arguments. The first was summarised by Percival Spear who wrote in
India (1961) that it was a 'last passionate orotest against the
relentless penetration of the ilest... the svan—song of the old.
India'. 31 That view is confirmed throughout his study of ieerut
by J. A. B. Palmer, and Spear's words are quoted as the conclusion
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to Chrisiooher Hibbert's book. 32 It was believed in the
Coriaciy by all who assume th3-u tie cartridges with forbidden
animal ±ats vvere the real cause (and not gust the iretext) -as i1O\ seems most Drobable. Others at the time thought that t e
rebellion vias a divine punisi-iment inflicted on the errant British.
In the vors of ir herbert .thrdes, the reason was 'that the
.knglish hed ignored the teachings of the Bible and Christianity,
that the people of India hsd been provided ith the naterial
benefits of civilisatj-ofl at the expense of the spiritual benefits
of Christianity'. 33 There is a paradox here'penetration' by the
flest was seen by Indians, by ilind.00s especially, as a threat to
t-ieir religion and, through their religious beliefs, to caste—
status. It can easily be argued that nglish missionaries had
been too active in the decade before the ii.utiny. General Hearsey
chose to so.othe the troops at Barrackpore by promising that they
oulã. not be forcibly 'converted' to Christianity. There is
also the obvious conceptual conflict, as in so much Victorian
argument, beteen the rational and the religious views of the
world.
ir Hopkins, the Collector, believes himself a man of reason,
and is sure of his role in India as an agent of civilisation.
'Humani_gejio-s... I quote the official catalogue of the Exhibition,' came the Collector's voice...
'The progress of the human race, resulting from the
labour of all men, ought to be the final ob3ect of the
exertion of each individual'. (Chapter

3).

He likes to think of the Exhibition 'as a collective prayer of
all the civilised nations', and he exults in the power of
invention which was displayed there, and which the Company will
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bring, with the railways, to india. The iviagistrate is a disillusioned. .tadical, once a suDnorter of Chartists, and now
cynical about everything ecet phrenology, arid inclined to
snipe at the Collector's official Victorian optimism. As the
siege progresses the Collector's confidence vanes; he comes to
doubt Progress and the civilising mission of the Company:
'the fiction of hap-y natives being led forward along the road
to civilisation could no longer be sustained' (Chapter 21).
After the siege, vhen he returns to England, he adopts a pleasant
but useless Nabob's life as a gourmet clubman, a sad contrast
to the days vhen he believed. The lesson the 1iagistrate had
tried to teach him, that tne British were wasting their time in
India, has unmanned a genuinely 'manly' character. If the
thagistra-be has won free from many Victorian illusions at an
earlier stage than the Collector, it is because he is convinced
that human behaviour is determined by the inner and outer structure of the cranium. The Iviutiny and. everything else, he thinks,
could be explained if one could study all the heads involved;
'more than ever he longed to grasp the Collector's skull and make
some exact measurements o± it' (Chapter 7). The 1Vagistrate
is certainly not meant as a shrewd critic of imperialism. In
contrast to his phrenological hobby-horse, the Collector's mania
for the Exhibition seems warmly humane, however misguided.
The notion of God's wrath visited on British India occurs
to the Padre at Krisbnapur and im p el him to wage a private
doctrinal war against Pleury. The Reverend Hampton, who has
been a rowing-man at Oxford, is neither well-infor1ned nor theologically subtle. He puzzles over t1ieoblem of why God did not
cause the Bible to be written in &iglish, but otherwise is Untroubled by doubts. He is a scientific fundamentalist.
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It may be that Farrell noticed a footnote in Chapter 19 of
John Fovles's t1 he French Leutenant's oman, vihich observes that
'Omphalos: an attempt to untie the geo1gica1 knot is now forgotten; which is a Dity, as it is one of the most curious -and unintentionally comic -- books of the vho1e era.
Gosse (Edmund's father) was a biologist alarmed by the fino.ins
of Lyell's Principles

0±

Geology (1830-33) vho argued that

God. made the fossils and extinct sDecles on the sixth day of
the Creation. Gosse's work is at least a reminder of how
desperately the Victorian Church was driven to defend the literal
reading of Genesis against Darwin. The Origin of Species was
to apDear two years after the Liutiny, in 1859; its imminent
publication is an irony underlying trie Padre's speeches on the
miracles of nature vhich modern science has revealed, and a
source of small jests. The radre exhorts Fleury:
'Everything, from fish's eye, to
caterpillar's food to bird's ing
and giz 7 ard, bears manifest evidence
of the Supreme i)esign. ivhat other
ex-olanation can you find, for them
in your darkness9'
Fleury stared at the Padre, too harrowed
and exhausted to speak. Could it not be,
he wondered vaguely, trembling on the
brink of an, idea that vou1d have made
him famous, that somehow or other fish
design their orn eyes9
But no, that was, of course, quite
impossible. (Chapter 12).
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1'1eury shares Keats's prelerence for a life of feelings
rather than ideas, and influenced by 1attn.e Arnold, he
oespises materialism. Civilisation must be 'some Li!lng more
than the fashions and customs of one country importea. into
another... iL must be a superior view of mankind. Iinetecnth
century British culture is morally superior,he thinks. f.hen
he says that God is to be found in our hearts rather than in

o-

Grand Design, the Padre susoects him of having been contaminated
by the theological avant-garde in Germany. Fleury's presence
at Krisimapur, he sus p ects, has caused God to a11ov the iutiny,
and he pursues 1i' leury through the 'orst moments 0± battle
pleading with him to consider the bent teeth of the Indian hog,
and the stomach 0± the camel. til1 sponging the caiinon, Eleury
oolitely and. firmly defends his theological position.
Incongruous juxtaposition of talk and action can bring
ideas back to life in a novel, c.nd show hov' it is that they
exist not in the abstract but in the setting of ersonality,
shaped by circumstances. The Collector abandons his ideas in
the course o± the siege nd ends defeated at lest in principles.
Fleury has developed his .iosti1ity to materialism in the a.Euluent
leisure enjoyed by the son of a Director of the Company.
±ecruited into a military sauad he is gractu1ly enthralled by
practical gunnery and cavalry problems; despite his principles
he invents a 'cavalry eradicator'. One result of the siege
is that he and the Collector exchange their attitudes to culture.
'All civilisation is bad', ileury explains to the Collector,
in Chapter 13; 'it mars the noble and natural instincts of the
heart'. 'I have seldom heard such gibberish',

says

the

iollector. In the final chapter they meet in Pall Mall years
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after the Iutiny, and the Collector remarks that 'Culture is a
shn'. Culture and ideas, Pleury tells him, are essential to
our p rogress. 'No one can say that ideas are a sham'; he is
unaware, now, that lie used to say so. The noval does not try
to iersuade us that ideas are a sham, but it demonstrates that
our convictions are based on the shifting .rounds of our natures;
and it does this rLlore eiiectively because the Vctorin setting
puts us at a distance there vte can be reltively detached. Jhe
debate about cholera diicii is oublicly staged betvveen Br Jiunstable
and Br Lciab has been settled today. ?oi tne besieged, threatened
by an epideniChe solution lies as much in the personalities of
the two doctors as in neir arguments, and even hen Dun.stable
has died. sooner than. subnLit to cAab's (correct) treatment, doubt
remains in tuicir minds because Dunstable was the more respectable
'Dhysiclan, and 1ainly sure of himsell. Ideas long discredited
matter intensely to these Victorians, but they are illusive,
and easily contaminated by taboos and. su p erstitious, ghostly
ideas about 'respectability' among the British, or about caste
among tie Indians, proper dress or proer diet. New ideas clash
with old on both sides of the battle line. As in Troubles the
perspective casts a sad reflection on human ebility to use ideas
and not be used by tLern. vVe can. thin1c oursel''es wiser than the
Collector, superior for example to his fixed viev that women are
'like children' whom 'we shall always have to look after', but
y e are not encouraged to think that in general we 3udge more

efficiently.
The iiutiny offered ?arre11 an. opDortunity to set Victorian
ideas in a '-'leasingly unsettled condition. It was an even better
o p Dortunity to depict the paraphernalia of the age. We can see
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his relish for ]ndian Victoriata in his descriptioiis of the
museums he visited, in his 'Indian iJisry'.

s the siege

progresses objects are put to strange uses; they sDlinter and
shatter; they ere bro±:en up cnd hurled at the enemy; such action
gives the reality of 1357 to ob3ects which now lie under glass
in iieihi and Lucknow.
As in Troubles, objects have various neanings, and reality
of their own. The chaoatis fir5t appear at risbnanur in the
Collector's despatch-box. His Tajor-domo is taken aback.
lie stared at the purple aesoatch-box
for soie uo'ents before vickin the
chap2bls out of it resectfu11y,
as ii' the box haC. a ersonl diLnity
of its ov.ri that might be offended.
(Chycer i)
This is the traditional 'arithroomor phic' device so
frequent in Dickens. Here it neatly conveys the affront
to British officialdom and to the Company regulations with
vhich Collectors civilised India (everytning in its olace)
which the undignified charaLi re:resent. The simile is amusing
because purple despatch-boxes have a dignit'' of their own, and
no right to it. .?ew peoples have ever loved and valued things
so much as the Victorians -- if e leave aside the question of
their taste; things are to be stripped of' all dignity and.
deprived of all other apieal in the course of the novel, or,
from our point of view, ther jnanimate qualities are to be
reasserted against the values the Victorians bestowed on them.
As with the box-full of cha p atis, British and Indian
things jostle and then clash. when ?1eury visits the Liaharajah
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in Chapter 5 there is a profusion of this effect.
Near a fireplace of marble inlaid with
garnets, lapis lazuli and agate, the
Maharajah's son sat on a chair constructed
entirely of antlers, eating a boiled egg
and reading Blackwood.'s Magazine.
The chair made of antlers is noted in the 'Indian Diary', seen
in the palace at Benares. ('My Ra3ah might be sitting in the
midst of all this gloomily eating a boiled egg and reading
Blackwood's'he wrote there.) 35 Most of the bric-a-brac in
the fictional palace originated in Benares. 36 Farrell is
equally thorough with the way his palace dagueritype works.
Fleury's unpacking at Krishnapur is observed in detail: Brown
Windsor soap, Seidlitz powders, a tin footbath, bound volumes
of Bell's Life, boots in trees and a wash-stand which turns
into a writing-table in emergencies. His books are stored on
a table whose feet are placed in saucers of water, to protect
them

white ants. Britain in India is surely rendered in

the everyday things we see.
A great many other samples of modern arts and sciences
have been brought to Krishnapur by the Collector who bought
the materials for a private museum when he was at the Exhibition.
Where Collectors of earlier periods kept tigers and. mistresses
'and heaven knows what else', Mr Hopkins has electro-plated
copies of works of art. 'Could anyone doubt... that this was
an invention which would rapidly make mankind sensitive to
Beauty?' Yes: the Magistrate has scoffed at the Collector's
suggestion that one day every working man will drink from a
Cellini cup. There are many other inventions and the catalogue
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of the xhibition suDplles further evidence of Progress.
Possessions, 3r Hopkins ieflects 'are surely a physical high—
water mark of the moral tide which has been flooding'

(Chapter

9).
The objects vhich manifest civilisation are also useful
in defending it. Two enorrious marble hcss depicting Plato
and 3ocrates shelter the gunners on the ramparts; the shock
caused by the sight of them 1Eter turns an enemy charge. Lore
has to be sacrificed when the mud walls be,in to melt in the
rains. Iot oxily the Collector'srruseum of inventions but all
possessions, 'even the gorse bruiser', are sent to shore up
the walls. This is obviously a symbolic striing of Collector
and comrliunity, as ro'ii'1 oars, fish knives, instructona1 hooks,
and samplers sink into the mud. But even such a srmbolic object
as the Collector's favourite bas—relief which shows how The
5pirit of Science Concuers Iorance ard Prejudice (Ignorance
disembovelled and Drejudice 'enmeshed in ibs own toils') remains
a solid thing. It is easy to share arrell's satisfaction in
the thought of it, shited froui Enland, prouu.ly shown off at
the Residency, and iinslly fired in marble chips from the

six—

pounder.
The last vestiges

0±

at the end of the story.

the xhibition are used as aiumunition
or this purpose tb.e rieds are severeu.

from the electra-metal figures of distinguished men of letters.
Shortly before the ielief of Krisli.napur the Collector broods on
their effectiveness as imorovised missiles.
And of the heads, perhps not suror1sg1 r ,
the most effective of all had been
Shakespeare's; it had scythed its way
through a hc1e astonished platoon of
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sepoys ao.vancing in single file
through the jungle. The Collector
suspected that the Bard's success
in this resiect might have a great
deal to do vith the ballistic
advantages stemming from his baldness.
The head of Keats, for example, wildly
festooned with metal locks which it
had proved impossible to file smooth
had f1orL very erratically indeed,
killing only a fat money-lender and
a camel standing at some distance from
the field of action.
The performance of Voltaire is even less satisfactory -- his
head becomes jammed in the gun, 'rather surprisinglythe
Collector thought, a narrow, lozenge shaped head like that'.
Other metal objects such as clocks and hair brushes are found
to be useless as ammunition but a store of saints, Virgins and
'heavy metal beads' is found among the effects of the dead Father
O'Hara. The ±adre is consulted before these are fired and he
gives his approval, advising that 'they or any other such popish
or Tractarian objects ould very likely wreak terrible havoc'
(Chapter 31). They do little damage in fact.
John Spurling finds a 'pure surrealism' in 'iarrel1's
mature comedy'. 37 The passage about the heads is rather a
blend of fancy and realism. The whole platoon and the camel
are the touches of exaggeration which shake a good. anecdote,
and 'astonished' of the sepoys (a word Farrell iound hard to
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resist) creates the oncntdry elf.ct ol' s cartoon, perhaps by
Bill Tidy. The augh-like detachment vhich asisses the £1oneylender with the caiel

is

not reiism, but

rt of the joke of

comparing Kea's and hakes p ere in a nev light. So is the
literary noise of the sentences, hich belongs -rore to .arrell
-tLan to the Collector. The character is too tired to be amused -almost at the limit of his resourcs he sees everything ballistically, and ' p erhans not surprisiri'ly' is true to the ciuirkish
behaviour of an exhausted Luind; the &uthor obviously relishes
his finely tuned piece of whinsy. The glimpse of the defenders
v'orking ith a file on i'eats's head is realistic; they have been
fighting for three months and can nope now to be relievea. any
day. At Lucknow the women's unmentionables were used as waddin;
for the guas. these grotesque intrusions of everyday objecLs
into battle conaitions 'iere characteristic of the l4kutiny; private
homes suddenly became fortresses. Any cruelty in the assage is
not callousness about the comical fate of the Indians but a
reflection on how the Mutiny reminded the Victorian &iglish th9t
their attemnt to inrose culture, technology and religion on India
always rested on force. The comic sugestion that the hurtling
poets and saints are somehow connected with what they have
represented only serves to emohasise, if we dwell on this Dassage,
that the imersonality of ob3ects is Droof against the meanings
we invest in tnem. It is a assac,e to dwell on

because it

is, almost, .i?arrell's last vord on the i1utiny.

The last words of the Siee of Krishnapur raise a question
which becomes more insistent in The Singaore GriD: 'perhaDs,
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by the very end of the Collector's] life in 1880, he had come
to believe that a peoole, a nation, does not create itself
according to its own best ideas, but is shaped by other forces
of which it has little knowledge'. The Sigapore Grip makes a
more ambitious atteT r ipt to discover these fares. This novel,
which is half the length again of its predecessors (anproaching
a quarter of a million words) incorporates a formidable body of
history: of the development of Singapore Island, of the growth
of the rubber industry, of the progress of the Japanese war in
the iast in 1941 arid 1942, seen against a background. of world
events. The distance between the story and. the story teller is
only forty years; Farrell was a child of seven when Singapore
fell; this book belongs to the borderline group of novels, where
the author has written about a period he has discussed v'ith
those who livect through it. But the world changes quickly nowadays
and.. betvveen 1940 arid 1978 the Brtish EmDlre, Farrell's great
Argument, came to an end. The surrender of Singapore which
Churchill insisted must be fought to the last nossihie line of
defence, although the island was plainly indefensible, can well
be seen as a crucial defeat and a turning point. 39 Jo J.Jdi. Pluvier
writes that 'hatever the ultimate outcome of the Pacific War,
15 February 1942 Cthe day of the surrenderJ was the end of the
British Empire; it was also the end of European colonialism in
Asia'; this overstatement makes a valid point. 40 Singapore's
defeat vas more than a setback to the Jmpire. In trying to
show the 'forces' which first created and. later destroyed the
British presence there Farrell undertook a new kind of task.
Once again he shows a group of characters undergoing history,
but he also contemplates the history itself by rraking tneir
chief spokesman far more historically COnSCiOUS than Edward
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and the Kajor in Troubles, or the eollector and i'leury in
The_ieofrishnapur. Thc. novel is full of lnterDretatlon
and. Dolemic, incluâ.ing a rolonged satire on capitalism, but
the only 'message' we are left itU is that men cre.te enterprises larger than they cLn manage or understand. Farrell's
view of life is as vivid as before. His characters are free
thinkers bound to tne avkward reality of things. We encompass
the history of the vorld in oixr arguments, and we fall off
bicycles at the same time. In The in r pre Grip we confront
the rise ana fall of the British mpire in the jast. 'J.he history
is vigorously debated. anong the more intelligent characters as
they struggle with the physical collapse of their imr.iediate
surroundings. As in the erlier novels we see them as figures
ho are mostly helpless, often absurd, but sometimes unpredictably
impressive. If Farrell had a fornula to offer cne present time,
it was quite traditional: we shll fail too, but ve had better
keeD trying.
singapore was built from nothing in about a century. It
is an example of the most business-like lmDeriallsm; things here
vere very efficiently ordered.. The novel begins by contrasting
the city when his family of Blacketts are living there in 1940
(in J.J37 for a few pa.es) with the island Sir Thomas Stamford
.taffles purchased 'one morning early in the nineteenth century'
l8l9 -. The first page presents one of Farrell's cartoon-like
images of Raffles amid the 'prodigious quantity of rats and
centipedes' who apDorently then had the Island virtually to
themselves.
As he stood there on that lonely
beach and. razed. up at the flag with
rats and. centipedes seething and
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tumbling over his shoes did .iaffles
foresee the Drosperity vhich lay
ahead for ingaiore 9 Undoubtedly he did..
In 1937 an lmDosing British city stands above a ta dry but
energetic imdervorld in hich ¶i1 amils, Lalays and Chinese pursue
their affairs. /e look first at the elegant suburb of Tanglin
where the Blacketts occupy a large house and grounds. ia1ter
Blcckets godowns of rubber are as yet unthreatened.; his business
interest extend throughout the ast and across the world.
Hoi..ses such as his are constantly menaced by tropical neture,
and the oDening pages survey, with arrel1's usual satisfaction
in contemplating decay, the vegetable, insect and animal life
'hich surreptitiously infiltrates and subverts everything manmade. But the B1ackett wealth affords a dis1sy of the material
Drosperity hich is soon to be ravE ged by war. Subtle hints of
danger are often comically insinuated. In the first major eDisode,
a Blackett garden party is accidentally ruined in a number of
vvays.
a1ter's son b!onty causes embarrassment by introducing
a yogi ho amuses the guests by eating things, a box of tintacks,
a China tea-cup, and the head of a live snake.

a1ter is gravely
shocked. He tells his vife that the yogi has left 'futi of
China':
'You mean, full of China tea?'
not really, no I don't,' replied
vialter in an edgy sort of tone.

The yogi has been disresectfu1 not 3ust of rroaerty (and.
seemliness) we fcel, but of the order of things on which v'altcr
Blackett relies. That is not how 1naDore was built
Like Edward and the Collector ialter reiiresents a class,
and a phase of history. He is the Capitalist, the trader,
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Raffles's successor. The novel provides copious evidence of
the mischief brought about in the name of trade and Walter is
the ablest villain. But he is extremely likeable as a rogue.
John Spurling comments on the honesty which made Walter so
'sympathetic'. In a strictly conducted novel-with-a--thesis
only 'authorially approved of characters' (as Spurling says)
are allowed such 'scope for seeing the action in his own terms,.4:1
Farrell's inclination to 'expose' and. condemn alter is thwarted
by his interest in the charactds inner life, and also by his
respect for energy and. practical intelligence. Spurling adds,
as though to console us for the sympathy Yalter misapprooriates,
that the grown-up Blackett children Monty and Joan are 'stinging
indictment of gilded self-interest'. They may be so for a
reader who is looking for indictment of Singapore's ruling class,
but Farrell's contempt is aimed. at their stuoidity -- something
he finds offensive anywhere. Walter stands for 'gilded selfinterest' and. he finds his children disappointing. He envies
an American associate who has managed to 'engender' five sons,
all business men, who help him pursue faiialy interests far more
efficiently than Joan or rionty helps the Blackett cause. Walter,
moreover, qi.ute sincerely believes -- blind. to all evidence to
the contrary -- that his private good and public advantage are
the same wherever business operates freely. Farrell is intrigued
and. amused by this mentality, and he sympathises with the
character although not vith the ideas.
He needed to give Walter considerable scope in order to
accommodate the history of big business in Singapore. At the
garden party (held. in September 1940) Walter expounds his version
to a reporter interested in the forthcoming 3ubllee celebrations
of the house of Blackett and Webb; there is to be a carnival.
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Back in the 1890's old 1\Ir Yebb vvas a mere merchant, trading in
rice, tea, copra, spices, opium and of course coolies shipped
as deck cargo. halter proceeds to explain how 'early snags'
(the reporter jots) vere overcome as Indian money-lenders
(ensnarecl)too prosperous peasants in debt, forcing doi rices
for raw materials. The iIa3or, who reap p ears as a secondary
character in this novel, and is listening now, is horrified;
but the k.a3or does not understand business. valter concedes
the misfortunes which incidentally befell the peasants of Burma
and alaya as Blackett and. Webb rose in the world; the village
system was ruined. He explains as an exciting game, needing
daring and shrewdness, the efforts of the rubber-merchants to
outwit the producers and the consumers abroad, multi plying profit.
alter is interrupted (although his frank account of half a
century of unscrupulous profiteering is continued in later
chapters) by the collapse of old. r Webb. Brooding on marketfluctuations, and the new risk of strikes promoted by possibly
Communist labour-orgamsations, salter wanders through the
abandoned dining-room where a set of 'effigies in cake' represent
Churchill, Chiang Kai-&hek, IVir Webb and. Walter himself. As he
broods, Farrell fills pages with information about the rubber
industry as it courses throbgh the shameless mind of the rubberking. Since something is needed to relieve the tendency in such
sections for the novel to turn into a treatise, he causes halter,
who has been deprived of diimer, to break off the ears from the
cake hich represents his partner and 'crunch them in his strong
yellow teeth'. The point is made that 'eat or be eaten' is the
rule of the rubber world. But we are presumably familiar with
the objections to laisser-faire capitalism which underlie Farrell's
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presentation of walter's a pology. The Major's innocent astonishment and. ndignation only serve to absorb the intended sirictures.
ihat holds our interest is the detailed grasp Walter shows of
how to manipulate the market and the iower that the idea of
'business' has to exclude all other considerations from his mind.
It is the strong flow of his thoughts which makes him reluctant
to summon a 'boy' to bring food; webb's ears are a convenient
snack. He is preoccupied not only by thoughts of Communist and.
business rivals but also by his children. Joan has just flung
a glass of wine in the face of a respectable young man. She
ought to be married, to the sort of husband who would. strengthen
the firm. We know too much about Walter to dislike him, however
limited we judge his sense of his responsibilities in Asia.
We know, for example, that he never swims in public because he
is embarrassed by the ridge of bristle which runs down his spine.
If Farrell had meant to use the resources of a novelist to
discredit capitalism he shoulo. not have made us so intimate with
his capitalist.
If Walter is in the grip of incorrect ideas he is impressive
in the resolution vith which he manages the world, trying to
enforce them. In a later scene (in Chapter 45) which is meant
to ridicule his early-Victorian notions of trade as a force f or
progress, the comedy again loses sight of its target. By now
the Japanese army battling down the iIalay peninsula has reached.
the Slim River (about halfway) and Singapore is under bomb attack.
Valter none the less means to stage his carnival to celebrate
'fifty years of Blackett and. vvebb'. The Major dutifully attends
the dress-rehearsal in a devil-costume, with horns and a toasting
fork to represent 'Inflation' - one of the figures who are to
harrass Britannia and 'Prosperity'. JYionty is to play 'Crippling
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Overheads'. Valter's younger daughter Rate bears a cornucoia
from which motor-tyres, sou'westers and other rubber products
spill. A Chinese St George is slaying a much-enlarged hookworm. An octopus extends arms coloured brown, yellow arid oink
in tribute to the various races vho collaborate in the work
of achieving prosperity and spreading it to the eight corners
of the world. As the bombs fall the Najor doubts if this is
really the time for celebration. The objects acouire grotesque
features of their own. The liquid gold which pours from a
symbolic rubber tree 'looks as if it's ... well ... ', as the
JVajor says. 'Once we get this jubilee parade on the road'
proclaims a Blackett spokesman, 'it should make it clear to
everyone what they will kave to lose by exchanging us for the
Japanese'. But there is a crazy oie devivre in all this
which contrasts with Farrell's pictures of Japanese soldiers
on the march. Singapore is probably lost already, given the
sinking of the British warships Prince of Wales and iepu1se,
the state of unreadiness, and. the general military incompetence.
The most indomitable -- although totally unpatriotic -- sDlrlt
in evidence is Walter's; when he boards the boat which takes
him off at the end of the novel, with the Japanese in possession of the city, much of it bombed or burned, he at least does
not seem to have been defeated by history. In a few years
time he will be doing business with Tokyo.
Opposed to vValter in the novel's central debate is
iiatthew viebb, old Mr Webb's heir, a man almost totally ruled
by ideas. He has -- to halter's alarm -- been 'progressively'
educated. He has worked, vainly, for years on behalf of the
League of Nations. He comes talking onto the stage of Blackett-
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Singapore, and the huridred-Dage account of his first encounters
vith the city (in Part 2) is a comic tour de force in which
talk prevails over physical realities. Iatthew is, predictably, baffled by the socio-econornic questions raised by the
life around him. He agrees with 1Varxist analysis sufficiently
to reject Walter's creed of business, but he thinks that
'in Dractice Communism would be scarcely any better than
Capitalism, and perhaps even worse' (Chapter 22). He talks
on these lines to the American officer Ehrendorf while
.hrendorf contemplates Joan's bottom and onty arranges a
visit to .i?ortress Singapore, a show in which an Irish girl
is fired from a cannon against the 'treacherous aggressor'
(whom she misses). He argues on, about how Singapore's relaxed
social mingling of races was absent from the League in Geneva,
throughout a visit to night-club, and, made even more fluent
by beer, he discusses the pre-war failures of the League at
the brothel to which Monty takes his party next, oblivious
to his surroundings. He continues to argue for the rest of
the book 'that there was such a thing as shared humanity,
and that with one or t o minor adjustments different nations
and. communities could live intarmony with each other, concerning
themselves with each other's welfare' (Chapter 43).
Matthew and Walter are nicely contrasted: the unscrupulous
but ever-successful business-man and the ineffectual idealist
who is honest enough to admit that he has always failed, so
far. Where Walter nas a firm grasp on the real world about
him, IVlatthew is only rather dimly aware of it. The habit of
dining alone with a boo.c has made him hazardous in company,
liable to let slip a grilled fish or a bundle of spaghetti.
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On his first evening he fells Mrs Blackett with a careless
gesture.
iv1atthew watched her from a distance,
discomfited and surprised: it had not
seemed to him that he had struck her
very hard. The impression left on his
knuckles by the blow was already fading
but he was pretty certain that it had
never amounted. to a good, solid punch,
the sort that one might have expected
vould. drop one's hostess to her knees.
(Chapter 16)
waiter would have little time for such a young man, had
1iatthew not come to Singapore as old Webb's heir, and. still
unmarried. Matthew is frequently left guesslng,as he is here,
aout dealings with the irnmediete physical world. He is in his
element among theories, and. it is only in his implacable
determination that reality will conform to what reason and
numariity lead one to believe, that he resembles walter, implacably determined that business must go on, although
Singapore is in flames.
Other ideas are put forward. Ehrendorf, rejected by
Joan, formulates Ehrendorf's Second Law which holds good of
the situation in Singapore.
In human affairs things tend to go
vrong. Things are slightly worse
at any given moment than at any preceding moment. (Chapter 37)
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The cynical 1rench official i)upigny, an old. friend of the
ia3or argues on Hobbesian. lines that people are motivated
only by self-interest, and. therefore naturally rob and rape
their neighbours once lav brexs dovn in an emergency. John
Spurling thinKs that .t?arrell decided that the British Empire
came to be destroyed because 'competition is built into human
beings, from their mating habits to their recreations, to
their personal and national relationships, to their religious
and political creeds', and that he saw no possible change
through socialism or anything else. 42 Tie singapore Grip
is a melancholy as well as a very iunny novel. An unusually
bedraggled dog attached to the Liajor, the latest in a long
line of .'arrell animals, is imown as 'the Human Condition'.
The Lajor is always meaning to have it 'put dovn', but it
esca p es, despite him, on the last ship out of Singapore.
Because so much space is given to Doliticcil, social and
economic arguient, it is natural to look for 'the author's
solution'; but tiat is unrewarding. It is an essential point
of Parrell's comedy that definite answers in the realm of
meaning are almost impossibly elusive. A characteristic
form of humour reflects how hard it is to know what others
are thinking. After some disparaging dinner-time remarks
about Geneva, Valter wonders what Dupigny's expression means;
he is rolling his eyes in horror, but this may be the effect
of vinegar fumes rising from the fish. Thoughts, ideas and
knowledge itself are impure. Matthew has been varned to beware
of 'the Singapore grip ', and he is forever trying to discover
what it is, It may be what Dupiiy calls la r1pDe de Singapore,
or a type of despatch case, or the hand clasp by which members
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of a clandestine, possibly Communist, Chinese secret society
recognised one another, or a technique Imown to taxi—girls:
'you vvantchee try Singaore glip.'' (ChaDter 25). The British
grip is slipping and that of JaDan is about to take hold of
Singapore, while both nations are in the grip of forces they
do not understand.
The Dhysical city of mansions and Chinatown, infiltrated
equally by the jungle, is levelled by the bombs and the fires
-they start. The 11a3or's y ork as a firefighter, in which he
is aided by Dupigny and iatthew, seems more orthwhile than
the larger issues, altaough only a temporary expedient. The
Iviajor's quiet,patient, ever polite application to immedizte
tasks, as free from self—interest as one can be, is an. answer
to Dupigny's cynicism as Dupigny cynically knows. The novel
is sce ptical but, healthily so. Parrell's people are ludicrous,
always arguing and always fumbling with things. General Wavell,
the Supreme Commander, Par East (one of a number of Generals
whom Farrell observes caustically) is to leave before -the
capitulation, by flying—boat. He falls while trying to board
his motor—boat and lies on the rocks with an injured leg,
thinking 'Singapore is done for' (Chapter 66). But people
are not completely at the mercy of things. Iiatthew, the
iajor and Dupigny survive, despite fearsome difficulties,
and are last seen in a Prisoner—of—var camp.
Matthew found that his world had
suddenly shrunk. Accustomed to
speculate grandly about the state
and fate of nations he now found
that his thoughts were limited to
the smallest of matters...
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a glass of water, a pencil,
a hand full of rice. (Chapter 74)
Seen in these siriple counterpsrts, of intellectual
aspiration and physical dependency, human life is always
essentially the same. Out of this conception of life .L'arrell
built three imaginative reconstructions of critical episodes
in recent history, shoving an increasing wish to document and.
explain, and a steady insistence that historical explanation
is both necessary and. unobtainable. In each case he showed
this in terms of the period he had chosen, reviving in fiction
the ideas of the past and arousing his own kind of thoughtful
laughter. He might be called an historical novelist of ideas
except that the ideas are always seen in relation to the things
of the past, which have had a stronger claim in the last resort.
'i?action' is an. unsatisfactory term, and Farrell accomplished
more in his last book than the blending of story and. documentary.
He gave that term a new value vith a form of fiction which
looks at historical facts through human situations, with
scepticism and a mild wonder.
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CHAPTER 7 JOHN FOIES'3
THE .i?R1NCH LLUTENANT'S WOJ.AN
AN]) VvILLIA1Vi GOLDThG'S RITES OF PASSAGE
Fowles's The French Lieutenant's woman (1969) is extremely
troubled by theoretical questions of form and status in
contemporary fiction; Golding's Rites of Passage (1980)
is not troubled at all. Fowles's book illustrates several
modes available to a modern writer: it is an imaginative
creation of the past aaopting the 'sight-lines' of characters
of its period; it is an exercise in critical theory, challenging,
the realistic conventions of its story; and it is a documentary
which, like The Singapore G, could be used in a history
class. Golding's novel is a well-made work whose form is
subject to the author's imagination and to nothing else.
Both novels subject a nineteenth-century setting to a
modern scrutiny, Fowles's explicitly, Golding's implicitly.
J.W. Burrow mentions The French Lieutenant's Woman in the
Postscript to A Liberal Descent, his study of 'Whig' historians
of the nineteenth-century, in the course of reflections on the
present state of the Vhig view. He attributes the decline -as he thinks -- of historical fiction to the weakening of
belief in progress, which has weakened the appeal of stories.
All stories, he says, tend to be Whiggish because they progress
towards a fulfilment of expectations: everything told contributes
to the ending; the present makes sense of the past. 1 We might
object to Burrow that there are stories with endings so surprising that we have to reinterpret everything but the new interpretation will retain a Whiggisimess. Roland Barthes's objections to narrative included a distaste for the order it imposes --
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-- an. objection, basically, to literature. Dr Burrow thinks
that narrative is inevitable:
Yet we tell historical stories, as
e employ general conce pts, because
we must; a condition of permanent
obstructive adherence to the particular,
however salutary as a challenge, becomes
tediously unhelpful. In this plight
we may think of the greatest achievements in story-telling: the nineteenthcentury novel, in the hands of George
Eliot or Tolstoy, with its multiple
persiDectives vhich are nevertheless
placed and controlled within the
architecture of the plot and the moral
vision of the author; the analogy of
course, if we think of the subsequent
history of the novel, also suggests
the less appealing prosp ect of a
modernist layfulness in the plotting
of historical works.2
Burrow's footnote refers us to The Prench Lieutenant's noman.
The purpose of this chapter is to argue that the subsequent
history of the novel has not brought us to 'modernist Dlayfulness' as the only option, hovever sceptical we have become
about 'whig' progress.
The French Lieutenant's oman has been exhaustively
discussed in reviews and critical studies since its publication
in 1969. It was greeted as the novel of the decade. Bernard
Bergonzi who had attacked Fowles's The Magu.s (1966) as the
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work of a pretentious meddler, in The Situation of the Novel,
welcomed it as 'a remarkable recreation of the sense of life
of the Victorian novel twhlch keepsJ a full consciousness
of the problematic nature of fictional form in our time'.3
Bergoni is pleased to have the old pleasures of the novel
and. the new earnestness about theory at the same time. Fowles
had written a Victorian love-story framed -- or rather frequently interrupted by -- an essay about Victorian mores and. an
essay about fictional convention. Where the novel succeeds
it fulfils Avrom Pleisbman's expectation that the historical
novel would 'join the experimental movement' but it also shows
the limits to which such a development can go.
The first twelve chapters set the scene and begin the
story at Lyme }egis in 1867 where Charles Smithson, a gentleman
engaged to a young lady, Ernestina, is attracted by the romantic
figure of Sarah the i?rench Lieutenant's (abandoned) woman who
stands alone on the Cobb staring out to sea. The style mimics
mid-Victorian fiction without falling into parody of any
particular author, although often echoing Hardy, sometimes
Prollope or Wilkie Collins. But the first page tells us that
the point of view belongs to 1967. A principle of contrast
is established in the early chapters; the narrator is close
to his characters of 1d67, arid remote, as though, as one
reviewer said, he were a hundred and fifty years old. Sometimes he is demurely Victorian (perhaps Trollope): 'of the
three young women who oass through these pages Tary was, in
my opinion, by far the Drettlest' (Chapter 11). At other
times hindsight gives him a more godlike persDective than. any
pre-Jamesian narrator possessed: 'Charles did not know it,
but in those brief poised seconds above the waiting sea
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in that luminous evening silence broken only by the naves'
quiet wash, the whole Victorian Age was lost' (Chapter 10).
By the end. of Chapter 12 we are at home with a predictably
Victorian set of circumstances controlled in the telling by
a point of view which both reflects and transcends that of
the characters. The result is pleasing and rather flattering
to the reader who enjoys the story and looks down on the
characters too: 'needless to say Charles knew nothing of the
bereaved German Jew quietly working, as it so hapDened, that
very afternoon in the British Iuseum library' (Chapter 3).
The last words ofChapter 12 tease with a consciously-period
note:
Who is Sarah?
Out of what shadows does she come?
The first words o± Chapter 13 call a halt.
I do not know. This story I am telling is
all imagination. These characters I create
never existed outside my own mind. 1±' I
have pretended until now to know my
characters' minds and irmermost thoughts,
it is because I am writing (3ust as I have
assumed some of the vocabulary and 'voice'
of) a convention universally accepted at
the time of my story: that the novelist
stands next to God. He may not know all,
yet he tries to pretend that he does. But
I live ]2the age of Alain Robbe-Grillet
and Roland Barthes; if this is a novel it
cannot be a novel in the modern sense of
the word.
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The rest of the chapter discussej the terms on which the novel
is vritten, introducing io.eas hich were then familiar in
Prance from ioland Barthes and the nouveaux romnciers
Robbe-Grillet and Lichel Butor, but less vell-knorn in Englano.
despite the ork of such anti-novelists as B.3.Johnson and
Christine Brooke-Rose. In one of Barthes's favourite images,
Powles 'points to his mask'.
The narrative is lnterruDted again at the ena. of C.aapter 44
and the start of Chanter 45. t this stage of the plot Charles
is obliged to cfl.00se betveen .rriestina ano. Sarah. Chapter 44
offers the respectable solution: Charles is married to Tina;
they are given seven children and all the plums of a hay ending
in Trollope. But this turns out to be a daydream of Charles's;
we are reminded of hov we all fictionalise our lives, in his
real life he goes to bed vitn Sarah, bu& 'loses' her through
a hardyesque misunderstanding and spends the rest of the novel
roaming the 1 orld while nis lavyer tries to trace her. 'The
novelist' appears in some scenes watching over Charles and
brooding about ho to settle his affair; he decides that two
'endings' are needed to establish objectivity. Charles finds
Sarah ho is now living vith the Rosettis in Cheyne alk. The
first ending reun.ites them. The novelisi/ narrator, present
in the background suitably clad as a raffish impresario, turns
back his viatch a quarter of an hour and reruns the scene.
Charles leaves in dismay at Sarah's unseemly independence.
These interventions show Fowles wanting to confer independence
on the creatures of his imagination and. also drawn towards
Barthes's sheer impatience with story-telling. No novelist
can 'escape the charge of omniscience' by any device in James
or in later fiction. To be godlike today means granting an
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existential freedom to the characters, by abdicating power
over them -- hence the tvo endings. Their reality is not
'less real' than our own, because ve fictionalise our lives
(as iiichel Butor said).4
In a set of 'Notes' composed when he was v'orking on The
French Lieutenant's ioman and published separately, Fowles
tells us that he did not think of it as an historical novel,
'a gem'e in which I have vary little interest'. The same notes
reveal his care in researching the l860s and his pleasure in
imagining the past. He began with the mental image of a
woman staring from an ancient quay. Talking about this he
shows a faith in imagination which disapoears when touched by
French reasoning.
The oman had no face, no particular
degree of sexuality. But she was
Victorian; and since I always saw her
in the same static long shot, with her
back turned, she represented a reproach
on the Victorian Age. An outcast. I
didn't know her crime, but I 'ished to
protect her. That is, I began to fall
in love with her
But wanting to write a book, however
ardently, is not enough. Even to say,
'I

to be possessed by my own creations'

is not enough; all natural or born writers
are possessed, and in the old magical sense,
by their own imaginations long before they
even begin to think of writing.
This fluke genesis must break all the rules
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must soun.d at best childlike, at worst
childish. I su'ose the orthodox method
is to ork out 'ht one ants to say and
Vyhat one has exDerience of, and then to
correlate the two.5
There is no irony in this and it sounds as naive as the
interpolated thoughts about Liction derived from .1?rench
intellectuals. The best ob3ectlon to the allegedly 'existenfial' truth of the double-ending as made by Christopher
Ricks in a revie% entitled 'Ihe Unignorable Real'. .'iction,
as he said there, h p s to be coercive.
Eor there would. not be, in life, tvro
possibilities but virtually an infinity
of them. To reduce this infinity to tVv
alternatives is no less maniDulatory and.
coercive -- though because of its quasi
abnegation it is more congenial to modern
taste -- than was the Victorian reduction
o± this iniinity to one eventuality.6
The modernist playlulness is tiresome, at Lesst on a second
reading because Povles is a better story-teller than a literary
theorist. He should have trusted to his 'fluke-genesis', and.
to the JuxtaDosition of past and. present mentalities which
creates an absorbing and thought-provoking perspective whenever the novel is left to its own proceedings.
Fowles is at hs best in observing similarities within
differences. Charles isgeologist and. Darvvinis-t v;ho has 'fixed
his heart' on petrified sea-urchins. In Chapter 8 he explores
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the Lyme beaches for soecimens and the narrator watches him,
explaining him to us as he picks his way among the boulders
on a warm day, laden with heavy clothing, shod in stout nailed
boots, carrying an ashplant and. a rucksack vith 211 the latest
equipment. The Victorians were so methodical, we are told -as we see in Baedeicer's advice to travellers -- because of a sense
of 'duty' which has almost vanished today. Charles is a
dutiful amateur, inclined -to d.illetantism; he knows that
the Linnaean scala naturae is 'rubbish', but he does not really
understand Darwin. We need not feel superior, the narrator
warns, because his curiosity is in earnest and -- unless
research—scientists -- we are complacent about scientific
truth. In a later chapter he discovers that the local doctor
is another 'passionate' Darwinian; like members of a secret
society they celebrate, Vvith whisky and cigars, their esoteric
knowledge which in time will change the ignorant world, unheeding
outside. Darwin's challenge to any mid—Victorian intellectual's
composure is felt Chapter 25) when Charles contemplates the
fossil—record of a 'micro—catas-t;rophe of ninety million years
ago'.
In a vivid insight, a flash of black
lightning, he saw that all life was
parallel: that evolution was not vertical,
ascending to erfection, but horizontal.
Time was the great fallacy; existence
was without history, was always now, was
always this being caught in the same
fiendish machine. All those painted
screens erectec4. by man to shut out reality -history, religion, duty, social position,
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all were illusions, mere opium fantasies.
Several of the Victorian-style chapter-head epithets are from
passages of In Lemoriarn where Tennyson contemplates the belittlemen-b of human history in the pers'-ective of geological time:
'There where the long street roars hath been/ The stillness
of the central sea'. Powles recognises his own doubts in
Charles's, here, and has no need. to patronise from hindsight.
In the most satisfying parts of the novel we see how far and
how near the Victorians are from us.
Das Ka p ital (1867) was dedicated to Darwin. Fowles
likes to remind us that Niarx was lurking behind the reassuring
faoades of Charles's world. iarx is quoted in the chapterheadings about as often as Tennyson or Clough. Could Charles
have been told that would come of ivarx's writings 'he would
not have believed it'; but he carmot see the i)arwinian implications of his own position. He is a perfect specimen o± a
nighly developed species vhich is already being replaced in
the rapid evolution of nineteenth-century society. Ernestina's
tycoon father offers him a chance to survive by adapting when
he offers a business-partnership, but Charles is too much a
gentleman for that. It is his valet Sam who pursues the new
opportunities in trade: 'if new species can come into being,
old species very often have to make way for them' (Chapter 8).
This is a 'Whig' inter p retation, and Fowles's view of the
nineteenth-century often highlights the progress vhich has
improved iglish conditions in the last hundred years. He
anticipates our nostalgia for the comforts of life in Society
by dwelling on the horrors of mass-poverty anci the abuse of
social privilege -- in the religiose but unholy Mrs Poulteney
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to whom Sarah is for an unhappy time 'companion', for examDle.
He chocs his disposition to self-congratulation on orogress
by recalling Vh2t has been lost, esrecially ii the satisfactions
o± community life. Sarah represents a modern emancipation.
when one vas skating over so much ttun
ice -- ubiquitous economic oppression,
terror of sexuality, the flood o±
mechanistic science -- the ability to
close one's eyes to one's own absurd
stiffness was essential. Very few
Victorians chose to close their eyes
to such cryptic colouration Darwin's
phrase for the chameleon's adaptability;
but there was that in Sarah's look which
did. Though direct, it was a timid look.
Yet behind it lay a very modern phrase:
Come clean, Charles, come clean. (Chapter 18).

Suk authenticity is a virtue for us, as duty was then.
flexibility and mobility are our social advantages; stability
and security were theirs. A Dorset ploughman, was bringing up
eleven children in 1867 'in a poverty too bitter to describe';
his cottage is owned in 1967 by a fashionable London architect
who loves it -- 'so picturesquely rural' (Chapter 19). In
another p assage, there is regret for 'our ancestors' isolation
[whichj like the greater space they enjoyed... can only be
envied' (Chapter 17). These are conventional points and the
characters who illustrate them are conventionally conceived.
The statistical and other documentary evidence wiaich clusters
in some parts of the book only gives us detailed confirmation
of what we knew already, that London was full of prostitutes
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and that Victorian kitchens were very unhealthy. i?owles is
less adventurous in the actual practice of fiction than J.G.
Farrell. But he has looked back at the life behind the figure
he save in his mind's eye on the Cobb at Lyme and provided an
imaginative, thoughtful and humane vies. of it from the vantagepoint of 1969.
A paper on the novel by Sheldon Rothblatt sums up what is
traditional in its Derspective.
Povles has done something that is close to
what the practising historian does or wants
to do and in fact has always done, 'hether
monk, positivist or liegelian: compared past
and present in order to understand one by txie
other... [so that] one of 'owles's aims is to
explain Vvhy his characters are Victorian nd
why we are not [and.]by shoving us what we are
not, he has helped us to see ourselves as we
are
That is so. But ±iothblatt's essay is most interesting because
i-b is full of good sense mixed 'iith an enthusiasm for the
experimental aspects of The i'rench Lieutenant's oman which
conflicts with everytiung he says he believes as an historian.
His views are an exmp1e of the force of Avrom j?leishman's
conviction that the 'experimental' modernist movement is all
that counts in modern literature, and of the weakmess of its
reasoning,at least where historiography is concerned.
Rothblatt assumes that modern literature must discard
all orevious modes of presentation if it is to be true to
modern exoerience. He regrets that historians have 'reiiained
loyal to the academic writing traditions of the late nineteenth
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century' so that there is now 'an estranging distance between
history and literature'. A laige part of the introduction
to his essay is an explanation o± why historians have not been
able to join the literary avant-garde: 'one of the Drogrammatic
characteristics of the avant-garde has been a rather violent
and quite conscientious repudiation of the past in all its
institutional forms and values' he says, arid he cites
Renato Poggioli's Theoof the Avant-Garde (i968).
Dress, manners, conventions of social
behaviour, the language of everyday life,
the thoughts of everyday life, aie subjected
to the scorn of the dracin6s. Out of this
terrifying scorn, with its strong components
of nihilism, fright and dream fantasy, has
come a perception of human relationshros
vhich we call absurd, It is an attitude
that the world, physical or social, makes
no sense whatsoever, in fact can make no
sense, that basic human desires and essential
psychological drives cannot be accommodated
in any social arrangement, and that
communication is a fiction, superficial at
best. This prevalent and extensive interpretation of the possibilities of human
achievement has had a profound influence
on the practice of modern art... The
importance of sequence, imitation and the
careful relation of parts to each other has
been vehemently denied.8
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He rightly concludes that such a view of the orld. is useless

1± tne practice of history: 'absurd. history is a contradiction
in terms'. Although the historian may have a sense of the
absurd 'he makes certain that ystery stays the subject and
not the product of his research'. History in consequence has
become separated from 'the mainstream of artistic and literary
activity in our time'.9
Given his premises there seems no solution. If they
were right, it could only be hoped that the mainstream of
literature would. become less nihilistic in time; and historians
in the meanwhile vould have to be old-fashioned in their procedures. Rothblatt acknowledges other gulfs set between
literature of the Absurd and orthodox history. Truth in the
empirical historian's sense is not a criterion ±or writers of
the Absurd. While the historian is a teacher vho communicates
what he knows of the -cast for the benefit of the present, the
avant-garde is contemttuous of the public; 'if the world is
absurd, why bother to communicate' but some accommodation
of the historian's goals to the literary methods of the
Absurd must be attempted, and. hence Rothblatt's admiration for
The French Lieutenant's oman, which he thinks serves as a
model since it is true to the past and. at least experimental,
modestly perhaps. Rothblatt does not say how far experiment
might go. The thought of social life in the Lyme Regis of
1867 treated by iilliarn Burroughs makes Fowles's polite reservationsout mimesis seem reassuring. 'To what extent am I
being panicked into avant-gardism?' Fowles asks himself in his
'Notes'. 1° Sheldon Rothblatt has been panicked into confusion.
He says that the novel is 'by no means original [by which he
means in this context 'experimental'] in every respect',
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but he does not show that it is experimental and historically
truthful at the same time, rather than by turns. 11 He is
panicked into pleading that historians and. historical novelists
join in the one movemer-t among creative Titers hich has no
respect for his subject. it seems unlikely tLat any writer
with a genuine interest in present perspective on the past
will follow the experimental features of The drench Lieutenant's
Woman to their logical conclusions.
John Bayley has recently attacked The .&renchLieuuenarit's
Woman and all such novels which he says are true only to their
own autonomy. He regrets that 'the modern novelist is usually
self—conscious, and conscious of the game that he is playing
with his narrative, in ways which %rould have amazed Dickens',
so that 'the fact in fiction has no status in itself'.
the sin of semiotics is to attempt
to destroy our sense of the truth in
fiction. There must be in it, as
Marianne Moore said of poems, 'a place
for the genuine', 'imaginary gardens with
real toads in them'. fiction must lose
its nerve if those toads are signs like
the story, and. as subject to the storyteller's whim.12
The real distinction for a story, he concludes, is'the
difference between vhat is true in it and. what is made up'.
'What is true', here, apDeals to every kind of verification
outside the novel : to historical fact, and. to truths about
life (Marianne Moore's toads). The claims may, presumably,
conflict. A novelist, or playvvTight, might alter historical
fact in the interest of truth to human nature -- or he might
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be careless in ways that do not affect a deeper kind of truth.
But they belong together, in Bayley's argument against 'the
critical philosophy of today [where] the novelist owns truth
and nature as mi.ch as he owns his fictions'. iiction must defer to truth. The French Lieutenant's ioman may be accurate
in its facts about prostitution in the l860s and the date of
Origin of Species, but its two endings are a failure to face
the question of how such a man and oman vould have decided
tiaeir future in such circumstances in that period. If the
reader is indifferent (as he probably is) then the characterisation is lacking in truth.

William olding's novels satisfy Bayley's criterion in their
approach: they are inventions which exDlore truths, and Golding,
like Bayley, writes the word without inverted commas. His novels
have attracted readers and critics by offering a vision of life,
of human nature, of good and. evil. The title of Darkness Visible
(1979) suggests the author's special subject. 'Human beings
do have a strand of real malignancy', he said in a recent
interviev; 'we ignore it at our peril.., there is active human
evil'.13 His early books were inspired by a sense of the 'folly
of the naive, liberal, almost Rousseauesque view of man as being
capable of perfection'; and his later novels, Darkness Visible
and Rites of Passage (1981) are equally traditional in their
view of man as a creature capable of 'love and self-sacrifice',
by a kind of grace, but maligned by nature. Many of the novels
offer pictures of innocence, Simon in Lord of the Flies (1954)
theererthal people in The Inheritors (1956), Mattie in
Darkness Visible which is, traditionally, seen as a liability.
T.S. Eliot told him that good people are harder to 'do' in
literature than bad, something he already knew 4 human goodness
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is precarious arid, often suspect in Golding, but sometimes truly
impressive. His novels can impress even vhen they are d.ifficult
and unpleasant because they are free from cynicism.
Concerned. with the s'&ate and. nature o± man, Goliing has
looked for settings, stories and characters outside the common
social life of the present day: boys on an island or a dead.
soul on a Hebridean rock. vhere he has dealt vith contemporary
England, as in Darkness Visible, he has often dealt with abnormal
states of mind and fringe communities. The Pyramid. (1967) is
an exception. The inheritors and The_Spire (1964) are set back
in time, arid so is 'The Scorpion God' -- the only one of the
three long, long stories vith historical settings in The Scorpion
15
God (1971) which is equal in quality to the novels But the
historical dimension in The Inheritors and The spire is of
secondary interest. The Inheritors is perhaps a 'prehistoric
novel'. The truth that is sought concerns human nature which,
fully emerged in homosap iens, is horribly familiar but of no
'period' interest. In The S p ire medieval life is the background
for a symbolic, p sychological, spiritual study of pride in Dean
Jocelin who builds the sire of Salisbury Cathedral as an act
of faith. Avrom Fleishman, keen to secure tnem for the genre,
discusses both as historical novels; but they have been exhaustively analysed and praised in other critical studies which hardly
mention their historical interest. The Spire is an account of
an historical event, full of detail about medieval building
techniques, but it could be said. to be historical in a negative
sense since its remote setting makes it easier to exclude all
but a few elements of social background. It is as a man rather
than a medieval man that we attend to Dean Jocelin' 6 In Rites
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of }assage there is a much more full portray8l of the society
within which the characters are seen, arid this is honestly done
vithout naking use of the Dast for r)resent purDoses. But the
past for Golding is still a source of isolated settings in h1ch
to observe the permanent condition of man. Rites of ±assaee is
an invented tale which aims to tell the truth.
it is unashamed invention. .i?owles tells himself not to
pretend that he lives in the nineteenth century. Golding's
sight-lines belong to the second decade of the nineteenth century
and the effects which are calculated for our benefit, are inanaed
with an art which is concealed. The story is in the form of a
journal addressed to a noble godfather by a young man sailing
from EnJanc to Australia. The ideo is that his lordshi p may
'live vicariously', and perhans Lorget the pangs of gout.
'Honoured godfather', the first chaDter begins,
'Iith those words I begin the journal
I engage myself to kee p for you -- no
words could be more suitable.
Very well then. The place: on board
the ship at last. The year: you know
it.
The gap between what we know and vhat the godfather knows,
between the narratoi1s expected reader and ourselves, is the
basic 'pretence'. The godson, Edmund Talbot, has been coached
by his godfather in the arts of an eighteenth-century gentleman.
He is to study to flatter well, and he flatters his tutor subtly.
He is to keep a well-judged distance from the various layers of
his social inferiors, guarding himself against flattery from
them. He is to exploit the privileges of his rank, using the
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fact thot he is going south to join Governor's 'entourage' to
make the most of the power of patronage. In the scene vhich
makes the first turning point of the novel's very slmDle plot,
Talbot's assumption of his reader's aproval is gently used.
against him.
The 'wooden world' of' the decrepit ship of tne line,turned
now to general purposes and on her last voyage, has dismayed
Talbo-b into giving a vivid impression of stench, sea-sickness
and confinement. His quarters are insufferable, the other
passengers low. Failing to read the captain's Standing Orders
'hich 'orbid civilians the ouarterdeck he -presents himself to
the desDotic Captain anderson

vvhO

iirst rails at him, then

moderates his tone .hen informed 'ho the iiitruer is. The
description of his transformetion is meant to nmuse.
[The situation made me laugh in :hat must have seemed.
an unmEnnerly fashion but the fellos deserved the
rebuke even if it as accidental. It stopped. his
blusters and heightened his colour, but gave me
the opportunity of producing your name and that of
His Excellency your brother, much as one mi,ht prevent the nearer aDDroach of a highwayman by quickly
presenting 8 brace o± pistols. Our caDtaln squinted
first -- you will forgive the figure -- down your
lordship's muzzle, decided you vere loaded, cast a
fearful eye at the ambassador in my other hand and
reined back with his yellow teeth shoving I have
seldom seen a face at oice so daunted and so
atrabilious...... if today vhen the French clock in
the Arras room chimed at ten and. our ship's bell here
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was struck four times -- at that time, I say, if
your lordshi p experienced a sudden access of wellbeing aiid a arning satisfaction, I cannot swear
that it may not have been some distant notion of
what a silver mounted and murdering piece of' ordnance
a noble name 'as proving to be among p ersons of a
lesser station.*
This is a highly mannered performance; the godfather is no
simpleton, but an expert on Racine. The image of the highvayman is there for the sake of 'don your lordship's muzzle',and
'persons of a lesser station' is half in quotat:on marks. Tue
literary flavours shelter the gentlemen from the vulgarity of
snobbishness (the fact existed then although not the word) but
allow a residue of self-satisfaction improved by the implied
cultural exclusion of 'the fellow' from their sense of humour.
Talbot's posing at posing is exactly right for the period, when
aristocratic disdain was becoming slightly self-conscious.
Observing Talbot in the context of his eriod we remember that
a naval officer's career was subject to aristocratic caprice.
Talbot's disdain for the cantain would have been shown as vulgarity
in Jane Austen, and we can. see it as such from our knowledge of'
her. Today it seems snobbish in a blunter fashion, in our society
which rejects as hers did. not the idea of station.
I."
Talbot is contrasted with the tragi-comic figure ofA Reverend
Robert James Colley, at the other extreme of' gentility from
Talbot's eminence, with something of the slmDlicity of fable.
Golding's art often works upwards, through fable. Talbot .s
handsome, tall, smart, cultivated and subtle, socially relaxed,

* Faber (1982), pp. 30-1.
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and .ell-cormected. Colley is none of these things. Talbot's
mistake in affronting the caotain is repeeted, as we should
expect in a fable, by the shambling Colley who is siftly
punished. for it. Officers and crew are encouraged to goad. the
parson and to humiliate him in the rites of passage when the
ship crosses the line. ihen Colley goes'forrard to rebuke the
men they make him ludicrously drunk; he subsequently dies of
shame. A righteous ship's officer, Mr Summers, points out to
Talbot that he is partly to blame for having provoked Anderson.
There are other indications that at some stage o± its growth
in Golding's mind the book was a fable. Summers is upright and.
refined although he has risen from the ranks, or 'come aft
through the hawsehole'. Another officer, born a gentleman, is
a cad. A fable is one of the plainest forms of literary invention and plainly read the novel is a story with a blunt modern
meaning -- that 'station' does not count.
It is more than that from the outset. The novel teems
vith events and characters which the aou.rnal presents in terms
of farce. Talbot is seduced by a tart. There is a Jacobin
agent on whom Talbot is meant to be d.iscreetly spying, in the
interests of government. There is a drunken painter of naval
battles who provides an excellent comic scene at the caDtaln's
table. The captain himself is mostly a figure of fun. -- even
more a parson-hater than old-navy captains are suDDosed to have
been. These people and their doings have close counterparts,
in the social life of a decade or so later, in the early short
tales of Dickens and Thackeray. They are caricatures,but they
'ar . . not kep-b to the background. Colley's death is almost forgotten in the perforriance of the drunken painter. The snobbishness
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of the era is almost lost to view because of Golding's relish
for its vitality. It is awesome to think of this lower-middle
class Regency crowd arriving in Sydney. There is a continucti
comedy of language provided by Talbot's (and Golding')enjoyinent
of Tarpaulin, the 'tarry' dialect of the ship.
'r Summers! dill you have the pintles out of her"'
Summers said. nothing but the thudding ceased. Captain
Anderson's tone sank to a grumble. 'The pintles are
loose as a pensioner's teeth.'
Summers nodded in reply.
'I know it, Sir. But until she's rehung -'The sooner we're off the wind the better. God curse
that drunken suDerintendaxit.''
He stared moodily down at the union flag, then up at
the sails which, as if v'il1ing to debate with him,
boomed back. They could have done no better than the
preceding dialogue. was it not superb" (p.261)
This sample of Tarpaulin -- the best in the book -- occurs in the
middle of Colley's funeral. Comic invention is always liable to
upset the 'meaning' of the element of fable, and endorse a remark
of Talbot's:
Life is a formless business, Summers. Literature
is much amiss in forcing a form on it. (p.265)
This is one of many meanings the characters find in their
experience. Ideas abound in their talk. But they do not coalesce;
they tend to cancel out. Summers responds to Talbot's 'life is
formless' that birth and death are both common among the emigrants
on board. The ideas and moods contribute to the picture of the
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period. Talbot is late Augustan, touched 'by Romanticism; Colley
is popular Romantic. Everyone seems to have read 'ir Coleridge's
poem' and knows 'Alone, alone...', but the rationalist emigrant
is resolved to shoot an albatross vith a blunderbuss to refute
su-oerstition. Golding's instinct for symbolism is given to his
major characters, in this novel. The 'wooden world.' is a microcosm to Talbot, who broods in -- for him - rather banal terms
on its 'politics'. It is an image of the soul's plight to Colley,
in terms that might be found in a pious but reasonably up-to-date
Ivionthl Iiagazine article. The journey is not a symbol but an.
occasion for people to think in symbols. Invention creates a
crowded lively illusion of life in dites of x-assage but it is,
though not as formless, as contradictory as life.
Golding achieves accuracy in all this, hitting off the
tones and attitudes we hear in the literature of the time, in
Byron and Creevey, in Peacock and. Leigh Hunt, in Theodore Hook
and. Pierce Egan. Golding is a naval man. He is rrobably right
about the spars and. rigging, the tarry language, the troubles of
midshipmen and ageing lieutenants. He seems to accord with
C.S. Forester who is certainly right. Golding minimises the
spectacular cruelty of life in ships of this time in order to
enhance the effect of the scene where Colley is su.bjected. to
the rites of passage. In this scene we reach Golding's apprehension of a truth about human life.
Tne novel is a study in contrast between its two principal
passengers, each of whom is seen from the other's point of view
since Talbot finds, and copies for his godfather, Colley's long
letter home to his sister. We first see Colley through Talbot's
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irreligious and contem ptuous eyes, a shabby-obsequious creature
to be avoided, and of course ve see the observer in the observation. They are archetypes, the favourite and the butt, nobleman
and clown, opposites in social position and in natural gifts.
Although Talbot is not the Christian gentleman and ideal i?riend
Colley imagines, he is able to overcome revulsion enough to
intrigu.e on Colley's behalf when reminded of the duties which
ought to go with privilege; and. he is moved, as a man of sensibility as well as sense, when he reads Colley's letter, and to
feel some remorse (soon, naturally, overcome). He finds Colley
a poor creature, and so may we. If such a man could have
appeared in the Austen world, she would have kept him a minor
figure, lampooned for errors in sense and maimers, not unlike
iLr Collins. Colley is a sycophant, reminding his sister 'not
to omit to show any little attention that may be possible in
that quarter' (p.187) when he mentions 'Manston Place', the big
house at home. His opinions, which include disapproval of rum
f or the lower orders, are his bishop's. He boasts when he feels
an insult to his 'cloth' which is in fact to him that he has
been received, 'twice', at the bishop's table. Jane Austen
would have made him a buffoon and would have modified some of
his traits in respect for the cloth and fictional seemliness.
The sort of buffoonery which destroys him is quite outside her
world. Although dazzled by the lovely though painted beauty
whose favours Talbot briefly gains, his daydreams dwell on the
handsome topsail-man Billy Rogers with whom he is to commit when
drunk, as Talbot later discovers, a sexual rite' which Talbot
calls 'a ridiculous, schoolboy trick' ( p .277), judging him a
'poor fool'.
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He is less than a holy fool, and his innocence is mixed
with the tiresomeness of an educated simpleton. But he has
innocence. &olding is sure enough of his ability to convey it
that he de prives his character of every form of dignity. Colley
is not spiritually dignified. His devotions are sincere but do
not seem true. They are emotional in a man with little emotional
maturity, and. intellectual in a man vith no mental pover, except
rote memory. His letter inadvertently guys his shallowness.
Here he has dust noticed that his appearance, for most of the
voyage, has badly needed tidying up:
It was with confusion and shame that I
remembered the words addressed to me individually at my ordination -- words I
must ever hold sacred because of the
occasion and the saintly divine vhom spake
them -- 'Avoid scrupulosity, Colley, and
always present a decent appearance...' (p.226)
He is not morally impressive either. He does achieve a basic
dignity because he is harmless -- although a social and perhaps
religious menace -- in intention, and because be is a victim.
Dickens's remark in Oliver Twist (Chapter 10) that 'there is
a passion for hunting something deeply im planted in the numa.n
breast' is very strongly felt in Golding. Colley's helplessness
makes him a natural victim.
I heard what the poor victims of the French
Terror must have heard in their last moments
and oh -- it is crueller than death, it must
be -- it must be so, nothing, nothing that
men can do to each other can be compared
with that snarling, lustful, storming appetite....
S

(p.238)
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At the second 'nothing', Colley suddenly sounds like Golciing
(as does Talbot in the novel's last lines on the same theme).
It may be an artistic weakness that the author's sense of truth
overpowers the character's tone, but the weakness is a small one.
In Lord of the Flies Golding contrived horrific circumstances
to convey what he says here in the context of Colley's shampooing
at King Neptune's court in the rites of passage. The historical
setting is so fully realised that we accept the horrifying
humiliation, in 'disrespect-for- cloth' mixed with mob-violence,
which belongs to the period. This episode transcends that,
observing a universal evil. Golding has said, in a recent interview, that he believes in God. but in little else. 17 There is
no Christian consolation in .iites of Passage, only an assertion
of what is vTong.
Rites of Passage is the product of a very different conception of modern literature from that of John Fowles
I do not know. This story I am telling is all
imagination... But I live in the age of Alain
Robbe-Grillet...
Golding regards the past as subject to his imagination. He does
not misrepresent what he shows o± it for the sake of a modern
study in class. Colley and Talbot are enmeshed in social
dealings which are astringently but fairly observed, and there
is considerable interest and entertainment in the verve with
which they are brought alive. But the real purpose assumes that
one age is much like another, in the essentials. Whether or nor
Golding continues to write novels there is no reason to believe
that his sort of fiction need come to an end.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLU$ION

These novelists, I have maintained, achieve a fair balance
between truth to the paBt and interest in the present time.
They do not appropriate the past, making it serve present
causes, nor do they treat it as alien or unknowable; their
work accords the past a place as a living 'part of the human
in Mary Renault' a phrase, not to be ignored and
not to be ruthlessly occupied and redeveloped. Unsurprisingly,
they write In modes which are rooted in traditional literature,
although not In tired forms 'doled out' by former practice; that
term of Fleisl]inan's might apply to Hugh Walpo].e. Unsurprisingly,
they are humanists; they believe in an essential human nature
to be discovered within the features of any particular culture.
They see a continuity with the past, In history, in literature,
and In 'real people, who remain much the same', as Burgess says,
does not change very much', as Farrell
and life which
1
says. This is a coherent position, and one which Is under attack.
To show the continuity, while acknowledging the extent to which
life has changed, Is Itself a creative practice at the present
time.
When Avrctn FleIstman proposes that the historical novel join
the experimental movement of the modern novel', he does not
consider the implications fbr the Imaginative union with past
life which he finds In the tradition. Thinas Pynchon represents
that movement now. Frank Kermode remarks that Mal].ann wrote
'at the end of the great age of the book', and adds that 'Pynchon'B
joke (about the battleships) belongs to another age, which we have
2
still hardly come to terms with'. In order to find, value in the
novelists I have discussed It is necessary to discount the widely
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prevailing view that our age is completely divorced from its
predecessors. In this view, which Fleisbman traces to Conrad'B
3
The Inheritors, 'history may be said to have ended'; human
nature has changed or is changing; literature and historiography
belong to a dying world. It is the view most honestly expressed
in 'the scorn of the dracine's' admired by Professor Rothblatt
(and quoted in the last chapter).
A far more temperate and urbane version of the West's
deracination appears In a lecture given at Cambridge almost thirty
years ago when C. S.Lewis Inaugurated the Chair of Medieval and
Renaissance nglIsh Literature in 1954. IIs title, from Isidore
of Seville, was 'De deecri p tione temp orum' and he argued that a
more momentous change had occurred in his lifetime than that which
divides Antiquity from the Dark Ages or the Middle Ages from the
Renaissance. Ancient culture, especially Latin possessed by all
educated men until the nineteenth century, had died; literature,
in the work of T.S.Eliot and David 3ones, had altered more
drastically than ever before; religious belief bad ceased to
dominate culture. The ideal of governments had changed from
stability to dynamic transformation. Technology had profoundly
affected everybody. Medieval and Renaissance llteratureswere
therefore part of a continuum joining Homer to the nineteenth
century, and from that civilisation his audience were excluded.
Lewis himself was a 'a dinosaur', a last sample of 'Old
still able to 'read as a native texts which you Ithe undergraduates
of l954J must read as foreigners'.

T.H.Pluinb's Death of the Past

is based on the same conviction, although he welcomes as
emancipation what Lewis regrets.
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If Lewis was right, then the historical novelist's position
to-day would be so different from that of Scott that it would
be meaningless to speak of 'tradition'within the genre. According
to Lewis, Scott wrote from within a culture ('something which
had already begun when the Iliad was composed end was still
e]most unimpaired when Waterloo was fought') which we observe as
5
aliens. His conclusion means that the nature of historical
imagination must have changed altogether, or been lost; and the
task of recreating and interpreting the past for contemporary
minds must belong to a different order of literary effort, perhaps
impossible.
He is exaggerating a strong case. Part of the interest
which Mary Renault' s readers share with 3. G. Farrell' s is how
different life and 'sight-lines' were, in the fourth century B.C.
or a hundred years ago. Perspective foreshortens, as Lewis says
himself; 'the di. 8tance between the telegraph post I em touching
and the next telegraph post looks longer than the awn of the
6
distances between all the other posts
Most generations have
thought themselves changed out of recognition from 'the old Age',
and several generations have thought themselves ci. ose to the end
of the world. But few have had the scope or detail of Lewis's
knowledge of the past, and what he argues everyone to-day has at
least dimly apprehended. The recent history of war strengthens
his case.
But Lewis misrepresents by overstating throughout, so tkat
his overall conclusion is wrong.
We have lived to see the second death of
ancient learning. In our time something
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which was once the possession of all
educated men has shrunk to being the
technical aoccrnplislment of a few
7
specialists.
Of course the un-christening of Europe
in our time is not quite complete; neither
was her christening in the Dark Ages...
Christians and Pagans had much more In
common with each other than either has
with a post-Christian...
...Tbe post-ChriIan Is cut off from the
Christian past end therefore doubly from
8
the Pagan past.
Our rulers have become like schoolmasters.

9

Mary Renault does not write against such a background. The ousting

of classics from classroom pre-eminence Is not equivalent to' the
second death of ancient learning'. Lewis Is thinking of dons;
almost all knew Latin and Greek in 1900 as did schoolmasters,
c].ergxnen and other professional men who might have been done if
they had chosen; many of the same kind of people in 1954 cams
from the 'modern' or gØjfl5I sides. But among writers of earlier
times, 8hakespeare, Pope, Blake, Keats and Dickens are only some
of those who needed translations ( in Pope's case translators).
The fatuity of compulsory languages at school, regardless of
10
pupils' ability, Is obvious from Victorian fiction. Mary Renault
might comment on 'educated men'. Most of us now profit from the
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excellent annotated translations in Pengu.in classics as wel]. as
from the Loeb. Par too many people visit classical sites. There
is still a literary influence from the classics (Yeats, Eliot,

Joyce, Graves, Golding, Iris Murdoch). This is only a strand in
modern English culture, but although it was stronger in the past
it has always been only a strand; the recent decline in ancient
learning is not a 'second death'. Lewis's 'un-christening of
Europe' seems based on a narrow view of European Christendom.
Professedly Christian writers In Britain in the second rank, after
Eliot, Waugh, Greene and Auden, would make a long list. Piers Paul
Read's Monk Dawscn (1969) and David Lodge's How Par' Can You G?
(1981) achieve a balanced view of contemporary Catholiciem which
was beyond the reach of 'Old Western' writers. It would be hard
to maintain that an historical novelist depicting an age of faith
goes beyond the limits of experience to which a contemporary
writer can appeal. Although Lewis lumps together the Pagan and
the Christian consciousness in contrast to ours, many agnostic
writers In antiquity (Lucian, for example) were familiar with a
state of declining traditional religion, combined with rife
superstition and mercenary oriental cults, which is not unlike
ours, except that Christianity carries more weight now than

Paganin in the second century A.D.. Anyone who has lived in
Africa Is likely to think Lewis excessively Oxford-and-Cambridge-

tied In his view of contemporary civilisation -- as are most
intellectual commentators in Europe and America who write about
'our present plight'. They are also likely to think him wrong
about a basic change In the nature of government. Almost every
form of government known to the Greeks exists to-day -- the chief
exception being cit y-state democracy. The methods of oppression are
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only more efficient than when Dionysos of Syracuse listened
to his 'Ear'.
Mary Renault's novels are for readers who are relatively
unlikely to have stereotyped images of the ancient world
derived friii schooiinasters, less likely to assume that Demosthenes
was right ami Philip wrong, or that Greek religion was divided
be twe en primitive animal- sacrifice and the a]mo st-Chri sti an
Insights of Plato, more prepared to consider Greek sexual mores,
and to share the philosophers' ideal (not practice) of questioning
everything. This Is a time in which Protestant and Catholic
readership are able to consider the
elements in a
history of the other persuasion, and. religious belief before
Christianity, without requiring an admixture of polemic. Weakened
commitment need not mean Indifference or estrangement In political
matters either. Ior do we see these advantages as 'progress'.
Historical novelists are not inclined to flatter us on our
detachment-with-sympathy, as a superior stance to the yearnings
and rivalries of Renault's Athens or Burgess's Elizabethan London.
Bu.rge as and Nye can expect from their readers a knowledge
of and a personal involvement In earlier English literature. It
was quirky If not malicious of Lewis to tell his audience that to
read Medieval and Renaissance texts they must 'BUspend most of
the responses and unlearn most of the habits you have acquired in
reading modern literature' since they must read as foreigners what
be read as a native. But who learns to read fran Pound, Eliot,
Joyce, Proust or Hexnann Broch? Our earliest experience of
literature canes frau nursery rhymes and Victorian jingles, hymns,the
A.V., and bits of Bunyan, Gulliver's Travels and Robinson Crusoe,
besides Treasure Island and modern children's writers whose
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imaginations were fonned from 'Old Western' literature.
One reads Shakespeare at an earlier age than Brecht,
Elizabethan lyrics years before Pound, Jane Austen before
Virginia Woolf. Most modern literature is meaningless without
early reading of 'Oldstern'. Neither Lewis nor Tolkien found
young readers of the 1960s and 1970s estranged in sympathy or
Instinct from the products of their rather old-fashioned
imaginations. Lewis knew this, although for the sake of his
argument he pretended to forget it. But critics who sw that
after the Modernist movement all novelists should write to disturb
our nonnal experience of the world rather than exploit and improve
it, forget that many o± the earlier subjects of Auerbach's
Mime ala (Homer, Shakespeare, Cervantes) are deeper In most
readers than the species of realian he treats in his last chapter.
Enjoyment of parody In Burgess end Nye is not meant to be at the
expense of older literature, nor Is it 'historicist' in the sense
of isolating a period. Nye's point in Falstaff is that Falstaff
Is not contained by the Elizabethan world-picture. The character
can speak to us In our idioms without seriously falsifying the
spirit In which his author wrote.
Although Farrell went no further back into the British npire
than 1857 his trfLogy arid the 'nineteenth-century' novels by
Fowles and Golding take advantage of the continuity which unites
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries as a single 'modern' period.
Every decade is distinct and conscious of the rapidly changing
times, brought on by Napoleon or the cutting of the railways, the
Great Exhibition or the Education Act, Darwin or Freud, the Soimie
or Hiroshima. But most present trends and fashionable Ideas
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originated in the nineteenth century. Matthew Vaughan's
first novel Chalky (1975) is the story of a boy from a Victorian
orphanage who becomes an army officer and is socially unacceptable
among the more snobbish officers and gentleman; the sane theme,
given a 1920s or 1960s setting,would need different tuning but
its implioation-E and connotations would be much the sane. George
Macdonald Fraser's tales in the Flashman series create much of
their comedy from features of Victorian social life which are
1].
unlike ours in emphasis but not in kind. The novels of Anthony
Powell which span the century (and the author's lifetime) are
studies, among other things, of how strands of nineteenth-century
life persist arid interweave with more recent social phenomena.
Powell's work shows that history is still evolving and that we are
not yet in a 'post-culture'.
Perhaps the best evidence for what we and our literature
share with the past comes from the 'apocalyptic' fiction which
contemplates a near-future in which the world loses touch with
history and becomes enslaved to it, returning to barbarian.
Anthony Burgess's lightly comic The End of the World Nw (1982)
depicts such an outcome. Its final pages describing the departure
of an Ark-like spaceship when the planet is to be destroyed are
powerful because they evoke the interconnection of culture with the
physical environment. Nothing from history can be taken on the
journey into space because, away from the planet, it will all
become meaningless. That perspective unites us with Golding's
Neanderthals.
If the prospect of a calamitous near-future concentrates the
mind (and makes the past more precious), .t may also bring to mind
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the relative brevity of recorded history. The discovery of
geological time In the nineteenth century was unsettlInp to the
Victorians, but It gives us a perspective which can be ccrj:ifortIng.
It makes the ancient Greeks seem close, although to 'Old Western
Man' they were at the other end of time. Iris Murdoch' 8 The Fire
and the Sun, written twenty-five years after Lewis gave his
lecture, and by a younger writer less affected by the Impact
of Moderni n which shows in Lewis, is a lively argument with
Plato. (Iris Murdoch, who shows sane affection for her adversary,
notes that he made the earliest and the best declaration of
Intellectual equallty between the sexes.) In the course of it she
says that 'of course art Is huge and European philosophy strangely
&nal], so that Whitehead. Bcarcely exaggerates in calling it all
footnotes to Plato". Her liberal humanist argument for art and
especially literature as an open forum, In which 'everything'
can be freely debated, has Its roots deep in 'old Western'
culture and shows itself pleasantly familiar (In both senses) with
one of the originators of the culture. Iris Murdoch'e fiction
includes one (marginally) historical novel, The Red and The Green
(1965). Her novels and criticin constitute a refutation of
Lewis's great divide, and Plumb's 'death of the pest s . They
a reader who has read Plato (if not in Greek), who understands
(perhaps without sharing) religious belief, who enjoys the contemporary and the traditional notes In her work.
Such readers exist, and not only in Iris Murdoch's two
countries. They may be fewer than novelists would like, but the
great numbers of writers of popular historical adventures and
rcnances and the large sales of some such books of little literary
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merit show that there still is a wider readership to be won.
Renault, Burgess, Farrell and Go].ding have encroached on it,
without succumbing to the rival temptations to treat the past
as though it were the present in different costume, or to treat
it as though it were completely unlike what we know. Talking
about historical fiction in relation to Scott's Influence,
A.O.J.Cockshut Bald that the first leads to tushery and the
12
second to the Gothic. It has been so since Scott's time, in
popular fiction where there is little attempt at a perspective.
At a higher leve]. of wrlting fr the denial of perspective which
follows from 'the death of the past', 'all history is contemporary
history', 'history has no mythic authority', leads either to
fantasy or to propaganda, or to a blend of them such as John
13
Berger's G.
Abler novelists have resisted these temptations too.
Mary

bold assurances about the genre are

refreshing after reading Sheldon Rothblatt on he French Lleutenant'
Woman or Frank Kermode on The Crying of Lot 49, The true historical
novelist is to dispel fantasy and resist propaganda. It is the
resolve in her novels which Impresses. W.W.Tarn, the historian,
Is equally resolved but he argues out of historical existence a
character on whom Mary Renault builds the whole of one novel and
parts of another. Renault and Tarn sIiare a sense that It matters
whether or not Bagoas existed,

We think that their different

conceptions of what be might have been like reveal a greater
maturity of vision In the later writer, We may think that the
question does not affect the novel's quality. Bagoas makes an
Ideal observer even If he Is moved entirely fran the history Into
the fiction in the reader's mind. But it matters that the novel
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is arguing for the evidence that he existed, by creating a
character who is cnpatible with the history. It reopens the
Bagoas question and, makes a human character out of a mental
label -- a 'spayed catamite'. The history and the fiction cannot
be judged apart, and this sort of writing will never satisfy
purists. In this case a dubious fragment of history provided the
character and the rea].isation of the character made the history
a shade less dubious.
Anthony Burgess makes no real claim for his candidate for
dark mistress. Her role in Nothing Like the Sun is what the book
says, the ingenious whimsy of a lecturer off duty. Reading of
Bagoas or Lucy Negro pranpts thoughts about how such a person would
have seen Alexander or Shakespeare and historical imagination may
work on our thoughts in earnest or game. If It Is to be historica]
Imagination, the game must be played fairly and Burgess is as true
as he can be to what we know about Shakespeare except In matters
where we know nothing at all. Given Shakespeare, the essential
task Is a degree of truth to the language restored to the life
of Shakespeare's time, as well as we can imagine It. Burgess Is
apparently moving closer to what Barthes would want, turning history
into fiction, making a new 'construct' out of Shakespeare ani
showing that It is invention. 'The real Is never any more than a
meaning', wrote Barthes, 'which can be revoked when history requires
it and demands a thorough subversion of the very foundations of
14
civilised society'. But Burgess would say that the real Is what
enables him to appreciate Shakespeare, and that the reality
Shakespeare knew canes, imperfectly, through his language;
that to attribute meanings where we know nothing need not disturb
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the little we have of the real life.
Burgess and. Renault recognise that although there 18 no
history without imagination to give it life, and so in a sense
no history without fiction, the freedcn the novelist brings to
creating the past is subject to the authority of history to
preserve it. They also believe that fiction defers to the truth
about human life which we share with Shakespeare -- or with Arrlan.
They are as 'old Western' as C.S.Lewis in finding open access to
the past. It is therefore possible for them to achieve an
acccnrnodation of past to present, to create an Alexander or a
Shakespeare to interest us without allowing our Interest to
'revoke' the meanings they gave their lives. That. is the cai'non
interest of their very different styles of fiction. I have
argued that the interest is present, rather weirdly, In the Nye
of Falstaff where the games the book plays have a meaning because
the novelist persuades us of reality behind them. The Interest
depends on trust In the imagination, which John Fowles worries
about so unhelpfully In The French LieutenantsWoman, and which
Golding exploits creatively In Rites of Passage. If that trust
were to fail, the past might recede fran serious Interest.
It should have been possible to conclude this thesis with
the bright prospect of another Farrell novel, quizzically
contemplating scne new imperial catastrophe.
Who knows what magnificence he might have
given us? For, marvellous as the 'npire
Trilogy' is, It was only the beginning of
scnething. One sensed that his artistic
ambitions were large, although he himself

would have repudiated the idea ... There
Is nothing meretricious or merely topical
about Farrell's work; It has the detachment
15
and repose of great art.
Derek Mahon' a was one of many newspaper tributeB to Farrell which
recorded 'a blow to literature'. Farrell and the other novelists
I have discussed will probably come to be seen as authors of minor
art. Farrell's books have sane prxiise of the 'detachment and
repose' Mahon writes about. His advent, with Troubles, in 1970
was unhooked for

a major talent devoted to historical fiction.

Benny Green's article when Farrell died seis a]most apologetic
16
about the fact that the novels are after all, historical.
But
there has been a modest yet strong current of Imaginative work In
the last thirty years, and the old embarrasanent about the hybrid
genre may well be provoked again. Farrell was a great loss. But
his achievement showed one truth to be seen In the past, that
literature comes from creative Individuals and not from any nount
of critical talk.
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